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ABSTRACT

The increasing demand for effective and compact thermal solutions for the

next generation of thin and high-power density consumer electronics is challenging

the capability of miniature mechanical systems to meet the required cooling

performance. Due to their attractive and unique advantages with no moving parts,

design flexibility, small-scale structure, low height profile, silent operation, and

effective flow generation, electrohydrodynamic (EHD) air movers are well

positioned to become a key emerging cooling technology as alternative to

conventional rotary fans. In its general objective, this thesis aims to investigate the

benefits and highlight the features of EHD air movers as a thermal management

cooling solution in advanced and small-scale microelectronics, supporting all

previous efforts in this direction.

Due to the strong influence of the geometric parameters of EHD devices on the

corona discharge process and the resulting EHD flow, numerical modelling

represents a powerful tool to design and optimize EHD devices, especially of

complex and small-scale structures, where the capability of experimental

investigations is limited or challenging. This study presents an accurate and validated

numerical method to solve the coupled equations of electrostatics, charge transport

and fluid flow for the two-dimensional (2D) modelling of EHD airflow induced

through a wire-to-plane/grid channel configuration, and is the first to develop a

three-dimensional model (3D) that couples the EHD flows with conjugate heat

transfer modelling.

Based on thermal management requirements and from a design perspective, a

comprehensive investigation and analysis into the influence of geometric parameters

on the efficiency of EHD wire-to-grid blowers is performed and optimal

configurations are proposed for a range of heights from 9 to 15 mm. Results reveal

that using fine emitter wires is more efficient than thicker ones, and the grounded

electrode locations affect significantly the electric field distribution and the blower

efficiency. It is also found that using the grid as a further collector increases the

blower performance, with higher flow production, lower operating voltage and

reduced blower size.
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Further numerical developments are devoted to optimize the configuration of

miniature wire-to-plane EHD blowers for heights up to 10 mm, which is the most

preferred geometry for integration in the cooling systems of thin electronic

applications. For ranges of fixed operating power and voltage, the efficient optimized

electrode gaps are predicted and defined by simple expressions. The influence of

channel sidewall on the EHD flow rate and velocity profile are investigated and the

results show that the 2D modelling is valid to effectively predict flow rates produced

by wide and short EHD blowers compared to that obtained by 3D simulations.

A combined EHD air blower that enables a reduction in the level of applied

voltage and a control of flow production is developed. Performance comparisons

against commercial rotary blowers demonstrate that the optimized miniature EHD

blowers are more competitive for cooling miniaturized and extended heated surfaces

based on blower size, flow rate with uniform velocity profile, and power

consumption.

A novel design of an EHD system integrated with compact heat sinks is

presented as a thermal management cooling solution for advanced and thin consumer

applications. Results of a parametric study demonstrate that the EHD system offers

flexible structure design with the ability to reduce the height and increase the width

as required, providing a unique feature to be installed in low-profile laptops.

Moreover, compared to traditional cooling systems used in the current standard low

power laptops, the proposed EHD system offers promising cooling performance with

higher thermal design power (TDP), reduced thermal solution volume and lower

height profile.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Efficient dissipation of heat generated from microelectronic components

represents one of the major thermal management challenges for engineers and

designers of modern microelectronic applications. During operation of electronic

devices, high-performance chips can generate significant levels of heat and cause

high temperatures, leading to reduced device performance and being a major factor

of producing thermo-mechanical stresses on printed circuit boards (PCBs) [1].

Effective cooling systems are required to maintain the temperatures of electronic

components within safe operating limits and avoid overheating and subsequent

device failure. Development in cooling technologies has received increasing

attention due to the rapid advancement in the microelectronics industry, which has

been associated with increasing the processing performance of the integrated circuits

in parallel with reducing their size.

Over the last five decades, the semiconductor industry has significantly been

developed following Moore’s law [2], which states that the number of transistors in

an integrated circuit doubles approximately every two years, resulting in a smaller

transistor size and greater power density [3]. Since the transistor feature size became

below 90 nanometres, early estimates of scaling trends indicated that the chip power

density (in W/cm2) may increase more than 13 times as the transistor size decreases

to 15 nanometres, causing an exponential growth in the associated power density on

microelectronic chips [4]. Recent years have shown significant advancements in

semiconductor industry when Samsung Electronics has started mass production of

new system-on-chip with transistor size of 10 nanometres [5], while the IBM

research group is inching the way into a 5 nanometre node chip [6].

Figure 1.1 shows that the number of transistors per chip has doubled about

every two years since the 1970s, and the current transistor density has exceeded 109

transistors per die with an expectation to be around 1011 by 2020, while the heat
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generation associated with chip’s electrons speeds (Clock speeds) have steadily

increased. Indeed, as the transistor size decreases, the movement of electrons

through smaller scales of silicon circuits becomes faster, increasing their ability to

generate higher heat in the chips [7]. However, although the electrons speeds were

limited to generate more heat since around 2004, the current heat generation rates

still represent significant issue as the demand for small-scale and high-power density

devices is increasing, while the capability of conventional thermal solutions is

limited. Traditionally, forced-air cooling induced by rotary fans is the preferred and

popular cooling method for most microelectronic devices due to its low cost,

availability and simplicity. However, the increasing performance of microelectronics

has led not only to a higher heat generation but to smaller and thinner devices, where

the performance of traditional mechanical solutions for effective cooling is reduced

under the miniaturization condition. Based on these considerations, the need for

effective thermal management cooling solutions for the future microelectronics

remains critical and at the centre of attention of academic research communities,

engineering designers and industrial companies.

Figure 1.1 Trends of transistor density (transistor per chip) following Moore’s law, and the
associated electrons’ clock speed for microelectronics over the past five decades including the current

one. Figure adapted from Nature (2016) [7].

The work in this thesis is motivated due to the essential need for efficient and

compact thermal modules for microelectronics that meet the thermal management

requirements in terms of flexibility, reliability, cooling performance and acoustic
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levels. Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) flow is one of the emerging airside cooling

technologies that have great potential to extend the restricted capabilities of

miniaturized traditional mechanical fans, such as reduced performance and

installation size, in modern and ultra-thin microelectronic applications. With the

advantage of no moving parts, EHD air blowers offer silent operation, good

reliability, uniform velocity profile, wide range of flexibility in both scale and

design, and promising cooling performance on small and thin applications [8].

As the development and optimization of the traditional air cooling methods

has reached a high degree of maturity, it is important to open the improvement door

for emerging airside cooling technologies to meet the current and future

requirements of advanced microelectronic applications. The present study explores

and investigates the application of EHD air blowers based on thermal management

considerations in terms of modelling analysis, design development and optimization,

performance and flow characteristics, and integration with heat sinks, for convective

heat transfer in miniaturized consumer microelectronics such as laptop computers or

future high-end Internet of Things devices.

1.2 Electrohydodynamic (EHD) Airflow for Thermal Management

1.2.1 Introduction to EHD air movers

Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) air movers (also known as Electrostatic Fluid

Accelerators) are simple devices that provide a means of generating air motion by a

gas discharge across two electrodes without the need for moving parts. In the EHD

airflow approach, electrical energy is converted into kinetic energy of the moving air

stream by applying a high voltage electric field between a sharp corona electrode

and a grounded collecting surface in the air. When a sufficiently high electric field

gradient is created at the corona electrode, the surrounding air molecules are ionized.

The resultant charged ions are then accelerated under the effect of electrostatic

forces towards the collector electrode, transferring their momentum and energy into

the surrounding air particles and inducing air movement known as an ionic wind

(also referred to as a corona or an electric wind). A simple schematic diagram of an

EHD airflow induced by a positively charged corona wire is shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2 Schematic diagram of an EHD airflow induced by a positive corona discharge.

EHD air pumps can be designed using various-scale structures of electrode

configurations, offering a wide range of flexibility that enables installation in small

spaces, where the application of conventional mechanical air movers is limited. With

the absence of moving solid parts, EHD devices have extremely low weight and

operate with no vibration or lubrication requirements, offering stable and silent

operation. The mechanism of EHD driven flow provides the capability to change the

flow magnitude and direction during operation for effective local cooling.

Unlike traditional air movers, ionic wind can be induced through narrow

channels with high speeds and low levels of flow pressure losses and operating

power, offering promising cooling performance and electrical to mechanical

transduction efficiency. EHD devices have been effectively used for forced

convection heat transfer in confined and open space applications, either as air

blowers in the cooling system, or for cooling hot spots regions, where a stable

airflow jet is desired. Moreover, EHD driven airflow provides another feature when

it acts as a secondary flow in the presence of external bulk flow to mix flows and

disrupt the thermal boundary layer for heat transfer enhancements.

Apart from the use in the heat transfer field, significant research into EHD

phenomena has been presented in numerous studies for their application in

electrostatic precipitators (ESPs), where the contaminated particles are collected

from a flowing fluid under the effect of electrostatic charge [9-14]. Corona discharge

has also been examined in different applications such as acoustic transduction [15-

17], dehumidification (electrostatic fog-liquefiers) [18-20], and air sterilization [21,

22].
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In its general and specific features, EHD flow technology is considered an

attractive viable air cooling solution and has great potential to become an alternative

to conventional rotary fans, meeting the thermal management requirements in a class

of microelectronics cooling. The next sections present the main advantages and

disadvantages of EHD based air cooling in comparison with traditional mechanical

air movers.

1.3 EHD Airflow Characteristics

1.3.1 Advantages of EHD air movers

1.3.1.1 Design flexibility

Unlike rotary fans, EHD blowers can be designed and fabricated in various

sizes, shapes and geometries, depending on the application, to generate a steady flow

or create an impinging jet of air for local hot spot cooling whether in free or

confined space flow fields. In addition, corona electrodes can be applied with

tips/needles, wires, and edges of razors, and be arrayed into different configurations

(single or multi-electrodes), while collector electrodes can be set as round or flat

geometries, as well as adopted as a heat exchange surface.

1.3.1.2 Device size

EHD cooling systems can be installed and fitted in a small physical space of

thin profile and small-scale applications, where mechanical fans encounter technical

hurdles. Due to the absence of moving parts, EHD pumps can be designed in very

small thicknesses and fabricated for micro-scale microelectronic applications.

Moreover, using the collector electrode as a thermal exchange surface offers reduced

EHD device size and weight and also leads to effective heat transfer with reduced

boundary layer thickness.

Table 1.1 presents a comparison between a rotary fan and an EHD pump

based on a cooling device size to dissipate an amount of heat at approximately 40 oC

temperature difference. It shows that the EHD pump volume required to remove

about 1.4 W of heat is 38 mm3, compared to 720 mm3 needed for a rotary fan to

dissipate nearly the same amount of heat [8]. This example indicates the
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effectiveness of the EHD technology to dissipate heat in small spaces of applications

with higher transduction efficiency compared to a mechanical fan.

Table 1.1 Comparison between an EHD pump and a rotary fan based on cooling device size required
to dissipate heat at approximately the same temperature difference [8].

Technology (ºC)
Device volume
(mm3)

Heat dissipation
(W)

Efficiency(*)

(CFM/W)

EHD pump [23] 38.3 38 1.57 5.04

Rotary fan 40.0 720 1.29 0.57
(*) Produced flow rate in cubic feet per minute (CFM) per consumed power in watts.

1.3.1.3 Low acoustic level

EHD devices can be considered silent air cooling systems due to the absence

of vibration and acoustic noise during operation caused by rotating or moving parts.

Additionally, based on the operating theory of corona discharge and ionic wind, no

changes in the electric field and the pressure waves occur during the operation,

offering a stable and silent condition for EHD technology [24]. This advantage is

independent of geometry, applied voltage and scaling laws of EHD devices.

1.3.1.4 Velocity profile

In the case of air flow in a channel, EHD driven flow offers an improved

velocity profile compared to that achieved due to rotary fans. Figure 1.3 shows the

idealized velocity profiles of both EHD and fan flows between two parallel plates. In

conventional fans, a classic parabolic air velocity profile is formed due to viscous

effects and pressure differential flow from a fan, resulting in relatively inefficient

heat removal at the solid-fluid boundary. EHD flow offers non-parabolic profile

with higher velocity close to the channel walls because of the local Coulomb forces

that move fluid molecules are installed inside the channel. Therefore, the airflow

induced by EHD blowers can provide better and flatter flow profile, which greatly

can reduce the boundary layer thickness and effectively enhance the heat transfer

[25].
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Figure 1.3 Idealized laminar airflow velocity profile between two parallel plates generated by (a)
pressure differential flow due to fan, and (b) corona-driven air pump [25].

1.3.1.5 Boundary layer modification

In addition to their function of generating primary flows, EHD air movers can

be used to induce secondary flows in the presence of the bulk flow for improved

heat transfer rates. The EHD secondary flow can boost and/or mix airflows, causing

active disturbances and reductions in the fluid and thermal boundary layers and,

thereby, leading to better heat transfer enhancements [26], as shown in Figure 1.4.

Furthermore, when the collector electrode of an EHD device is used as a thermal

exchange surface, additional momentum can be provided to the air particles within

the boundary layer region, reducing its thickness and enhancing heat removal [25].

Figure 1.4 Schematic diagram of the boundary layer modification of external bulk flow on a flat
surface due to the secondary flow of ionic wind induced by EHD pump [27].
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1.3.1.6 Dynamic airflow pattern

A unique feature of EHD air movers is their ability to provide various dynamic

airflow patterns by changing the distribution of applied voltage at the collector

electrode, as shown in Figure 1.5. This feature can be employed to control flow in

local cooling of electronics with the ability to change the trajectory and level of

ionic wind velocity using the same applied voltage [28]. Moreover, applying

different voltages at corona electrodes in multi-stage arrangement also offers flow-

control for localized and hot spot cooling in thermal management applications.

Figure 1.5 Dynamic EHD airflow pattern controlled by varying collector voltage distribution. Arrow
length refers to the velocity magnitude of ionic wind [28].

1.3.2 Disadvantages of EHD air movers

Though EHD technology offers many unique features and attractive

advantages for cooling systems in advanced electronic devices, several associated

drawbacks due to corona discharge phenomenon represent challenges in the

practical implementation. The following points highlight and explain these

disadvantages and describe suggested solutions to tackle them or reduce their effects

on the performance of EHD devices.

1.3.2.1 Ozone generation

Ozone generation (O3) is one of the main disadvantages of EHD flow

technology, and is a normal by-product and direct result of corona discharge. At a

given electrode gap and ambient conditions, the ozone production rate in an EHD

device depends on the polarity type (positive or negative), level of applied voltage,

and corona electrode configuration. A large amount of ozone, as an undesirable
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result, can affect and damage the environment, and be hazardous to human health at

certain levels. According to the National Ambient Air Quality Standards, the

maximum allowable safe concentration of ozone for an 8-hour daily exposure is less

than 0.1 parts per million (ppm) [29].

However, a number of studies reported that ozone produced due to corona

discharge can be reduced by using a positive corona rather than negative one [30-

32]. Typically, ozone formation increases proportionally with applied potential and

current density [33]. Therefore, using a high aspect ratio between the EHD

electrodes can reduce the corona onset voltage, which is the magnitude of voltage

required for discharge to occur, and thereby decrease the ozone production [23, 34].

This aspect also can be considered with using very fine smooth and round corona

electrodes, small electrode gaps, and multi-stages of EHD flow generators [30, 33].

In their numerical modelling validated against experiments, Chen and

Davidson [34] demonstrated that the rate of ozone production due to positive

discharge increases linearly with the current density at a given wire radius and gas

temperature. Based on this fact, they found that at a fixed current density per wire

length of 0.4 A/m2, the ozone generation rate can be decreased by 62% (from 15.3 to

5.8 ppm) by reducing corona wire radius from 200 to 100 μm, and by 44% using a 

wire of 100 μm-radius and increasing gas temperature from 300 to 500 K. Results 

also showed that using very fine corona wire with 20 μm-diameter can keep the 

ozone generation rate at a low level of 0.089 ppm, under the same given current

density and at 300 K.

In practical applications, using ozone destructive materials such as ozone

catalysts in the EHD devices is required, which enable mitigation of ozone

production by converting O3 into oxygen [35].

1.3.2.2 Electrode degradation

The degradation of the emitter electrode during the operation of corona

discharge represents a significant challenge to provide an adequate lifetime of EHD

devices. Electrode degradation mainly occurs as a result of surface oxidation and

metal sputtering in a high electric field, leading to corona electrode failure. This in
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turn can considerably reduce device longevity and lead to unstable voltage operation

over time [25].

However, the proper selection of materials for the emitter electrode, which is

the most prone to degradation, and avoiding all materials that have a high tendency

to erode and decay over time can improve the electrode resistance to degradation.

Previous investigations demonstrated that emitter electrodes made from silicon and

silicon dioxide materials have significantly lower corrosion compared to metals

under the effect of corona discharge [36].

Furthermore, it was experimentally found that coating corona electrodes with

palladium (Pd), which has a high resistance to corrosion and good electrical and

thermal conductivities, can reduce electrode degradation and increase the device

lifetime by 3.5 times longer than that without coating [37]. Moreover, using positive

corona electrodes offers less oxidization and corrosion, improving EHD device

lifetime and providing a stable operation [38, 39].

1.3.2.3 The need for a high voltage source

The need to minimize the high voltage required to initiate corona discharge

(usually on the order of kilovolts) while improving pumping performance remains a

research focus. Typically, ionic wind velocity increases proportionally with

increasing applied voltage and discharge currents (or input power) at a given

electrode gap. Indeed, the need for compact high voltage converters required for

operating EHD cooling systems in microelectronic applications is one of the

integration and practical challenges [25]. However, it was reported that both the

onset and operating voltages of positive polarity can be reduced at a given electrode

gap by using a very fine tip curvature emitter due to the higher electric field created

[40], or decreasing the electrode gap at a given operating current [27]. Moreover,

using multi-stage EHD wind generators can significantly improve the flow

generation at certain low operating voltages [25, 41].
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1.3.2.4 The influence of environmental factors

The environmental factors such as air humidity and dust particles can affect

the operation of corona discharge. For the positive discharge, the increase in air

relative humidity increases the corona onset voltage to certain limits before it tends

to decrease as the relative humidity increases [42]. For a negative corona, the

increase in air humidity decreases the electric field strength, corona current and ion

mobility of air, leading to a lower air breakdown than that proposed by Peek’s

equation [43].

The accumulation of dust particles, which is a shared problem between rotary

fans and EHD pumps, can occur on the EHD device due to the movement of charged

particles towards the surface of opposite polarity under the effect of electric field

and electrostatic forces. The collection of dust particle mainly occurs on the

collector electrode and causes increased electrical resistance and reduced ion

current, resulting in an increased thermal resistance of the heat exchange surface

(heat sink) and drop in the performance and longevity of EHD devices [25, 44].

In their experimental and numerical study, Jewell-Larsen et al. [44] presented

the first concerns regarding the dust accumulation on EHD cooling systems.

Although no advice was given in their conclusions on how to reduce dust

accumulation, the study, however, determined the locations on the collecting surface

where the majority of the dust particles are collected, and offered a simulation model

for investigating and optimizing the longevity of EHD devices. Practically, using a

pre-filter is one of the available options to protect the EHD cooling device from the

accumulation of dust particles during operation.

1.3.2.5 Low pressure head

Typically, the flow rate produced by EHD devices mainly depends on the

amount of kinetic energy and momentum imparted to the air molecules due to

collision with charged ions traveling across the electrodes and not by mechanical

moving solid parts like in rotary fans. Therefore, the pressure head of EHD pumps is

low compared to that created by fan blades, with a reduced ionic acceleration to

overcome pressure restriction caused by converging or long channels [45]. However,
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using cascading designs with multi-stages of EHD pumps can significantly improve

airflow rate production and lead to a higher cooling performance [25, 41].

1.4 Thermal Management Cooling Solutions

1.4.1 Overview

The recent years have shown a dramatic growth in the microelectronics

industry in terms of circuit component density, microfabrication processes,

functional complexity and operating power, including a wide range of modern

applications from mobile devices to powerful server units. According to recent

reports of the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) [46], the global

semiconductors market shows that the sale trends are increasingly growing and the

demand for high-performance portable microelectronic devices is accelerating.

On the other hand, however, reports released by the International Technology

Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [3] have indicated that the current and future

trends of thermal design power of microelectronics are steadily increasing and the

associated high heat fluxes require improved cooling methods for efficient heat

dissipation. Furthermore, the heat generated from the advanced integrated circuits is

non-uniform, causing high local power densities (hot spots) and limiting the thermal

solution system as well as the performance and reliability of devices. Based on these

trends, the design and development of the future consumer microelectronics relies

critically on the availability of innovative and compact thermal solutions beyond the

capabilities of the traditional cooling systems.

The response of thermal industries has led to significant developments in

thermal management cooling technologies for effective heat removal and lower

levels of power consumption, acoustic noise and manufacturing cost. Although

elaborate cooling systems such as on-chip liquid cooling [47], Aquasar (IBM) [48],

dielectric liquid immersion technology [49], and other types of liquid cooling have

been developed and successfully proven for higher thermal dissipation rates than

that are possible by air cooling, cost limitations still prevent their large scale

adoption.
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Due to the higher heat conductivity and capacity of liquid compared to air,

liquid cooling technologies are considered very effective methods to remove

extremely high heat fluxes (above 100 W/cm2). However, the implementation of

these approaches for consumer microelectronics is complex and requires high levels

of manufacturing quality to avoid leakage problems, resulting in costly devices

compared to air cooled methods. Among the wide range of thermal management

applications, the adoption of liquid cooling approaches has been largely confined to

high performance computing systems such as servers and data centers, where the

cost is elastic and the dissipation of enormous generated heat fluxes is required [50,

51].

Passive thermal solutions such as heat transport technologies; including phase-

change heat pipes, liquid and spray coolers, and vapour chambers, are also

efficiently used in high heat flux applications to transport thermal energy from hot

spot regions to heat exchangers, where the heat can be dissipated from the system.

For years, heat pipes have been developed and commonly used with rotary fans and

heat sinks as effective cooling systems for microelectronic devices such as laptops

and computer servers. However, although heat pipes have effective heat transfer

with very low thermal resistance, their implementation becomes critical as the

microelectronic device and the cooling system become smaller and thinner, causing

performance limitations [52], practical fabrication challenges and increases in cost

[53]. Other emerging heat transport technologies such as microchannels [54-56] and

droplet manipulation [57], offer higher heat transfer than traditional heat sinks and

have shown significant performance on localized dissipation of high heat flux and

hot spot cooling applications. However, the manufacturing cost and the relatively

high pumping power required to overcome the increased pressure losses make their

application still limited in consumer microelectronics [8].

Among other cooling technologies, air cooling using fans remains the most

popular thermal management solution, especially in portable microelectronic and

consumer products. This is attributed to their design flexibility and relatively low

cost of manufacturing and implementation as well as the capability to dissipate the

generated heat to the ambient environment, which is ultimately a required feature for

most devices. Classic assemblies of heat sink and rotary fan have been successfully

used for cooling macro-scale electronic applications such as desktop computers and
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servers. However, this option is no longer viable for thin and small-scale

microelectronics, where both the device thickness and the ability to increase the

thermal exchange area are limited.

Typically, the cooling system of most thin microelectronic devices such as

laptops involves using both passive and active cooling technologies to remove high

heat fluxes to the ambient air. As illustrated in Figure 1.6, the heat is transported

using an integrated heat spreader (most often simply a copper plate) from the CPU

silicon die, where a high heat-flux density is generated, to a larger thermal

conductive surface. Thermal interface materials (TIM) such as thermal greases,

phase change materials and gels, act to provide passively efficient thermal exchange

and high thermal conductivity in the interface between solid components. The heat

is then moved via heat transport devices such as phase-change heat pipes to the heat

exchange surface (heat sink), where the heat is actively dissipated out of the device

using air mover devices such as centrifugal rotary blowers.

Figure 1.6 Traditional notebook thermal management cooling system, showing the heat flow
direction from the heat source to the ambient air via the heat exchange surface.
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In fact, the desired low thermal resistance, which is defined as the ability of a

material to resist flow of heat (K/W), of the air-cooled heat sink mainly relies on the

effective conduction heat transfer from the heat source to the heat sink fins, and the

efficient heat dissipation via forced convection from fin surface to the ambient air.

Basically, the efficient exchange of heat at the solid-fluid boundary layer of a

forced-air cooled heat sink enables to achieve higher heat transfer rates and lower

thermal resistance between the heated surfaces and the cooling air.

The total heat dissipated (in W) from the heat sink by the airflow is

(1.1)

where is the convection heat transfer coefficient, is the heat exchange surface

area (m2), and are the average heat sink surface and air temperatures (K),

respectively, is the mass flow rate (kg/s), is the specific heat capacity of air

(kJ/kg.K), and and are the average air temperatures at the exit and inlet of

the heat sink (K), respectively.

The equation shows that the heat dissipation rate due to forced convection can

be enhanced by increasing the heat exchange surface area at a given flow rate or

increasing the mass flow rate at a given heat dissipation area. However, as the heat

exchange area increases at a given heat sink size, a dense arrangement of the fins is

required, leading to higher flow resistance losses and a reduced cooling

performance. Likewise, extending the heat sink size requires further installation

space for the cooling system and an increase in the number of associated fans.

On the other hand, increasing the heat transfer rate can also be achieved by

improving the flow rate produced the rotary blower. However, this option remains

limited under the miniaturization condition. This means that as the microelectronic

device becomes thinner and smaller, increasing the size of the heat exchanger or the

cooling airflow rate is restricted by the thickness and weight of the device, or the

capability of the miniaturized rotary blower to produce sufficient flow rate.

Although today's industries offer miniaturized structures of fans and blowers

with thicknesses in millimetres, further shrinkage in their size, which is practically
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limited by the fan blade height and motor design, leads to less reliability, a reduction

in the flow rate, and an increase in the power consumption and acoustic level due to

the associated high rotational speed. The next section presents the main technical

drawbacks and implementation challenges of mechanical centrifugal blowers under

the condition of fan scaling laws, and discusses the possibilities of current emerging

air cooling technologies such as synthetic jets and piezoelectric fans as alternatives

to the traditional fans in thin and small-scale consumer microelectronics.

1.4.2 Airside cooling technologies

1.4.2.1 Conventional rotary fans

Rotary fans have been used for a long time as a successful cooling method to

produce airflow used to dissipate thermal energy in microelectronic products and

heat transfer applications. As the result of many years of development and

optimization, mechanical fans represent by far the most popular method of active air

production for forced convection cooling due to their efficiency in heat dissipation,

low manufacturing cost and easy installation.

The performance of rotary fans is governed by scaling relationships that

describe the change in the fan characteristics based on its geometric features, and

given by [58],

(1.2)

(1.3)

(1.4)

where is the output flow rate of the fan, is the pressure rise, is the power

consumed by the fan, is the air density, and , , and are the fan rotational

speed, diameter, and height, respectively.

These scaling laws obviously state that the flow rate and power consumption

characteristics scale linearly with fan size while the pressure rise is invariant and

independent of fan height, assuming fan electrical to mechanical transduction
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efficiency is constant regardless of the change in fan dimensions. Indeed, the

conventional scaling laws were determined and effectively proven for large scale

fans operating at very high Reynolds numbers, where the inertia forces are

dominant. However, as the fan becomes thinner and smaller for advanced

microelectronic devices, the loss mechanisms become significant and the validity of

the fan laws breaks down [59].

Based on fan diameter and rotational speed, it was demonstrated that the

traditional fan laws are not effective at flows of low Reynolds numbers to predict the

flow characteristics of miniature axial [60, 61] and centrifugal [62, 63] fans, where

the viscous effects are considered. In addition, it was reported that as the fan

becomes smaller and operates at low rotational speeds, the boundary layers created

on the fan rotors in low flow regimes effectively block flow through the fan,

reducing the produced flow rate, and causing significant losses on the fan

performance and transduction efficiency [64].

A significant experimental study was conducted by Walsh et al. [59] to

examine the validity of the fan scaling laws for profile heights at miniature scales

using different sizes of centrifugal fans. They proved that the magnitudes of flow

rate, pressure rise, and power consumption predicted by the conventional fan scaling

laws does not exactly agree with those of the experiments. Based on this, they stated

that it is not valid to apply fan scaling laws for flow rate and power consumption

based on only blade profile height to determine fan pumping efficiency

independently of fan diameter.

Figure 1.7 shows the fan aspect ratio, which is defined by fan blade height to

fan diameter, as a function of the predicted performance trends relative to the fan

scaling laws (represented by lines) and the measured performance (identified by

dashed lines). Results reveal that the maximum flow coefficient, which is defined as

, lies in a range of aspect ratio between 0.07 and 0.16, but it is

significantly reduced out of this range.

Therefore, as fan aspect ratio decreases (or the fan becomes smaller), both

flow rate and pressure coefficient are significantly reduced at a constant rotational

speed although an associated drop in power consumption can be achieved.

Moreover, decreasing the fan diameter at a given blade profile leads to significant
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losses in fan performance and efficiency because both flow rate and pressure change

with the square of the diameter, as described by the scaling equations (1.2) and (1.3).

A further experimental study was presented by Walsh et al. [65] to investigate

the levels of acoustic emission from miniature centrifugal fans and examine their

agreement with those predicted by scaling laws. They found that the acoustic levels

increase at low Reynolds number with reduced mass flow, and reported that the

product of the Reynolds number, which is based on the maximum velocity and the

rotor outer radius, and the aspect ratio squared [ ] should be greater than 30

to avoid unfavorable acoustic levels. In addition, as the fan becomes thinner and

smaller, the design of miniature fan motors and rotors represents further challenges

due to the manufacturing cost and the reliability against bearing failure [66].

Figure 1.7 Fundamental limits of the miniaturized rotary fan under the scaling laws in terms of flow
coefficient ( ), pressure coefficient ( ), and power coefficient ( ) at a

constant rotational speed [8, 59].

In the case of centrifugal fans, which are usually used in thin microelectronic

applications, the fan height is a limiting factor and must be fixed based on the device
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thickness while the fan diameter can be selected to stay within the effective aspect

ratio range, where the fan provides its highest flow rate. This restriction in turn may

cause limitations in the flow rate produced by the fan and hinder its ability to

dissipate the required amount of heat effectively from the heat exchange surface.

One of the ways to overcome this limitation is to increase the number of fans

in the system in order to improve the flow rate and widen its outlet area for extended

heat sinks. However, this requires a larger installation volume in the cooling system,

increases the power consumption and the possibility of rotating mechanical parts to

fail, and can lead to higher acoustic emissions due to frequency interference caused

by multiple fans [67].

Therefore, for a given heat generated by the microelectronic device, further

shrinkage in the fan size leads to reduced flow rates, less reliability, an increase in

the power consumption, and ultimately, a reduction in the fan cooling performance.

For these reasons, there is a critical need for alternative effective cooling solutions

that meet the thermal management requirements for small form factor devices.

1.4.2.2 Synthetic jets

In their simple structure and operating mechanism, synthetic jets are

considered to be one of the most innovative active cooling technologies proposed for

the thermal management of microelectronics. Unlike conventional air jets produced

with net mass flux, synthetic jets are zero-net-mass jets and can produce high

momentum of unsteady turbulent impinging flow with no additional mass required

to the system. A synthetic jet ejector mainly consists of a flexible membrane, an air

cavity, and an orifice nozzle, as shown in Figure 1.8.

Basically, the airflow is produced by the synthetic jet device due to the

movement pulse of a membrane, which induces flow to move back and forth,

causing a periodic ejection and suction of air inside the cavity. Due to this

mechanism, the surrounding air is sucked into the cavity and then forced to leave

through the orifice nozzle, generating unsteady impinging jets with vortex rings

formed near the opening [68].

One of the main applications of synthetic jets as ejectors is the operation in

conjunction with a rotary fan to induce a secondary flow disturbance. Moreover, the
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induced periodic jet can be effectively used in the presence of primary flow to

control the surface temperature of heat sinks and integrated circuit components, or

employed as impinging synthetic jet (primary flow) for hot spot cooling.

In the presence of steady primary flow produced by a fan, the unsteady flow

jet and the formed periodic vortex structures can improve the turbulent flow and

modify boundary layers for enhanced heat transfer rates [69]. This in turn leads to

significant benefits related to the fan with lower rotating speeds, reduced operating

power and acoustic noise, increasing the fan reliability and improving the overall

cooling performance of the system. Synthetic jets can also play a significant role

when they are placed upstream of the heat sink inlet to control and direct the

incoming flow induced by a fan and reduce flow bypass, increasing the heat removal

and enhancing the system efficiency [68].

Figure 1.8 Schematic diagram of the synthetic jet operation mechanism; (a) entrance of air (b)
generation of vortex rings and air jet [70].

Synthetic jet ejectors were investigated and suggested for cooling portable

platforms [71, 72], and optimized based on performance for printed wiring boards

(PWB) [73] and integrated heat sinks [74, 75]. However, although synthetic jets

have many attractive features such as no rotating parts, low operating power and

acoustic noise, high reliability, flexible shape, small size, and promising localized
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cooling performance, their performance decreases as their scale is reduced, making

their application is limited to cool only low-power consumer products [76]. Another

serious disadvantage beyond the implementation of synthetic jets in confined spaces

in the absence of an external net flux, is their re-ingestion of the air that has already

ejected and passed over a heated surface, leading to a reduced cooling performance

[77].

In general, synthetic jets are highly recommended to be used in conjunction

with rotary fans for increased heat transfer rate in high performance applications

such as servers and desktop computers, or for applications in open environments

such as LED (light-emitting diode) cooling, where the long operating life of the

cooling device is required and the large size that passively cooled can be reduced [8,

78, 79].

1.4.2.3 Piezoelectric fans

Piezoelectric fans (also known as piezo fans) are a solid state active air mover

technology that has emerged as a viable cooling solution for the thermal

management of microelectronic devices. It simply consists of a patch of

piezoelectric material (piezo element) attached to a flexible cantilever blade, as

shown in Figure 1.9. The operation mechanism of the piezoelectric fan depends on

the contraction and expansion of the piezo element under alternating applied

voltage, which occur with the same frequency as the input signal, causing

oscillations at the free end of the blade. When the fan structure is driven at

resonance, the oscillations and generated displacement at the blade tip become larger

and cause a considerable airflow movement [80, 81].

With their inherent and attractive features of high reliability, no bearings or

wearing parts, long operating life, small and simple structure, minimal noise

emissions, low operating power, and efficient control of air and heat removal, piezo

fans can meet the special thermal management requirements for microelectronics

cooling [82]. Over recent years, the unique airflow patterns provided by single or

multiple piezo fans have been developed and optimized to be used in integration

with heat sinks for active cooling [83, 84], or for local cooling of microelectronic

components [85, 86] and LED packages [87, 88].
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Among other air cooling methods, piezoelectric fans have the highest energy

conversion efficiency due to their extremely low operating power [8]. However,

although increasing the resonance mode of the piezo fan can lead to higher flow

rates, the associated increase in the power consumption and the acoustic level offsets

this advantage [82]. Moreover, although these devices have recently shown effective

cooling performance in miniature scale when integrated into a heat sink of a height

of 3.5 mm [89], the low flow rate production, which degrades as the blade scale

decreases, limits their practicable application in high-power consumer devices [8]. A

recent review study indicated that the characteristics of piezoelectric fans are gaining

greater acceptance in LED lighting applications, where the reliability, long lifetime

and low power consumption are critical needs [90].

Figure 1.9 Schematic diagram of a piezoelectric fan vibrating under an applied AC voltage [82].

1.5 Chapter Summary

As alternative airside technologies are being developed to replace the rotary

fans or overcome their limitations for modern high-power microelectronics, the

balance between the advantages and disadvantages of each thermal solution dictates

whether they will be adopted based on thermal management considerations. In the

consumer applications, where the cost factor and the user comfort are considered,

the response for efficient compact thermal modules that ensure the device

functionality becomes challenging. Although the inherent advantages of both

synthetic jets and piezoelectric fans make them competitive to rotary fans in terms of

reliability, scale structure, lifetime, power consumption and noise levels, their

modest flow rates produced at small-scales overshadows these considerations.
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In their comprehensive review and analysis study, Wang et al. [8] recently

compared the performance of a number of alternative air pumping methods against

rotary fans for microelectronics cooling, including piezoelectric fans, synthetic jets

and EHD air movers. They concluded that although piezoelectric fans and synthetic

jets are potentially useful for cooling of localized hot-spots, they are generally

unsuitable for consumer microelectronics due to their inability to generate sufficient

cooling airflow rates. In contrast, they found that the EHD air movers have great

potential to be used as a thermal management solution for microelectronics cooling,

offering important advantages over rotary fans due to their flexibility, silent

operation, reduced energy consumption, smaller volume requirements, and ability to

generate sufficient flow rates that provide effective heat dissipation on small form

factor microelectronics.

1.6 Objectives and Scope of Thesis

The performance of mechanical rotary fans required to provide efficient

cooling for the next generation of thin and high-power density consumer

microelectronics is expected to be increasingly problematical due to their limitations

in small-scale applications. This has led to increased attention on alternative cooling

solutions, such as the emerging EHD technology, to examine their capability in

small form factor applications based on thermal management requirements.

However, as is true of many other emerging technologies, EHD flow based cooling

systems still require more investigation, development and design optimization in

order to meet the required cooling performance in miniaturized electronics before

they are commercially viable.

This thesis explores the benefits of using EHD flow technology as an

alternative thermal management solution to mechanical cooling systems in practical

small-scale microelectronics, and attempts to move its application a step forward

towards a real-world implementation. The objectives of this thesis are broken into

three main parts:

The first presents a validated numerical EHD flow model that solves the set of

coupled-physics equations of electrostatics, charge transport, and fluid dynamics.

Developed models that couple EHD flow and conjugate heat transfer modules and
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enable heat dissipation predictions are an important part of modelling development

in this thesis. As not all aspects of EHD processes can be observed or examined

through experimental investigations and in order to save time and cost, numerical

modelling represents an important tool to design and optimize EHD devices, provide

accurate predictions of performance and efficiency, and investigate the influence of

geometric parameters, offering wide scope for exploring the future design and

optimization of EHD based thermal systems. In this light, this thesis contributes and

presents the first developed three-dimensional (3D) numerical model to investigate

EHD flow characteristics and the sidewall effects of EHD channels, and applies a

conjugate heat transfer module for integrated EHD flow based cooled heat sinks,

which to the best of the author’s knowledge has not been developed before.

The second contribution presents a numerical investigation and comprehensive

analysis into the development of EHD flow induced by a blower of wire-to-

plane/grid configuration based on airflow rate, pressure generation, power

conversion efficiency and device scaling. The investigation is devoted to study the

influence of the fundamental design parameters of miniature EHD air blowers on

pumping performance. The optimization of EHD blower design requires a delicate

balance between the resultant flow production and the associated engineering

challenges related to EHD process such as the high level of applied voltage. This

thesis strives to provide a design optimization of EHD blowers that predict the

efficient locations of EHD electrodes based on the effective levels of operating

voltage and power. It also includes design considerations of size and power

consumption and demonstrates the capability of applying low height and small-scale

EHD air blowers for cooling thermal management applications such as consumer

electronics.

The third part presents 3D numerical simulations to investigate the benefits of

integrating EHD blower with a plate-fin heat sink and examines the cooling

performance and benefits of integrating EHD systems into modern laptop

computers. This thesis aims to evaluate the scope for integrated EHD air blowers to

replace mechanical fans in low-profile electronic devices.
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Although the undesired side effects of the corona discharge process such as

ozone production and electrode degradation represent major disadvantages and

challenging against EHD technology in the real implementation, they are beyond the

scope of this thesis. However, the most influencing factors that have been reported

towards ozone mitigation are considered in this work such as using a positive

polarity and very fine corona electrode.

1.7 Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is divided into six chapters.

Chapter 2 describes the fundamentals and theory of the corona discharge

process, including the operating mechanism of EHD flow and the characteristics of

positive and negative discharges. The chapter also presents a detailed review that

covers the use of EHD flow in the field of heat transfer applications and thermal

management considerations. A concise review over the modelling of EHD flow

based heat transfer is also included at the end of the chapter.

Chapter 3 presents a detailed explanation of the EHD numerical modelling,

including the governing equations, numerical method, and assumptions used for the

space charge generation and fluid dynamics. Two- and three-dimensional numerical

models are developed using the finite element method and appropriate boundary

conditions for EHD driven flows induced in wire-to-grid/plane channels. The

models are validated carefully against numerical and experimental data for the

electrical and fluid dynamic characteristics.

Chapter 4 presents a comprehensive numerical analysis and developments on

the EHD blowers of wire-to-grid configuration to investigate the influence of

geometrical and design parameters on the EHD blower performance and conversion

efficiency. Optimal design is predicted based on pumping performance and the

effective levels of operating conditions.

Further numerical developments and design optimization are presented in

Chapter 5 for miniature EHD blowers of wire-to-plane configuration based on

thermal management considerations. Simple expressions are presented to predict the

optimal design based on the blower height. The chapter includes 3D modelling of an
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EHD blower to study the flow rate, static pressure, flow pattern, and sidewall effects

on outlet velocity profile and magnitude. An optimized and combined EHD blower

is proposed, and comparisons against commercial miniature rotary blowers based on

pumping efficiency and blower size are presented.

Using the optimal designs predicted in previous chapter, Chapter 6 proposes a

novel design of EHD cooling system and presents developed 3D numerical models

to solve the coupled physics of EHD flow and conjugate heat transfer for EHD air

blowers in integration with a heat exchanger of parallel-plates structure. For a range

of operating conditions, a parametric study is undertaken to evaluate the impact of

design parameters on the thermal performance of EHD system. The predicted

maximum operating temperatures are compared with those allowed in the real

implementation of fan-cooled laptops.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarises the main conclusions from the results presented

in this thesis, and suggests future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2

Fundamentals and State of the Art

2.1 Preface

Electrohydrodynamics (EHD) is a process of interactions between electric

fields and fluids, resulting in a corona discharge and thereby a fluid movement. The

mechanism of this process occurs in the air when a sufficiently high potential

difference is applied across two electrodes. The first electrode has a high tip

curvature of a very small radius such as needle or wire and is called the emitter or

corona electrode, while the second electrode has a low tip curvature and an opposite

polarity to the emitter electrode and is called the collector electrode. The sharp edge

of the corona electrode is necessary to create the electric field gradient, which is

responsible for ionizing air particles in close proximity to the corona electrode

surface, and subsequently causes the corona discharge phenomenon.

Since the intensity of the electric field created at sharp points is greater and

stronger than that created at blunt bodies, the voltage required to cause corona

discharge at the corona electrode is lower compared to that of the collector

electrode. This fact can be explained by the basic formula of the electric field

intensity ( ) of a sphere, given by Gauss’s law:

(2.1)

where is the charge, is the radius of electrode curvature, and is permittivity

of free space (constant). This basic formula shows that the electric field intensity

increases as the radius decreases, and the electrode geometry has a significant effect

on the corona discharge generation.
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It is important to state that the space across the EHD electrodes is occupied by

both positive ions and electrons that exist in the air due to the background radiation,

which is mainly caused by the radioactive elements and cosmic rays. The existence

of these electrons is active to create an initial concentration required for the

ionization process and corona discharge [91].

2.2 Basic EHD Flow Principle

The operation of EHD flow induced by positive corona discharge, where a

high voltage is applied between corona and collector electrodes, and the resultant

ionic wind flow is shown in Figure 2.1. In general, when a sufficiently high voltage

of a certain polarity is applied to a sharp edge of corona electrode, an electrical field

is created and continues to increase until it exceeds the breakdown strength of the

air. At this level, the particles of opposite charge are attracted and connected to the

corona electrode, creating a conductive region around it. Due to the strong electric

field and the increase in the conductive region, the absorbed charges are accelerated

and lead to more liberation and ejection of charges from neutral particles. This

operation is called the ionization phenomenon and occurs in a region called the

ionization zone.

The rest of the charged particles are then attracted to the collector electrode,

which has the opposite polarity of the corona electrode. During their motion, the

charged ions collide with neutral air molecules and transfer a part of their

momentum and energy to them, resulting in a bulk air movement towards the

collector electrode called the ionic wind. When the ionized molecules reach the

collector electrode, they return to be neutralized again. The space where the air

molecules are propelled from the ionization layer into the collector electrode is

called the drifting zone.

Both positive and negative corona can be generated depending on the voltage

polarity applied at the corona electrode. Thus, positive corona can be generated by

applying a high positive DC voltage at the high curvature emitting electrode, while

the collector is grounded. Similarly, but conversely, when a corona electrode is

subjected to a high negative DC voltage while the anode electrode is adopted as a
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collector, a negative corona discharge is operated. Corona discharge can also be

created by an AC sinusoidal or pulsed potential.

Figure 2.1 Schematic of positive corona discharge and the ionic wind induced by the movement of
positive ions towards the collector electrode [8].

2.3 The Corona Discharge Process

2.3.1 Positive corona discharge

The positive corona discharge phenomenon and the related ionization process

have been well understood and described in the literature [39, 92-96], and is

illustrated in Figure 2.2. The process of positive corona discharge occurs when a

high positive electric potential is applied to the corona electrode, while the collecting

electrode is grounded, creating a gradient electric field across them. When this

voltage increases and exceeds a certain value called corona inception (or onset)

voltage (CIV), which is the high enough voltage required to create the electric field

needed to ionize the air molecules, the corona discharge phenomenon begins to take

effect. Below the CIV value, no discharge occurs and no current can be detected

between the two electrodes.
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Figure 2.2 The process of positive corona discharge [96].

The created electric field must exceed the dielectric strength or the breakdown

strength of the air in order to initiate a corona discharge. The dielectric strength of a

material (expressed in V/m), is the level of electric field that the material can

withstand before becoming electrically conductive. Thus, when the applied potential

increases and exceeds the CIV, the electric field strength necessary for producing

corona discharge is created. At this level, a space charge is formed due to the

positive ions, and a low discharge current is created and flows across the drifting

zone of the electrode space. The ion current then increases proportionally and

exponentially with the electric field (or the applied voltage), following Ohm’s law

regime, as shown in Figure 2.3.

Thus, when the electric field intensity increases beyond this level, the free

electrons that naturally exist in the air in the close vicinity are accelerated towards

the corona electrode, and the bound electrons in the atomic orbitals of air molecules

are liberated. These electrons and the resulting positive ions are then accelerated by

Coulomb forces with enough kinetic energy to release more electrons from neutral

air molecules during collisions. Due to a further increase in voltage, the velocity of

charged molecules (positive ions) increases through their free path, leading to more

collisions with the neutral molecules and greater production of new ions. As a result,

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dielectric
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_conductor
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the ion current suddenly and rapidly increases with a high current density, reaching

the breakdown voltage region across the electrode separation gap, where the

electrical arcing and a spark-over occur.

Figure 2.3 Corona current-voltage relationship.

The newly released electrons, in turn, lead to further breakdown, forming an

electrically conductive region in a process called avalanche breakdown or the

electron avalanche. This zone, where the conductive region is created and the

electron avalanche occurs, is called the ionization (corona plasma) region. In

addition, positive ions and free electrons are also produced due to the photo-

ionization process when the photons eject electrons from air molecules.

It is important to mention that the ionization region ideally contains free

electrons and positive ions, and is surrounded by a distinct layer called the ionization

boundary (or surface), which is a complex interface where there is a delicate balance

of repulsion and attraction processes caused by the Coulomb forces. In order to

simplify the analysis in the ionization layer, Kaptsov’s assumption [97] can be

applied, which assumes that the electric field strength at the boundary between the

ionization and drifting zones is constant, as will be explained in detail in Chapter 3.

Free electrons may recombine with positive ions, or form negative ions when

they attach to electronegative air molecules, such as O2. Both recombination and
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electron attachment cause a reduction in the net ionization rate. However, due to the

high energy of electrons that are close to the corona electrode, the net ionization is

sustained there, but the processes of attachment and recombination dominate as the

distance from the corona electrode surface increases, leading to a decrease in the net

ionization rate. At the boundary of the ionization and plasma regions, both processes

of attachment and recombination, and the rate of ionization become equal and in a

balanced act.

During the process, free electrons and the produced negative ions are attracted

towards the corona electrode, creating a secondary plasma (corona ionization), and

leading to production of more positive ions. These positive ions are then repelled by

the positive high voltage of the corona electrode and flow towards the negative

collector electrode under the effect of Coulomb forces. During their path through the

drifting region, which ideally consists of only positive ions and neutral air

molecules, the unipolar ions transfer and exchange their momentum into neutral air

molecules due to collisions between them, transforming the electric energy to the

kinetic energy, and creating a bulk air flow (ionic wind). The ionization process

cannot occur at the negative collector electrode due to its large tip curvature and the

inefficient electric field intensity near it.

2.3.2 Negative corona discharge

As for positive corona, the ionization process for a DC negative corona has

been well described [93, 96, 98-101] and can be shown in Figure 2.4. Generally,

when a high negative potential is applied to the corona electrode and exceeds the

corona onset, a high electric field is created and leads to a negative corona

discharge. As in the positive corona case, the electron avalanche process is initiated

due to the naturally occurring electrons in the air. However, unlike the positive

corona process, photo-emission from the corona electrode surface has the primary

responsibility to produce the secondary electrons in negative corona [101], and this

production depends on the negative electrode material, indicating that the effect of

material selection on negative corona discharge is higher compared to that for

positive coronas [102]. The positive ions are then attracted towards the highly

negative corona, creating a positive sheath of ions surrounding the corona electrode,

where the ionization process occurs.
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Figure 2.4 The process of negative corona discharge [96].

In the ionization region, the process of recombination and attachment of free

electrons is lower than the production rate of free electrons due to electron collisions

with air molecules. However, the rate of recombination and attachment of free

electrons increases with increasing distance from the corona electrode, and be equal

or greater than the ionization rate, forming the ionization layer. Due to the ionization

process, free electrons are then repelled away from the negative corona by the

repulsive force effect, and leave the ionization zone towards the positive collector.

Unlike positive corona, the free electrons bombard the neutral air molecules at

the ionization region layer, creating certain chemical reactions and extending the

plasma boundary outside the ionization region layer, where the chemical reactions

occur. Due to this larger ionization region, the tendency of negative corona to

produce ozone is higher than the positive one [96]. Ultimately, when the electrons

are accelerated and moved towards the grounded collector, they collide with the

neutral air molecules and transfer momentum, creating the ionic wind.
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2.4 Characteristics of Positive and Negative Discharges

The main difference between positive and negative coronas is that the

electrons travel in opposite directions. However, the mechanism of each type

includes significant differences in their characteristics. Indeed, the selection of the

suitable polarity for inducing corona wind mainly depends on the design and

application of EHD devices. The main characteristics of both polarities can be

summarized as follows:

2.4.1 Power consumption

In general, it was reported that ionic wind induced by positive polarity

consumes less power at a given applied voltage and electrode gap, and has higher

energy conversion efficiency than the negative corona wind [103-105].

2.4.2 Joule heating effects

Generally, negative corona generates less Joule heating than the positive

polarity [103]. However, at higher applied voltages, Joule heating effects are

significantly prone to occur in applications of negative corona compared to a

positive one [38, 39]. Moreover, positive corona offers better cooling performance

due to its low plasma temperature, and relatively low temperatures of ions and

neutral molecules, compared to a negative one [106].

2.4.3 Corona inception voltage (CIV)

Compared to a positive corona, negative corona discharge requires lower

voltage to be initiated due to the higher mobility of attracted positive ions that move

towards the negative corona electrode, resulting in higher electric fields, greater

emission current and lower onset voltages [107]. In addition, negative corona has a

higher air gap breakdown voltage than a positive one at a given electrode gap [108].
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2.4.4 Conversion efficiency and flow velocity

Under the same operating conditions, positive corona has better energy

conversion efficiency [104, 105] and can generate a higher ionic wind velocity (or

higher stream velocity) than the negative corona [109, 110]. This characteristic is

attributed to the generated streamers of high energy ions as well as the nature of the

positive discharge process, which includes large positive ions drifted by charge

carriers with higher delivered energy [39], leading to a greater number of neutral

molecules pushed towards the collector electrode.

2.4.5 Ozone production

Both coronas are efficient at producing ozone in air. However, experiments

indicated that ozone production caused by negative coronas is higher than that by

positive coronas under the same discharge conditions [32, 34, 111, 112]. This is due

to the greater number of electrons in negative coronas, and also because of the low-

energy of the reactions that produce ozone in positive coronas.

2.4.6 The external influences

In the case of negative corona, both the gas medium and the corona electrode

material are important. In order to avoid a spark (like lightning), which may occurs

instead of corona discharge, a medium that contains gases with high affinity for

electrons such as oxygen, water vapour and carbon dioxide, is needed. Therefore, in

pure gases of very low affinity for electrons such as nitrogen, hydrogen, and helium,

no negative corona can occur [96]. In addition, electrode material also can affect

creating negative corona discharge due to the nature of electron production from the

surface of a negative corona electrode [102]. Moreover, the mobility of ions in a

negative corona can be more affected by temperature, which causes a significant

decrease in the ion current compared to a positive corona [113].
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2.5 State of the Art

The ionic (corona) wind is not a new phenomenon and it was first noticed in

the early 1700s by Francis Hauksbee [114] and Sir Isaac Newton [115], who (the

latter) first named the phenomenon with electric wind. In the 1800s, other scientists

such as Michael Faraday [116] and Maxwell [117] made and reported significant

progress about the electric wind phenomenon and its effects.

In the mid twentieth century, the basic theory of EHD pumps was developed,

and the mechanism of gas movement under the effect of corona discharge was

investigated by Stuetzer (1959) [118], who studied ion conduction in both liquids

and gases, and Robinson (1961) [119]. The latter showed experimentally that the

average velocity of corona wind changes almost linearly with the applied voltage

and is proportional to the square root of the ion current.

Two decades later, Yabe et al. [120] presented a significant advancement in

their experimental and theoretical investigation and analysis of corona discharge

flow induced in an enclosed dried nitrogen chamber by a 40µm-diameter corona

wire anode placed under a collecting horizontal plate. Their experimental results

clarified that the positive ions predominate over electrons in the space between

electrodes except in the vicinity of the wire electrode. The electric potential

distribution in the space and the distributions of current density and pressure on the

grounded plate were numerically calculated and revealed good agreement with the

measured experimental data. The authors were able to model the stream function and

found that the fluid field has a circulating flow inside the chamber.

The first investigation on the use of ionic wind for convective heat transfer

was presented in 1963 by Marco and Velkoff [121]. The use of electric field and

ionic wind as a secondary flow to disrupt the thermal boundary layer and enhance

heat transfer has been widely studied after the first investigation conducted by

Velkoff in the early 1960’s [122]. However, it is only in the last decade or so that

the EHD pumps have received an increasing attention as a potential alternative to

mechanical cooling systems in microelectronics and thermal management

applications.
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Regarding the influence of environmental factors, a number of studies have

investigated the effect of the ambient conditions on the characteristics of discharge

processes such as air humidity and pressure [42, 123-125], whereas others focused

on studying ozone generation as a normal by-product of corona discharge [31-33,

126].

A literature review reveals that the EHD technique has been widely examined

in the heat transfer field either as a primary flow (purely) or in the presence of

external flow for boundary layer modification, using different configurations such as

point-to-plane or wire-to-plane electrodes. In this direction, a number of review

studies were presented for the use of EHD flow based on heat transfer enhancement

[127-130] and thermal management considerations [8] or for general applications

[131]. The present review of the thesis focuses on the experimental and numerical

studies reported for the investigation of EHD driven airflow in convective heat

transfer, including those conducted to maximise and develop corona wind

generation and conversion efficiency, or established for thermal management

applications. A concise review over the modelling of corona discharge and EHD

flow is presented later in this chapter.

2.5.1 EHD pumps based flow generation

One of the first studies to examine the possibility of employing electrostatic

blowers for practical use were reported in the early 1960’s by Stuetzer [132] and

Robinson [119]. Both researchers used a needle-to-ring electrode configuration to

generate electric wind in a tube and presented similar conclusions. Using air as a

fluid medium and under negative potential, Robinson experimentally and

theoretically investigated the main characteristics of electric wind, including the

relationships between wind velocity and both voltage and current, the energy

conversion efficiency, the effects of discharge polarity and fluid density, and the

resulting ozone generation. The author concluded that despite the low conversion

efficiency (less than 1%) achieved in his geometric design, he explicitly mentioned

that electrostatic blowers have attractive advantages over conventional mechanical

fans with silent operation, no vibrations, no gyroscopic or rotational effects, no

lubrication requirements, and easy installation or replacement of parts. He also
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recommended that more research on improving conversion efficiency of EHD

pumps is required.

Although there were several attempts to develop corona wind generators, most

investigations have been conducted only in the early 2000s. Rickard et al. [45]

experimentally studied the outlet velocity profile of ionic wind induced in a tube by

a needle-to-ring electrode configuration for a range of negative corona voltage (up to

–11 kV), as shown in Figure 2.5. Both the grounded ring diameter and electrode gap

were fixed at 9.27 and 9.5 mm, respectively. A converging nozzle was placed

downstream of the EHD pump to control the exit-to-inlet area ratios and investigate

its effect on wind velocity. Measured results of velocity profiles using Particle

Image Velocimetry (PIV) revealed a velocity deficit at the centre of the generated

flow for higher voltages due to the radial component of the charged ions, which

enhances the axial flow at stronger electric field intensity. Results also demonstrated

that the produced velocity was limited to around 2.4 m/s, regardless of the exit-to-

inlet area ratio, and the nozzle had a slight influence on accelerating the induced

flow and the ionic wind was unable to overcome pressure restrictions caused by

converging channels.

Figure 2.5 Cross-section sketch of a single-stage ionic wind generator of a needle-to-ring
configuration inside a converging exit circular tube [45].

This study was extended and developed later by the same authors [41] using

their previous EHD electrode configuration in a cascading design of up to seven

stages placed in a tube of a converging exit nozzle, as illustrated in Figure 2.6. They

showed that the exit nozzle provided considerable improvement in the generated

wind velocity over that without a nozzle due to the improved driving pressure using
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the staging design. Although both pressure and flow rate significantly increased with

the number of operated stages with up to 38 Pa and 85 l/min, respectively, using the

EHD pump with a nozzle, the conversion efficiency was extremely low (just 0.1%)

due to the high power consumption.

Figure 2.6 Cross-section sketch of a multi-stage EHD flow generator of a needle-to-ring
configuration inside a converging exit circular tube [41].

Qiu et al. [133] presented an experimental and theoretical study of the velocity

characteristics of corona wind generated in a tube by multi-stages cascading EHD

pump. The effect of the collector geometry on corona wind induced by five stages of

either needle array-to-ring or needle array-to-mesh electrodes (shown in Figure 2.7)

was examined for ranges of electrode gaps and negative applied voltages. Results

showed that the mesh collector geometry was more efficient and can induce higher

wind velocity than a ring, resulting in a maximum average flow velocity up to 7.39

m/s and a volumetric flow rate of 140 l/min, with a conversion efficiency of 0.8%.

Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram of a multi-stage EHD flow pump of a needle-to-mesh/ring electrode
configuration inside a circular pipe used in [133].
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This study was developed later by Wei et al. [134] using the needle array-to-

mesh electrodes configuration to explore the effect of the number of stages on EHD

pump efficiency, considering different corona DC polarity and electrode gaps. The

trends showed that the conversion efficiency of a single stage tends to decrease after

certain increases in the applied voltage, depending on the electrode spacing. It was

also found that the efficiency of the serial staged EHD pump increases with the

number of stages, recording a maximum value of 2.2% using a 25-stage gas pump

(out of 32 stages). This efficiency was associated with a maximum average wind

velocity and volumetric flow of approximately 16 m/s and 303 l/min, respectively,

using a negative corona discharge with −9 kV operating voltage. 

Moon et al. [135] experimentally investigated the effect of using a ring as a

further emitter electrode on the ionic wind velocity generated by a needle-to-mesh

EHD pump in a tube, as shown in Figure 2.8. A positive corona discharge was

induced by an emitter needle surrounded by a ring electrode and located at a fixed

needle-to-grounded mesh gap spacing, whereas the effect of the ring location from

the needle tip and the ring diameter were investigated for a range of applied

voltages. Results revealed that using the ring as a further corona electrode enhanced

the maximum ionic wind velocity and the corresponding efficiency of flow

generation, which is defined by the corona wind velocity to the input EHD power,

by 1.2 and 2.5 times, respectively, higher than that achieved by only a needle-to-

mesh EHD configuration.

Figure 2.8 Schematic diagram of the electrode arrangement of the needle/ring-to-mesh EHD flow
pump used in [135].
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In another work, Moon et al. [105] examined the effect of using a wet porous

point as a corona electrode on ionic wind velocity and the efficiency of flow

generation induced by DC (positive and negative polarities) and AC corona

discharges in a ducted needle-to-mesh EHD pump. Significant improvement in ionic

wind generation was achieved using a wet porous corona electrode for all types of

corona discharges compared to those of metal electrode. The maximum average

wind velocity and the corresponding efficiency of flow generation were enhanced by

1.95 (1.23), 1.31 (1.24), and 1.30 (1.15) times for the positive, negative, and AC

corona discharges, respectively, compared to those obtained using the same EHD

pump design and polarity with non-porous electrode. Results revealed that positive

corona discharge was the most efficient among other polarities in both cases, and the

considerable enhancement with 95% in the wind velocity using wet porous electrode

was due to its finest water particles induced with positive discharge compared to

others.

Moreau and Touchard [104] presented a comprehensive experimental study to

enhance the mechanical efficiency of corona wind induced by a needle emitter

through a tube, as shown in Figure 2.9. The investigation considered the effect of

voltage polarity, collecting electrode geometry (grid or ring configurations),

grounded grid density as well as electrode gap ( 5 – 20 mm) and tube diameter

( 10 – 30 mm). It was found generally that a positive corona generates higher

ionic wind velocity due to the presence of streamers in front of the needle compared

to the negative one. Results of design optimization showed that the efficient

electrode gap mainly depends on the tube diameter, and the best flow velocities were

achieved within the ratio range of 0.5 0.75. Results of the influence of

collector geometry demonstrated that the grid was more efficient than the ring, and

the grid density has an important influence on ionic wind generation. The optimal

configuration was able to generate a maximum wind velocity and a flow rate up to 8

m/s and 0.4 l/s, respectively, with a conversion efficiency of 1.72%.
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Figure 2.9 Schematic diagram of the needle-to-mesh/ring EHD air pump used in [104].

An experimental investigation was presented by June et al. [136] to determine

the actual efficiency of EHD air movers and make fair comparisons against

mechanical blowers. The ionic wind was generated between five emitter needles in

coaxial arrangement and a cylindrical collector electrode, considering the effect of

potential polarity (positive or negative), electrode gap and collector length.

According to the literature, the authors noted that the efficiency of EHD devices,

which is typically defined as the percentage between mechanical and electrical

powers, has always revealed extremely low values (mostly less than 1 percent),

compared to that of rotary blowers. They suggested that the efficiency of EHD

devices has to be calculated based on static pressure instead of the dynamic pressure

(related to the mechanical power term), following the same calculation method used

for rotary blowers. Therefore, the method that has been used and presented in the

literature to determine the efficiency of EHD devices is valid only for open space

flow, where flow is unrestricted. Based on this method, results showed that the EHD

static efficiency was highly sensitive to the considered parameters, and the peak

values were recorded using positive polarity with 14 mm collector length and

electrode gap, where r is cylindrical collector radius. It was found that, at a given

electrode gap and collector length, static efficiency achieved using positive corona

was significantly higher (with 14%) than that of the negative ones (only 2%).
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Although the needle-to-mesh/ring electrode configuration has been widely

used for years, EHD air pumps have also been explored using different electrode

configurations. Komeili et al. [137] experimentally investigated the airflow

characteristics using a wire-to-rod EHD pump operated in a circular duct with a

corona wire diameter of 0.24 mm for ranges of negative applied potential (up to −24 

kV), grounded rod diameter (1.5 – 3.1 mm), duct diameter (6.5 – 20 mm), and

electrode gap. Details of electrode arrangement of the EHD air pump are shown in

Figure 2.10. Experiments showed that the EHD pump was capable of producing a

maximum airflow rate of 40 l/min at −16 kV, using a pipe diameter of 20 mm and 

consuming about 0.35 W input power.

Figure 2.10 Electrode arrangement of the wire-to-rod EHD flow pump used in [137].

Colas et al. [138] experimentally and numerically investigated the

effectiveness of using a wire-cylinder-plate EHD configuration on ionic wind

generation. Two cylindrical grounded electrodes were placed between a corona wire

and two collecting plates as further collectors to enhance the ion production and

accelerate flow generation, as shown in Figure 2.11. Positive corona discharge was

induced between the corona wire and two grounded cylinders, whereas a negative

potential of up to –15 kV was applied to the collecting plates. Compared to previous

results presented by the authors of optimized wire-to-plates and wire-to-wire
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electrode configurations, the new proposed design was able to enhance the

maximum flow velocity and the thrust force per unit length over the wire-plates

EHD pump by 25% (from 8 to 10 m/s) and 46% (from 0.24 to 0.35 N/m),

respectively, with an increase in the power consumption by 20%. Significant

improvements were achieved using the wire-cylinder-plate configuration with up to

three times in the ionic wind velocity and an order of magnitude in the thrust over

those obtained by a simple wire-to-wire corona configuration.

Figure 2.11 Cross-section of the wire-cylinder-plane EHD pump configuration used in [138].

A summary of the studies reviewed in this section for purely EHD flow

generation is listed in Table 2.1 below.
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Table 2.1 Summary of the studies performed for purely EHD flow generation.

Author(s),
Year

Electrode
configure-
ation

Device
design

Flow field Polarity Remarks

Robinson
[119], 1961

Needle-to-
ring

Single
stage

Confined space Positive and
negative (up
to 30 and – 55
kV,
respectively)

Despite having low conversion efficiency
(less than 1%) and undesired ozone
production, EHD blowers offer attractive
features over conventional fans due to the
absence of moving parts and providing a
silent operation.

Rickard et
al. [45],
2005

Needle-to-
ring

Single
stage

Confined space
(flow inside a
converging exit
tube)

Negative (up
to –11 kV)

The produced velocity was limited to around
2.4 m/s, regardless of the exit-to-inlet area
ratio. The nozzle has a slight influence on
accelerating the induced flow due to pressure
restrictions caused by the nozzle.

Rickard et
al. [41],
2006

Needle-to-
ring

Multi-
stage

Confined space
(flow inside a
converging exit
tube)

Negative (up
to –12 kV)

The nozzle provided improved exit velocity.
The pressure and flow rate increased with
the number of stages with up to 38 Pa and 85
l/min, respectively. The conversion
efficiency was extremely low (just 0.1%).

Qiu et al.
[133], 2010

Needle
array-to-
ring / mesh

Multi-
stage

Confined space
(flow inside a
tube)

Negative
(from –18 to
–43 kV)

The max average outlet velocity and flow
rate were up to 7.4 m/s and 140 l/min,
respectively, with energy conversion
efficiency of 0.8%.

Wei et al.
[134], 2011

Needle
array-to-
mesh

Multi-
stage

Confined space
(flow inside a
tube)

Positive and
negative (up
to 12.5 and –
17 kV, resp.)

Max average velocity and flow rate of 16
m/s and 303 l/min, respectively, were
achieved using a 25-stage EHD pump, with
an efficiency of 2.2%.

Moon et al.
[135], 2009

Needle/ring
-to-mesh

Single
stage

Confined space
(flow inside a
tube)

Positive (up
to 17 kV)

Using the ring as a further corona electrode
improved the velocity by 1.2 times over that
obtained using only a needle-to-mesh
configuration.

Moon et al.
[105], 2009

Wet
porous/met
al needle-
to-mesh

Single
stage

Confined space
(flow inside a
tube)

Positive,
negative and
AC (up to 18,
–19 and 13
kV,
respectively)

The wet porous corona needle led to max
average velocities and efficiency up to 1.95
(1.23), 1.31 (1.24), and 1.30 (1.15) times for
the positive, negative, and AC corona
discharges, respectively, compared to those
obtained using the non-porous electrode.

Moreau and
Touchard
[104], 2008

Needle-to-
grid/ ring

Single
stage

Confined space
(flow inside a
tube)

Positive and
negative (up
to 17 and –15
kV,
respectively)

The max velocity was higher in the case of
positive corona than in the negative one. The
grid was more efficient as a collector
electrode than the ring. The max velocity
and flow rate achieved were up to 8 m/s and
0.4 l/s, respectively, with a conversion
efficiency of 1.72%.

June et al.
[136], 2011

Multi-
needles-to-
ring

Single
stage

Open space Positive and
negative

Using the same calculation method adopted
for rotary fans, the efficiency of EHD
devices was evaluated based on the static
pressure and found to be more reasonably
compared to that of rotary fans.

Komeili et
al. [137],
2008

Wire-to-rod Single
stage

Confined space
(flow inside a
tube)

Negative (up
to –24 kV)

The EHD pump was capable of producing a
max airflow rate of 40 l/min at −16 kV, 
using a pipe diameter of 20 mm and
consuming about 0.35 W input power.

Colas et al.
[138], 2010

Wire-to-
cylinder-
plate

Single
stage

Confined space At the corona
wire: (up to
+15 kV). At
the plates: (up
to –15 kV)

The proposed design was able to produce a
max flow velocity and the thrust force per
unit length over the classic wire-plates EHD
pump by 25% (from 8 to 10 m/s) and 46%
(from 0.24 to 0.35 N/m), respectively.
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2.5.2 Research on EHD Flow based Heat Transfer

2.5.2.1 EHD flow for forced convection heat transfer

This section reviews the experimental studies that investigated corona wind

for forced convection heat transfer without an external bulk flow, using different

macro-scale electrode configurations in open or confined flow spaces.

In their seminal study conducted in 1963, Marco and Velkoff [121] were the

pioneer to present the first investigation of using the corona wind in heat transfer

enhancement. They used a wire electrode to generate impinging corona wind and

cool a grounded and heated horizontal plate under the free convection. Results

showed that the enhancement in the average heat transfer coefficient due to corona

wind was six times higher than due to natural convection. Furthermore, they showed

that heat transfer was proportional to the ¼ power of current.

Yabe et al. [139] included, in their extended study, a theoretical and

experimental investigation on heat transfer augmentation by the corona wind

mechanism using a wire corona anode and a downward-facing plate cathode heated

under a constant temperature. The experiments were carried out using different

arrangements of multi-wire electrodes to confirm theoretical predictions of heat

transfer improvement. They verified their findings and found that the numerical and

experimental results, based on local heat transfer coefficients, were consistent in the

stagnation region of corona wind jet.

Franke et al. [40] presented an experimental study to investigate the effect of

corona wind on heat transfer enhancement from a heated and grounded horizontal

cylinder. The experiments were conducted to examine the efficiency of two types of

positively charged emitters: single wire of diameter (either 0.1 or 0.32 mm) and

multipoint (needles of 0.1 mm diameter) electrodes, on the heat transfer rates

compared to free convection conditions. Each emitter type was separately placed

under the grounded cylinder at electrode gaps between 6.4 and 31.8 mm, such that

the air jet induced by corona wind was directed towards the lower surface of the

cylinder, as shown in Figure 2.12. Results showed that the heat transfer rates were

increased by a factor of six over free convection due to corona wind. At a given

current or power level, results revealed that the increase in heat transfer rate using a

multipoint emitter arrangement was higher than that achieved with a single corona
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wire. It was noticed that the onset voltage required for the ion current to flow

between electrodes decreases when the electrode gap and/or the wire diameter are

reduced. Additionally, the results demonstrated that the heat transfer rate varied with

the ion current, and the corona wind velocity increases with the square root of

emitter current, showing agreement with previous reported results. At a given

velocity, the heat transfer rates due to corona wind showed approximately similar

results to those achieved due to a jet of air generated from a wedged-shaped plenum,

indicating that the corona wind cooling is similar to that of an impinging air jet.

Figure 2.12 Electrode arrangements of the wire-to-cylinder EHD pump adopted in [40].

An experimental study was conducted by Owsenek et al. [103] to investigate

heat transfer enhancement over free convection using corona wind generated by a

needle-to-plate electrode configuration. The effect of electrode gap and corona

polarity on the heat transfer coefficient was investigated for a range of applied

potential. Results revealed that the local heat transfer coefficients were up to 65

W/m2K, showing an enhancement of more than 25 times over natural convection.

Results also showed that although negative corona consumes higher power but has

less Joule heating generation compared to positive corona, the difference in heat

transfer coefficient due to their ionic winds is small, revealing that positive corona

wind was more efficient.
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Two years later, Owsenek and Seyed-Yagoobi [140] experimentally and

numerically examined the heat transfer enhancement from a grounded and heated

horizontal surface using a jet impingement EHD airflow generated by single or

multiple wire electrodes suspended above the heat exchange surface. An infrared

camera system was used to obtain an accurate distribution of local heat transfer

coefficients on the heated and impingement surface. Based on a given applied power

per wire electrode, results revealed that each wire electrode in the multiple wires

array led to smaller heat transfer enhancements over free convection compared to

that achieved by a single wire configuration. This was due to the recirculation zones

created between corona wires in the multiple wires arrangement, which led to

increased temperatures and reduced heat transfer. Compared to results presented in

previous work with a needle electrode, the authors stated that the relative lower heat

transfer enhancements achieved using a wire electrode were due to the upward force

created above the wire surface.

An experimental study was presented by Yue et al. [108] to investigate the

effect of ionic wind induced by a needle electrode using different types of corona

discharge (DC positive, DC negative, and AC) on heat transfer enhancement from a

grounded and heated vertical plate over free convection conditions. Wide ranges of

applied potential were used for AC (0 to 50 kV) and DC (0 to 80 kV) corona

discharges, while the electrode gap was varied from 10 to 40 mm. At a given

electrode gap, results showed that the highest heat transfer enhancements over free

convection achieved by AC, positive, and negative discharges, before breakdown

happens, were 6.74 (at 13 kV), 8.08 (at 18 kV), and 12.40 (at 35 kV), respectively.

The highest enhancement obtained with negative corona discharge was due to its

higher air gap breakdown voltage. It was found that the discharge intensity, which is

mainly improved by electrode gap and discharge voltage, has a significant impact on

heat transfer rates, and the heat transfer coefficients significantly increased with

decreasing the diameter of the tip curvature electrode (examined only for a

negatively charged needle). A small effect on heat transfer rates was observed using

the different discharge types under the same operating conditions. The study

concluded that the ionic wind induced by negative corona DC voltage is more

effective in increasing the heat transfer rates at a given electrode gap when the high

level of operating voltage is not a constraint.
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2.5.2.2 EHD flow for boundary layer modification

The use of EHD pumps as secondary flow generators in the presence of a

primary bulk flow represents the majority of studies reported for heat transfer

enhancements, where the ionic wind plays a significant role in mixing airflows and

disrupting the thermal boundary layer. One of the earliest investigations into heat

transfer enhancement using EHD driven flow for boundary layer modification was

conducted by Velkoff in 1962 [122]. Over three decades later, significant research

into employing EHD flow for heat transfer enhancement was carried out, showing

considerable enhancements in the heat transfer coefficients in a range of 250 – 320%

[141-145]. Moreover, EHD discharge was shown to modify the velocity profile

significantly within the viscous boundary layer of the external bulk flow on a flat

plate for different velocities up to 25 m/s [146-148]. Among numerous experimental

studies into thermal boundary layer modification, a brief review of the recent

research is presented below.

An experimental and numerical study was performed by Shooshtari et al.

[149] to investigate the effect of corona wind on heat transfer enhancement in a

small laminar airflow duct. A square channel with a hydraulic diameter and length

of 9.85 and 450 mm, respectively, was designed and heated under a uniform heat

flux condition, as shown in Figure 2.13. A positively charged thin wire electrode of

0.065 mm-diameter was placed very close to the bottom side along the channel

while the upper internal surface of the channel was grounded as a collector

electrode. With an EHD power of 1.13 W, heat transfer enhancements of more than

200% were achieved, showing a considerable impact of corona discharge as a

secondary flow generator on heat transfer enhancement. The study concluded that

EHD flow is a promising technique to be adopted in compact heat exchangers or for

improved cooling of high powered small-scale applications.
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Figure 2.13 Position of emitter wire and collector surface inside a square channel EHD pump used in
[149]. Dimensions in millimetres.

Ohadi et al. [150] experimentally investigated the effect of corona discharge

induced by a wire electrode on forced convection heat transfer in a grounded and

heated tube (inner diameter of 3.2 cm), as shown in Figure 2.14. The study

considered three parameters; airflow regime (from laminar to fully turbulent

conditions), applied potential, and the number of corona electrode; a single co-axial

wire or two wires symmetrically positioned at 4 mm from the tube centre axis (each

with a diameter of 0.25 mm). It was found that higher enhancements were generally

achieved using the configuration of two wires at a constant operating power except

for the case of fully laminar flow at high applied potentials, where the single

electrode showed greater enhancements. For fully turbulent flows, the effect of

corona wind on heat transfer enhancement increased with increasing applied

potentials at given Reynolds numbers. However, it was observed that the levels of

enhancements decrease with increasing Reynolds numbers at a given potential,

leading to no effect of corona discharge with further increase in flow velocity, where

the turbulent flow regime dominates. The maximum heat transfer enhancements

recorded using the single and double-wire electrodes over those without ionic wind

were at Reynolds numbers close to the transitional values (= 2000 and 3000) with

215% and 260%, respectively.
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Figure 2.14 Schematic representation of the two electrode configurations and tube systems used in
[150]. Dimensions in millimetres.

Ionic wind was experimentally and numerically employed as a method of local

hot spot cooling in the presence of bulk airflow by Go et al. [26]. Positive corona

discharge was generated between an emitter wire electrode of 50 µm-diameter and a

collecting copper-tape placed on a heated plate imposed to a low-velocity laminar

flow in open space, as shown in Figure 2.15. The corona wire was strung and

elevated above the flat plate with a fixed height of 3.15 mm and placed 3.8 mm

upstream of the collecting surface, so that the corona wind was perpendicular to the

bulk flow direction. Multiphysics numerical simulations showed the ability of ionic

wind to distort a bulk flow boundary layer over the heated surface, confirming the

cooling trends of experimental results. Experimental results demonstrated that the

local heat transfer coefficient was more than doubled due to ionic wind.

Figure 2.15 Configuration of a flat plate exposed to a bulk flow and corona wind perpendicular to the
flow [26]. Dimensions in millimetres.
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This work was extended later by Go et al. [27] by considering the impact of

the horizontal electrode gap between corona wire and the edge of collecting surface

on heat transfer enhancement. Results showed that the corona current was inversely

proportional to the electrode gap at a given applied voltage. A linear relationship

between the applied voltage and the square root of the corona current was obtained,

confirming previous findings. Infrared images showed significant heat transfer

enhancements due to corona wind both upstream and downstream of the electrode

regions, reaching peak values under the position of corona wire. Compared to values

obtained due to only the bulk flow, local heat transfer coefficient was enhanced due

to the corona wind by more than 200%, for an operating power, gap spacing, bulk

flow velocity, and heater power of 67.6 mW, 2 mm, 0.28 m/s and 4 W, respectively.

Table 2.2 summarises all reviewed studies of using EHD flow as a primary

flow or in the presence of bulk flow for heat transfer applications.

Table 2.2 Summary of the reviewed research on EHD flow based heat transfer.

Author(s),
year

Electrode
configuration
& polarity

Flow field
Flow
pattern

EHD flow
type

Remarks

Marco and
Velkoff
[121], 1963

Wire-to-plane,
(Positive)

Free space Impinging
airflow on a
horizontal
heated plate

Primary
EHD flow

The enhancement in the average heat
transfer coefficient was six times higher
than due to natural convection. The heat
transfer was proportional to the ¼ power
of current.

Yabe et al.
[139], 1978

Multi-wire-to-
plane, (Positive)

Open space
in (inside a
nitrogen
chamber)

Impinging
flow on a
horizontal
heated plate

Primary
EHD flow

An accurate verification was obtained
between the numerical and experimental
results of local heat transfer coefficients
in the stagnation region on the heated
plate.

Franke et
al. [40],
1991

Wire/
multipoint-to-
cylinder,
(Positive)

Free space Impinging
airflow on a
horizontal
heated
cylinder

Primary
EHD flow

The heat transfer rates were increased by
a factor of six over free convection due to
corona wind and the multipoint emitter
electrode was more effective than a single
corona wire. The heat transfer rates due to
EHD flow showed similar results to those
achieved due to a jet of air.

Owsenek et
al. [103],
1995

Needle-to-
plane,
(Positive and
negative)

Free space Impinging
airflow on a
horizontal
heated plate

Primary
EHD flow

The local heat transfer coefficients
achieved were up to 65 W/m2K, with an
enhancement of more than 25 times over
natural convection. Heat transfer due to a
positive corona wind was more efficient
than a negative one.

Owsenek
and Seyed-
Yagoobi
[140], 1997

single / multiple
wire-to-plane,
(Positive)

Free space Impinging
airflow on a
horizontal
heated plate

Primary
EHD flow

Using a single wire electrode led to higher
heat transfer than a multiple wires array
due to the recirculation zones created
between the wires. The upward force
created above the wire surface led to a
relative lower heat transfer enhancements
compared to that previously achieved
using a needle corona electrode.
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Author(s),
year

Electrode
configuration
& polarity

Flow field
Flow
pattern

EHD flow
type

Remarks

Yue et al.
[108], 2006

Needle-to-
plane,
(Positive,
negative & AC)

Free space Impinging
airflow on a
vertical
heated plate

Primary
EHD flow

The highest heat transfer enhancements
over free convection achieved by AC,
positive, and negative discharges were
6.74 (at 13 kV), 8.08 (at 18 kV), and
12.40 (at 35 kV), respectively, and
negative corona discharge was the most
efficient due to its higher air gap
breakdown voltage.

Shooshtari
et al. [149],
2003

Wire-to-plane
(corona wire
placed along a
duct), (Positive)

Confined
space

Airflow
inside a
square
channel

Mixed
flows

More than 200% heat transfer
enhancement was achieved due to the
secondary EHD flow.

Ohadi et al.
[150], 1991

Co-axial
electrode in
pipe, and two
wires in pipe,
(Positive)

Confined
space

Airflow
inside a
grounded
heated pipe

Mixed
flows (ionic
wind with
bulk flow)

The heat transfer enhancements decrease
with increasing Reynolds numbers, where
the turbulent flow regime due to the bulk
flow dominates. Up to 215% and 260%
heat transfer enhancements were achieved
using the single and double-wire
electrodes, respectively, due to the ionic
wind as a secondary flow compared to
case of using only a bulk flow.

Go et al.
[26], 2007
& [27],
2008

Wire-to-plane
(tape),
(Positive)

Free space Airflow on
a horizontal
heated plate

Mixed
flows

Compared to using only the bulk flow,
local heat transfer coefficient was
enhanced due to the secondary EHD flow
by more than 200%.

2.5.3 EHD pumps for thermal management applications

Due to the rapid technological advances and the associated limitations in

conventional cooling systems, research attention on the EHD technology has

increased, aiming to explore the possibilities of applying EHD air movers as

alternative cooling solution to mechanical fans in thermal management applications.

Over the last two decades, EHD pumps have been investigated widely based on

airflow production, cooling performance and physical size. One of the first studies to

explore the possibility of developing microfabricated EHD pumps was presented in

1990 by Bart et al. [151], who investigated the issues of applying EHD pumps in

micro-scale systems. Similar attempts in the same year were made by Richter and

Sandmaier [152] using a micro EHD pump with two opposed grid electrodes, each

with 30 µm thickness and 3×3 mm active area, and it was able to produce a

maximum flow rate of 14 ml/min at 800 V operating voltage, representing almost

three decades higher than that obtained with piezoelectric pumps available at that

time.

With the aim of investigating the cooling performance in portable platforms, a

free-standing EHD device was developed and experimentally examined with and
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without a bulk flow by Go et al. [153]. Ionic wind was generated using positive

potential between a 25µm-diameter corona wire and a collecting gold ribbon (125

µm wide) attached to a quartz substrate with an electrode spacing of approximately

700 µm. A corona wind engine was placed on a heated plate inside a wind tunnel of

a bulk flow velocity up to 1.0 m/s, and operated by a range of corona currents from

1.0 to 8.0 µA, corresponding to an electrical power in a range of 3.8 – 16.3 mW.

Experiments using infrared images revealed that the enhancement in heat transfer

due to ionic wind occurred both upstream and downstream of the EHD engine

location. This action reflects the ability of ionic wind to distort and modify the

boundary layer under low-velocity bulk flows. Additionally, it was found that the

impact of ionic wind on heat transfer enhancement decreases with increasing the

bulk flow velocity. At a given EHD operating current, the temperature of the heated

substrate was reduced due to ionic wind by 15 K and 3 K in the presence of a 0.12

m/s and 1.0 m/s bulk flows, respectively, below that obtained by the bulk flow

alone. These temperature differences correspond to enhancements in local heat

transfer coefficient of 52% and 10%, respectively. Moreover, under only radiation

and free convection effects condition (no bulk airflow), the EHD flow generated at

2043 V with 16.3 mW power showed significant heat transfer enhancements with up

to 68%.

A microfabricated EHD pump was experimentally developed by Hsu et al.

[23] to improve local forced convection heat transfer for cooling of

microelectronics. A corona wind was induced using a fabricated atomic force

microscopy (AFM)-cantilever corona electrode with a tip height and tip-curvature

radius of approximately 415 μm and 500 nm, respectively, placed over a heated and 

grounded horizontal plate, as shown in Figure 2.16. Two cantilevers with lengths of

5 and 8 mm were studied for a range of positive operating potentials (up to 7 kV)

and electrode gaps (2 – 5 mm). Results revealed that the AFM-cantilever electrode

with 8 mm length was more efficient than the shorter one, with a maximum

convective heat transfer coefficient of 63.7 W/m2.K achieved at 7 kV, which

corresponds to an enhancement ratio of 6.37 for the average heat transfer coefficient

over free convection.
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Figure 2.16 Diagram of the EHD air pump developed in [23], showing the AFM-cantilever corona
electrode and a heated flat collecting electrode.

A recent study was conducted by Chen et al. [154] to employ the EHD driven

flow as a cooling system for a chip of light-emitting diodes (LED). Ionic wind was

generated using a needle electrode and different collector configurations: a point

(needle), a line (wire), and a grid electrode, under a range of applied potentials up to

–11 kV. Several parameters were considered, including the aligned angle of the

emitter electrode, voltage polarity, vertical and horizontal electrode gap, as well as

the collector geometry, to investigate their effect on the thermal resistance of an

LED die attached on a substrate downstream of the grounded electrode. Results

showed that the heat transfer performance obtained with negative polarity was

higher and resulted in lower thermal resistance with up to 50% reduction compared

to that of the positive one at the same operating voltage, due to the higher

breakdown voltage and the longer operation range of the negative polarity. Among

all tested collector configurations, the mesh electrode of coarse density offered the

best heat transfer performance based on thermal resistance.

Kalman and Sher [109] were the first to investigate experimentally the

optimization of an electrostatic blower and explore its potential use as a cooling

system for electronic components. The EHD device consisted of a wire electrode of

0.5 mm-diameter stretched between two collecting inclined wings located over a

heated horizontal plate, forming a longitudinal nozzle shape for the air stream, as

illustrated in Figure 2.17. The design parameters of the EHD device, including the

discharge polarity, the wing gap, the vertical electrode gap and the wing inclination
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angle, were optimized in the first stage of the experiments based on the highest

airflow production, while the second stage included the heat transfer experiments

using the optimized configuration. Confirming previous observations [140], it was

found that a positive corona discharge was more effective at converting electrical

power into mechanical energy than a negative one. Results showed that the

optimized EHD blower could enhance the heat transfer coefficient by more than a

factor of two compared to free convection.

Figure 2.17 Schematic layout of the EHD air blower used in [109].

This study was extended later by Rashkovan et al. [155] by reducing the

emitter wire diameter to 0.2 mm in order to enhance the electric field strength,

aiming to develop the EHD air blower and improve its performance. Based on the

highest heat transfer coefficient achieved, the optimum configuration was obtained

by using a corona wire located between two parallel collecting wings, where the

wire is collinear with the adjacent ends of the collecting plate wings, creating an

angle of 55.5o with their far ends. The new optimized design was able to produce

heat transfer coefficients up to 3 times higher than with free convection, resulting in

a 50% increase in heat transfer over that obtained by the EHD blower presented in
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the previous study. However, no information regarding the conversion efficiency

values or the EHD operating power was included in both studies.

Chang et al. [156, 157] experimentally investigated the EHD driven flow

through narrow channels using a wire-to-plate EHD pump proposed as a cooling

system for advanced thermal management of microelectronics. The ionic wind was

induced inside a converging tube with a 5 mm exit diameter using a corona wire

placed between two non-parallel and grounded plates. The effect of using partially

covered corona wire on the flow characteristics was examined for a range of positive

applied voltages. Results showed that using a wire with an insulating cover was

more efficient and had a significant influence on the flow characteristics with higher

flow production and lower operating power compared to the case without insulation

at a given operating voltage. For example, at 8 kV applied potential, the average

outlet velocity was improved by 175% and the power was reduced by 65%,

compared to the case without a covered wire. The maximum mean velocity of the

corona wind achieved at the tube outlet was 1.7 m/s using an operating power and

voltage of 0.8 W and 8.4 kV, respectively, representing approximately a threefold

improvement in the maximum flow rate over the case without a covered wire.

Indeed, using an insulating cover on the half of corona wire opposite to the upstream

region forces the electric field lines and charged ions to concentrate on collecting

surfaces downstream of the corona wire, enhancing the induced airflow towards the

outlet direction. However, the maximum flow rate was only 2 l/min, indicating that

the outlet average wind velocity of the EHD pump may considerably degrade over

larger exit diameters.

Tsubone et al. [158] presented an experimental study to explore the benefits of

design optimization of EHD air pumps for electronics cooling. Using a positive

potential polarity, a design based on a partially covered wire to parallel plates

channel was developed, as shown in Figure 2.18, to investigate the effect of channel

width, the number of emitter wire electrodes and the distance between the emitter

wires on both the ionic wind velocity and corona current. Results demonstrated

ample scope for design optimization; with a maximum average air velocity and a

corresponding flow rate of 3.2 m/s and 7.4 l/min, respectively. It was found that
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increasing the number of corona wires led to higher wind velocities and better

conversion efficiency.

Figure 2.18 Ducted EHD blower of multi-wires-to-plane electrode configuration used in [158].

With the aim of developing a cooling system for fan-free high power

generation applications, Huang et al. [107] presented an experimental study to

enhance natural convection heat transfer using an EHD pump integrated within a

heat sink. A framework of needle-arrayed electrodes was constructed over a heated

and grounded plate-fin heat sink, such that the vertical electrode gap can be changed

in a range of 10 – 55 mm. Four arrays of corona needles were utilized with 4, 6, 18,

and 60 needle electrodes (0.7 mm in diameter), and operated using positive and

negative DC voltages in a range of 0 – 18 kV. Results revealed that the heat transfer

rate increased by 3 – 5 times compared to free convection, and the array of 6 needle

electrodes offered the best cooling performance. Low levels of enhancement were

also observed for small electrode gaps, which were attributed to the passive effect of

Joule heating and inefficient entrainment of air, causing re-circulating of heated air

through fin channels.

An operable integrated EHD pump with a thickness less than 2.0 mm shown in

Figure 2.19 was proposed by Schlitz and Singhal [159] for cooling heat sinks of low

power chips. Using positive corona voltage, multi-stages of parallel emitter wires

were stretched and placed over semi-cylindrical grooves made at the top of
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grounded heat sink plate-fins, so that the wires and the fins were in a cross

arrangement. They studied four electrode arrangements based on the number of

corona wires and fin density with an electrode gap up to 1.5 mm. Results

demonstrated that the optimal EHD cooling system was able to induce ionic wind

with a maximum inlet velocity of 1.6 m/s and a pressure head up to 23 Pa using less

than 3 kV operating voltage, showing promising airflow performance for cooling a

20 W chip. No more information was provided relating to the thermal performance

except an estimated comparison based on experimental results against a rotary-fan

system, which revealed that, at a pressure drop of 7.3 Pa and a constant temperature

difference of 40 K between the heat sink and the ambient, the EHD system was

compatible with a laptop cooling system based on size, power consumption and

weight, with approximately 40% reduction in each characteristic.

Figure 2.19 Prototype design of the integrated EHD air blower with micro-scale heat sink presented
in [159].

Very recently, an integrated corona wind generator with heat sink shown in

Figure 2.20 was experimentally and numerically developed by Shin et al. [160] as a

cooling system for LED applications. First, an experimental test was conducted to

verify the numerical simulation method using a wire of 0.2mm-diameter stretched

between two grounded parallel plates (each with 10 × 20 mm active area and

separated by 20 mm air gap) and located over a heated horizontal surface. Based on

accurate validation results, the location of the corona wire electrode was optimized
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at a given applied voltage and found to be collinear with the adjacent ends of the

plate electrodes. The experimental tests were developed for the prototype using a

heat sink (with 30 × 30 mm base area and 30 mm height), of 10 plate fins; four of

them were extended in height by 20 mm and acted as the collector electrodes. An

array of three parallel corona wires was placed at the optimal locations between the

grounded plate-fins, so that the emitter wires were parallel to the fin channels. The

optimized prototype demonstrated that with a generated wind velocity up to 1.5 m/s,

a cooling performance enhancement of 150% was achieved over the natural

convection, using the same geometry.

Figure 2.20 Prototype geometry of EHD air blower integrated with plate-fin heat sink used in [160] .

The first practical and successful integration of an EHD air pump into a real-

world microelectronic application was performed by Jewell-Larsen et al. in 2009

[25], by replacing a conventional fan of a high performance laptop by a retrofitted

EHD cooling system. Although the authors included a coupled physics EHD

simulation model for the electrode configuration shown in Figure 2.21, no

information regarding the geometric dimensions or detailed results was disclosed in

their paper, which was followed by a number of related patents [161-163]. In the

first generation of the work, two stock rotary centrifugal fans (65 mm diameter) of a

consumer laptop of 60 W TDP (Thermal Design Power) were replaced with two
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EHD blowers, each with a positively charged wire electrode and two parallel plates

with a rounded leading edge acting as the collectors and electronic chip heat sink.

Within a space of approximately 26 cm2 by 1 cm tall cavity, a three-stage EHD

device was installed to maximize airflow within the system and minimize the

operating power. Comparisons against a stock mechanical fan in terms of CPU,

GPU and skin temperatures were presented and showed promising cooling

performance of the EHD system. To achieve the required cooling capacity from the

EHD blowers of the retrofitted laptop, the second generation of the test system was

installed by removing the existing fan footprint, spreader, heat sink, and heat pipe

from the laptop. The results illustrated that, at the same airflow rate and temperature

drop, the airflow generated by the modified EHD blower was able to remove up to

38% more heat than a conventional rotary fan. Results demonstrated that the

coefficient of performance (COP) gained by the improved EHD cooling system was

higher with a factor of 47 compared to a factor of 25 by the rotary fan, at the same

cooling power of 33 W. Furthermore, the overall volume of the EHD cooling system

was reduced by approximately 50% less than that of the stock fan with a thickness

of less than 6 mm. The authors stated that the un-optimized design of the EHD

blower exhibited a promising cooling performance with lower installation size and

acoustic levels, compared to the traditional fan, and further modification and

development are required.

Figure 2.21 Electrode configuration of a wire-to-plane EHD cooling system developed to cool a
laptop in [25]. Dimensions are not available.
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As part of their work performed to develop and optimize EHD blowers for

practical implementation, significant research over the airflow performance scaling

laws for EHD air movers was first presented by Jewell-Larsen et al. [164].

Experimental and numerical investigations were conducted using a wire-to-plane

electrode configuration operated with a positive voltage in thin ducts of thicknesses

in a range from 2 to 6 mm. It was successfully proved that EHD air blower can be

considered as an ideal pressure source with negligible flow resistance within the

duct. The authors were the pioneers to present EHD scaling laws to predict both

flow rate and static pressure generated by a wire-to-plane EHD blower based on

channel width, thickness, and operating power.

Table 2.3 summarises the reviewed studies that employed EHD flow in micro-

or meso-scale geometries for convective heat transfer in thermal management

applications.

Table 2.3 Summary of the reviewed research on EHD flow for thermal management applications.

Author(s),
year

Electrode
geometry

Polarity Device design Remarks

Richter and
Sandmaier
[152],
1990

Grid-to-
grid

Positive
(up to
800 V)

Microfabricated EHD pump of two
opposed grids, each with 30 µm
thickness and 3 × 3 mm active area.

The micro EHD pump was able to
produce a maximum flow rate of 14
ml/ at 800 V operating voltage.

Go et al.
[153],
2008

Wire-to-
plane

Positive,
(up to
2.05 kV)

Microfabricated EHD pump of 25µm-
diameter wire and a collecting tape
(125 µm wide) attached to a quartz
substrate with an electrode gap of 700
µm.

Using only ionic wind (no bulk
airflow), the heat transfer
enhancements were up to 68% at 16.3
mW power and 2043 V applied
voltage.

Hsu et al.
[23], 2009

Point-to-
plane

Positive,
(up to 7
kV)

Microfabricated EHD pump of a
cantilever corona electrode with a tip-
curvature radius of 500 nm placed over
a heated and grounded horizontal plate
at an electrode gaps (2 – 5 mm).

The maximum heat transfer
enhancement achieved was 6.37 over
free convection.

Chen et al.
[154],
2013

Needle-to-
needle/wire
/grid

Positive
and
negative
(up to 8.5
and –11
kV),
resp.

The emitter needle was placed at a
fixed vertical gap (5 mm) and varied
horizontal gaps (3-5 mm) from each
grounded structure (needle, wire and
grid).

Heat transfer performance obtained
with negative coronas was higher and
resulted in lower thermal resistance
with up to 50% reduction compared
to that with positive ones. The coarse
density of collecting mesh offered the
best heat transfer rate among other
collector configurations.

Kalman
and Sher
[109],
2001

Wire-to-
plane

Positive
and
negative
(up to 30
and –40
kV),
resp.

A wire electrode of 0.5 mm-diameter
stretched between two collecting
inclined wings located over a heated
horizontal plate, forming a longitudinal
nozzle shape.

Positive corona discharge was more
effective with higher conversion
efficiency than a negative one. Heat
transfer coefficient was enhanced by
more than two times compared to
free convection.
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Author(s),
year

Electrode
geometry

Polarity Device design Remarks

Rashkovan
et al. [155],
2002

Wire-to-
plane

Positive,
(up to 23
kV)

A corona wire of 0.2mm-diameter
stretched and centred between two
collecting plates (42 mm apart, and
located over a heated horizontal plate.

An optimal geometry design was
proposed as the wire is collinear with
the adjacent ends of the collecting
plate wings, creating an angle of
55.5o with their far ends. Heat
transfer coefficient was increased by
up to 3 times higher than free
convection.

Chang et
al. [156,
157], 2008
& [159],
2010

Wire-to-
plane

Positive,
(up to 12
kV)

A partially covered corona wire placed
between two inclined and grounded
plates and located inside converging
tube with a 5 mm exit diameter.

Average outlet velocity was
improved by 175% and the power
was reduced by 65%, compared to
the case without a covered wire. The
maximum outlet velocity was 1.7 m/s
using a power and voltage of 0.8 W
and 8.4 kV, respectively, which was a
threefold improvement of flow rate
over the case without a covered wire.

Tsubone et
al. [158],
2012

Muti-wires-
to-plane

Positive,
(up to 8
kV)

A set of partially covered wires (0.25
mm in dia.) was placed between
parallel plates that form a flow
channel.

The optimal design was able to
produce a max average velocity and
flow rate of 3.2 m/s and 7.4 l/min,
respectively. Results showed that
increasing the number of corona
wires led to higher wind velocities
and better conversion efficiency.

Huang et
al. [107],
2009

Muti-
needles to-
plane

Positive
and
negative
(up to18
kV)

A framework of needle-arrayed
electrodes was constructed over a
heated and grounded plate-fin heat
sink, such that the vertical electrode
gap can be changed in a range of 10 –
55 mm.

The heat transfer rate increased by 3
– 5 times compared to free
convection, and the array of 6 needle
electrodes offered the best cooling
performance.

Schlitz and
Singhal
[159],
2008

Muti-wires-
to-plane

Positive,
(up to 3.5
kV)

Multi-stages of parallel wires were
placed over semi-cylindrical grooves
made at the top of grounded heat sink
plate-fins, with an electrode gap up to
1.5 mm.

The optimal EHD cooling system
was able to induce a max inlet
velocity up to 1.6 m/s and a pressure
head up to 23 Pa using less than 3 kV
operating voltage. The EHD system
was compatible with a laptop cooling
system based on size, power
consumption and weight, with
approximately 40% reduction in each
characteristic.

Shin et al.
[160],
2016

Muti-wires-
to-plane

Positive
(9 kV)

A set of wires of 0.2mm-diameter
stretched in parallel over grounded
plate-fin heat sink of 30 × 30 mm base
area and 30 mm height.

The optimal prototype was capable of
generating a wind velocity up to 1.5
m/s, and enhanced the cooling
performance by 150% over the
natural convection.

Jewell-
Larsen et
al. [25],
2009

Wire-to-
plane

Positive
(up to 3
kV)

A retrofitted EHD cooling system was
developed and integrated to replace a
rotary fan in a laptop of 60 W TDP. A
very fine corona wire was placed at an
optimal distance in parallel to a flow
duct entrance formed by two parallel
collecting plates of rounded leading
edges facing the emitter. The
geometric dimensions or were not
disclosed.

The EHD blower was able to remove
up to 38% more heat than a rotary
fan. The coefficient of performance
gained by the improved EHD cooling
system was higher with a factor of 47
compared to a factor of 25 by the
rotary fan, at the same cooling power.
the overall volume of the EHD
cooling system was reduced by
approximately 50% less than that of
the stock fan with a thickness of less
than 6 mm.

Jewell-
Larsen et
al. [164],
2011

Wire-to-
plane

Positive
(up to 10
kV)

An EHD flow was purely induced
inside a thin channel of height, length
and width of (2-6 mm), 70 and 100
mm, respectively,

EHD scaling laws were presented to
predict the flow rate and static
pressure generated by a wire-to-plane
channel based on blower width,
thickness, and operating power.
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2.5.4 Numerical modelling of EHD driven airflow

The modelling of EHD flow is essentially performed based on a coupling of

electrostatic forces and a fluid, causing a drifting of the ionic charges and fluid

particles across the electrodes under the effect of electric field, and resulting in fluid

motion. This approach can be established by applying Coulomb forces as a body

force term in the air momentum transport represented by the Navier-Stokes

equations.

Typically, applying a high potential at a corona electrode such as a thin wire

or sharp point creates a strong electric field around the corona electrode, which in

turn ionizes the fluid particles in the ionization zone. In the drifting zone, where ions

of single polarity are accelerated by the Coulomb force and move towards the

collector electrode, a space charge is formed and a unipolar discharge current is

created across the electrodes. In fact, the electric potential distribution, which is

governed by Poisson’s equation (3.3), is a linear equation with a given charge

density distribution. However, for unipolar discharge currents, the charge density

distribution mainly depends on the electric potential or field distributions and it is

not easily deduced. Therefore, the mathematical relationship that describes the

distribution of unipolar charge currents with coupled electric potential and charge

density is inherently nonlinear [165]. Based on this fact, mathematical solutions

using analytical means can be developed for simple problems, where a symmetry

condition can be applied and a mathematical system is reduced to a nonlinear

ordinary differential equation such as in a concentric wire-cylinder electrodes

configuration [166].

One of the first mathematical solutions of the corona discharge phenomenon

was presented by Townsend [167] in 1914 to analytically solve a concentric

cylindrical electrodes problem. However, with the advancement in the computing

techniques, numerical solutions of coupled electric field and charge density using

complex nonlinear partial-differential equations have developed and become

increasingly popular. McDonald et al. [168] presented the earliest attempt in 1977 at

numerical solution using the finite difference method for a corona discharge problem

in a simple rectangular domain generated with a uniform grid system.

While some later numerical approximations used the finite-difference method

to solve the coupling of charge transport and electric field [169, 170], modelling
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approaches using a finite element method have been widely applied for solving

Poisson’s equation and charge distribution in complex configurations and sharp

corona electrodes, where a non-uniform mesh is adopted [171, 172]. However,

although the finite-element method has been successfully used with considering the

charge diffusion effects into account [165, 173], the method of characteristics

(MOC) has been commonly used to determine space charge density with neglecting

the diffusion term, and simplify the charge transport equation in the form a

hyperbolic partial differential equation [174, 175].

As the processing power of computers increased further, especially since the

middle of the last decade, numerical simulations of complex electric fields in space

based on nonlinear partial differential equations have been developed extensively.

However, the finite element method has remained the most popular numerical

method to develop models of EHD driven flow and EHD based heat transfer via

commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software [176-180], while a few

other studies used finite volume method-based software packages [26, 181],

showing successful validations against experimental data.

In general, literature of the modelling of EHD flow based heat transfer reveals

that the majority of numerical studies were performed in the presence of external

airflow, using the EHD phenomenon for enhanced convection heat transfer [26, 182-

186]. However, only a few models have been developed in recent years which apply

EHD pumps as a primary airflow generator using complicated and micro-fabricated

electrode configurations for cooling of microelectronics and thermal management

applications (e.g., [23, 187-189]). Due to the wide range of geometrical parameters

that strongly affect the discharge process and the performance of EHD airflow

devices, numerical modelling offers great potential to explore the effect of various

design and modelling parameters. Based on thermal management requirements and

in order to save cost and time, most recent studies used a numerical approach to

develop and optimize EHD devices and predict their characteristics in terms of flow

generation, power consumption, cooling performance and pumping efficiency.
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2.6 Chapter Summary

Air movement due to corona discharge has been widely investigated over three

centuries since the first reported discovery of corona wind in the early 1700s. Since

that time, corona discharge and its effects have been examined for a wide range of

uses with little attention has been focused on EHD driven airflow, while the

fundamentals and the underlying physics of corona discharge have been well

understood, developed, and extensively documented.

Unlike the early efforts performed for developing EHD airflow, which have

been modest and mostly academic curiosities, it is only over the last three decades

that the research efforts have focused on employing EHD driven flow in the area of

forced convection heat transfer. However, while the majority of the documented

investigations have focused on the use of EHD flow in the presence of a primary

bulk flow in the heat transfer applications, only few studies that used purely EHD

flow and related to thermal management microelectronics cooling have occurred in

the last decade with real intention to apply EHD technology commercially.

Over the last century, numerical solutions that solve the coupled equations of

corona discharge and EHD flow based on nonlinear partial differential equations

have been extensively developed in parallel with the advancement in the computing

techniques. Numerical modelling of EHD driven flow have been shown successful

validation against experiments with acceptable accuracy and been provided a

significant tool for design optimization and performance development of EHD

devices, offering great potential to explore various design parameters and save cost

and time.

The literature review presented in this chapter revealed that the most recent

efforts made for employing EHD flow technology for forced convection cooling of

microelectronics still require further research based on thermal management

considerations, while the available public data that related to the application of EHD

cooling systems in small-scale microelectronics are relatively limited.
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CHAPTER 3

Numerical Modelling of EHD Airflows

Numerical modelling methods for simulating EHD airflow, induced through

wire-to-plane/grid channel configurations under the effect of positive corona

discharge and electrostatic forces, are presented in this chapter. The numerical

approach involves governing coupled equations that describe the interaction between

the electric field and the movement of air particles across the electrode gap. For the

charge transport process, a partial differential equation (PDE) with appropriate

coefficients must be used to couple the electrostatics and fluid dynamics within the

EHD flow simulation. A detailed explanation of the EHD governing equations,

boundary conditions, assumptions used for the space charge generation, and

validation of the numerical method are detailed in the following sections.

3.1 EHD Flow Governing Equations

3.1.1 Electrostatic and charge equations

Due to the high voltage applied to the corona electrode, a space charge is

formed and an electric current is created and flows across the electrodes, where a

high electric field gradient is generated. In order to simplify the numerical modelling

and make an approximate analysis of the corona discharge, several assumptions

were used in the literature as summarised in [190], which are adopted in the present

study as follows:

o The space charge affects only the magnitude but not the direction of the electric

field.

o The charge density is constant along the electric field lines.

o The ionic charges are unipolar (ions of a single polarity) from the corona surface

towards the collector electrode through the drifting zone.

o The corona discharge can be achieved at stationary conditions.

o The ion mobility in air is constant and independent of the electric field strength.
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o The thickness of the ionization zone is ignored.

o Corona discharge is created due to positive applied voltage and it is uniform

across the electrodes.

The EHD flow induced by corona discharge is governed by the following set

of equations:

The electric field intensity ( ) created between the electrodes can be described by

Gauss’s law,

(3.1)

where is the space charge density (C/m3), is the relative permittivity of air (= 1),

and is permittivity of free space (= 8.854×10-12 C/V.m). This can be defined in

terms of the electric potential, , by

(3.2)

The electric potential in the air is governed by Poisson’s equation, which can be

obtained by substituting (3.2) into (3.1), yielding:

(3.3)

The charge transport equation that couples the electrostatic and Navier-Stokes

equations for the airflow is derived by combining the following three equations:

i. The current density equation (Ohm’s law): the ionic charges are accelerated and

moved towards the grounded electrode under the effect of the Coulomb force,

creating an electric current density, ,
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(3.4)

where is the charge diffusion coefficient of ions (m2/s), is the velocity vector of

airflow, and is the positive air ion mobility in the electric field (m2/V.s).

The ion mobility is defined as the velocity of ions, ν (m/s), moving through a

gaseous medium divided by the electric field, (V/m), as,

(3.5)

Indeed, the ion mobility coefficient depends on the polarity of the corona discharge

and the physical properties of the drift gas such as relative density and humidity

[191-193]. In this study, the value of air ion mobility is assumed constant [176, 194]

for the positive corona discharge at standard ambient conditions.

The three terms on the right-hand side of equation (3.4) represent the charge

conduction (the ion movement due to the electric field), charge convection (transport

of charges by the airflow), and charge diffusion, respectively [27, 176].

ii. The continuity equation for electric current: for steady state conditions, the

current density must satisfy the charge conservation equation,

(3.6)

iii. The conservation of mass equation: the continuity equation for steady state

incompressible airflow,

(3.7)
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Combining equations (3.4) and (3.6) and using the continuity equation (3.7) gives

the charge transport equation that couples the electrostatic and Navier-Stokes

equations for the airflow,

(3.8)

The drift velocity of ions ( ) in the charge conduction represents the

dominant term in (3.8) over ion movement due to diffusion and charge convection

(the second and third terms) in the system of EHD driven airflow, and they are often

neglected in numerical simulations in the literature [27, 194].

Unlike corona discharges in liquids, where charge mobility of ions is very low,

charge convection ( ) due to fluid flow (air and other gases) has a drift velocity

much less than that created due to charge mobility ( ) under the effect of an

electric field. This assumption considerably simplifies equation (3.8) by allowing the

electrostatic and charge transport equations to be decoupled from the hydrodynamic

solution [140]. In the present numerical modelling of EHD flow, the charge

diffusion coefficient is included with a constant value of 5.3×10-5 m2/s [177], even

though its effect on the numerical accuracy is relatively negligible [165, 194]. Thus,

the charge transport equation can be rewritten as,

(3.9)

3.1.2 Fluid dynamic equations

When the ionization phenomenon occurs due to positive corona discharge, the

produced positive ions are attracted to the negative electrode under the effect of

Coulomb force. In their traveling path through the drifting region, they collide with

neutral air molecules and transfer energy and momentum, causing an air movement.

The hydrodynamic part of the EHD driven flow model is described by the Navier-

Stokes equations that solve the steady state incompressible airflow in the drifting

zone under the effect of the electrostatic force.
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The EHD airflow model is simplified under the following assumptions:

o The fluid medium is air and assumed to be at room temperature and atmospheric

pressure.

o The flow is laminar and incompressible with a constant density and viscosity.

o The flow is steady.

o No slip boundaries are applied for all solid surfaces.

o The ionic wind is induced through flow channels as a primary flow due to the

effect of the electric field and electrostatic force.

The full form of the Navier-Stokes equations (or the conservation of momentum

equation) is

(3.10)

where is the air density (kg/m3), is the air pressure (Pa), is the air dynamic

viscosity (Ns/m2), is the velocity vector of airflow, and is the body or Coulomb

force (N/m3). The left-hand side of equation (3.10) is the rate of change of

momentum per volume, and the right-hand side represents the resultant stress. The

body force equation is defined as [195],

(3.11)

(1) (2) (3)

This equation includes a combination of three terms of forces:

(1) The first term, ( ), represents the Coulomb force, which is the force per unit

volume on a medium containing free electrical charge. This force is the

strongest EHD force in the presence of the DC electric fields. Hence, it is the

dominant term in the body forces for ion drag in air.
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(2) The second term, ( ), represents the dielectric force due to the force

exerted on a non-homogeneous dielectric liquid by an electric field. This force

usually dominates in an AC electric field, and it is weak compared to the

Coulomb force.

(3) The third term, ( ), is called the electrostrictive term, the gradient

of a scalar, and is required for compressible flows.

The second and the third terms are significant in phase change processes at liquid-

vapour interface (two-phase interface), where a high variation in permittivity occurs

[128]. For air, the permittivity variation is negligible. Hence, the Coulomb force

term is the only body force affecting the system and dominates in (3.11). Therefore,

the Navier-Stokes equations for steady flow can be rewritten as,

(3.12)

3.2 Space Charge Generation

The gap between the corona and collector electrodes can be divided into

ionization and drifting regions. When the conductive region around the wire corona

electrode increases due to an increase of the electric field, ionization of air

molecules begins and a uniform sheath of positive or negative ions (depending on

the polarity of applied voltage) is created over the ionization region. Indeed, this

sheath of charged ions is formed when the radius of the corona electrode is much

smaller than the gap between the electrodes.

Figure 3.1 shows the difference between the actual radius of a wire electrode

and the effective radius of an ionization region. As described in the previous chapter,

the conductive ions extend the effective area of the ionization region and the

ionization layer increases the effective radius of the corona electrode. Due to this

further extension of corona electrode that results a larger curvature of the corona

radius, the electric field strength becomes insufficient to generate a corona and

ionize air molecules [93].
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Figure 3.1 Representation of the physical (rw) and effective (r0) wire radius. Adapted from Blaze Lab
Research [196].

The corona discharge starts when the electric field intensity reaches a

sufficient level of electric field strength, which is, in turn, created when the applied

potential exceeds the corona inception voltage (CIV). According to Peek’s general

formula [197], the electric field strength, (V/m), at the surface of corona wire can

be estimated by,

(3.13)

where is the actual radius of corona wire (m), is a roughness factor of the wire

surface, and is the relative air density, which is defined as [190],

(3.14)

where , and are the actual temperature (in ᴏC), the pressure (in kPa), and the

density of air, respectively. Thus, for a smooth wire at standard ambient conditions

(STP), 1.
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The values of and in Peek’s equation are uncertain constants that depend

on the corona electrode configuration and can be approximated based on the

experimental measurements. However, for a positively charged corona wire in air,

the values of 32.3×105 V/m and 0.846×105 V/m1/2 for and , respectively, were

suggested and used in Peek’s formula for the modelling of corona discharge to

estimate the electric field created at the surface of corona wire [165, 198, 199].

The value of constant in (3.13) represents the electric field necessary for

creating corona discharge, , which is the breakdown electric strength of air (=

3.23×106 V/m). Thus, the equation of electric field strength, (V/m), created on a

smooth surface of a positively charged wire electrode at standard air conditions can

be rewritten as,

(3.15)

The CIV can be approximated using Peek’s empirical formula suggested for a

pair of concentric cylindrical electrodes [197] by setting the outer radius of the

plasma region around the corona wire and the diameter of the hollow cylindrical

shaped collector electrode to be the actual wire radius and the electrode gap for a

wire-to-plane configuration in air, respectively, [165, 200] as follows,

(3.16)

where is the electric field strength at corona electrode surface (V/m), is the

actual radius of corona wire electrode (m), and is the distance between the

electrodes (m).

The electric potential and electric field intensity inside the ionization zone can

be expressed by assuming that the tip radius of the corona electrode is much smaller

than the distance between two electrodes [201], thus
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(3.17)

(3.18)

where is the voltage at a radius within the ionization region (V), is the voltage

at the corona electrode surface (V), and is the radius from the centre of the corona

wire within the ionization region, (m). A graphical explanation of the notation is

shown in Figure 3.2, which illustrates the position of the given variables.

The electric field strength at the layer between the ionization and drifting

zones is equal to the breakdown electric field strength of air ( ), and the external

radius of the ionization layer, (m), can be approximated to increase

proportionally to the inverse of the electric field strength,

(3.19)

Thus, using the equations (3.17), Peek’s equation (3.15) can be rewritten to estimate

the external radius of the ionization zone as,

(3.20)

By integrating the electric field strength from to using equation (3.17), the

voltage on the external boundary of the ionization zone, (V), is given by:

(3.21)

The space charge density in the ionization zone can be neglected as it contains

a mix of electrons and positive ions of similar magnitudes, compared to the drift

zone, which contains ions of a single polarity and neutral air molecules [165, 194,

201]. In the present numerical simulation, it is assumed that the ionization zone is
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small enough to be ignored, following the tradition in corona discharge modelling in

the literature [165, 177, 202].

Figure 3.2 Graphical explanation of the ionization and drifting zones. Not in scale.

The boundary conditions for the space charge density can be obtained by

applying the commonly accepted Kaptsov’s assumption, which suggests that the

electric field increases proportionally to the applied voltage below the corona onset

level, but will preserve its value constant on the wire electrode surface after the

corona is initiated even if the electric potential increases [97]. Under this

assumption, the unipolar charge current can be considered in the drifting region

between the corona wire surface and the collector electrodes. Thus, the space charge

resulting from corona discharge can be estimated by assuming that the electric field

strength created at the surface of the corona wire ( ) due to the applied voltage ( )

is equal to that obtained from Peek’s equation ( ) [177].

3.3 Numerical Solution Procedure

The governing equations of EHD driven airflow are modelled in two-

dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) simulations using the commercial

package, COMSOL Multiphysics (V5.1) software, a partial differential equations

solver based on the finite element method [203]. COMSOL Multiphysics is a

simulator, modelling tool, and post processing software platform that has the ability

to solve complex multi-physics problems. This package has a large library of

material properties and predefined physics equations, and can provide flexibility and
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simplicity in the workflow. Since the charge transport equation is not available as a

predefined module in COMSOL, a partial differential equation (PDE) in a

coefficient form can be created to represent this mode into the simulation model.

The simulation is developed using an iterative approach [165, 199, 204, 205] to

specify the value of space charge density, starting with a guessed value. Then, the

electric field strength at the wire surface ( ) is examined and compared to that

calculated from Peek’s equation (3.15), . Once , the value of space charge

density is fixed and adopted for the given applied voltage and electrode gap. Based

on the solution of coupled electrostatic and charge transport equations solved with

consistent charge density and electric field strength that satisfy Kaptsov’s condition,

the fluid dynamic equations can be run under the effect of Coulomb force. A

summary of the solution procedure used for solving the modelling equations of EHD

airflow is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 Numerical solution procedure used in the present modelling of EHD flow.

3.4 Validation of the Numerical Method

In order to verify the acuracy of the adopted numerical method, including the

procudure and boundary conditions required for the EHD modelling approach using

Comsol Multiphysics, benchmark comparisons against previous published data are
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performed in this section. Among a wide range of experimental studies reported in

the literature, the only available data that can be used to validate the modelling of

miniature EHD air blower proposed in this thesis for thermal management

microelectronics cooling have been found in the Refs. [164, 177, 206], where the

EHD airflow is purely produced as a primary flow using a wire-to-plane

configuration inside small-scale ducts of rectangular cross-section area. Indeed, the

exclusion of using measured data of other studies to verify the present EHD flow

simulation was due to the following reasons:

 Emitter electrode type: using a needle as an emitter electrode instead of a wire,

where the modelling is completely different and does not use Peek’s equation to

estimate the electric field.

 Flow pattern and flow field: using the induced EHD airflow as an impinging air

jet to cool heated surfaces in open flow field (for e.g., [40, 140, 155]), or

maximise flow generation in a circular duct [137].

 Mixed flows: using ionic wind as a secondary flow in the presence of external

bulk flow, where a turbulent flow regime is applied, in open flow fields [26], or

in confined EHD flows using a wire electrode along a grounded heated duct [149,

150].

 Nonstandard wire electrode: although the measured data presented in [158]

using a wire-to-plane EHD channel pump seem suitable for a validation model,

the partially covered corona wire used in experiments causes difficulty and

invalid comparison between the simulated electric field strength created on the

wire surface and that calculated from Peek’s equation.

The next subsections will present numerical validation models developed for

inducing purely EHD airflows using wire-to-grid and wire-to-plane channel

configurations, and verify the results in terms of applied voltage, corona current and

the resulting ionic wind characteristics.
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3.4.1 Wire-to-grid/plane EHD channel configuration

3.4.1.1 Solution domain and boundary conditions

A numerical validation model is established based on experimental data and

the numerical results of a wire-to-grid EHD channel presented in [177]. The EHD

channel geometry consists of a wire emitter electrode, a collecting grid of parallel

wires, and collecting channel walls, as shown in Figure 3.4. A conductive wire of a

diameter of 100 µm is used as a corona electrode and located mid-way between two

conductive plates that represent both the collecting electrodes and channel walls. A

symmetry boundary condition is applied at the horizontal plane centered between the

channel walls to minimize the solution computation time. The coupled equations of

the electric field (3.3), the charge transport (3.9), and the airflow (3.7 and 3.12),

were solved in the half domain using the commercial package, COMSOL

Multiphysics (V5.1), with the modelling parameters displayed in Table 3.1.

The boundary conditions were applied to the half of the numerical domain as

follows. The electrostatic mode is modeled by applying a positive potential to the

emitter wire surface, while the channel walls and surfaces of all collecting grid wires

are grounded with zero volts. For charge transport, a zero diffusive flux condition

(Neumann condition) is imposed on all boundaries excluding the surface of the

corona wire, where a space charge surface density under Dirichlet condition is

applied. This assumption is based on the fact that the diffusion term is very small

compared to the conduction term in equation (3.9), so that its effect on charge

density can be neglected [165, 202].

For the flow equations, a standard hydrodynamic boundary condition of no-

slip is applied to all solid surfaces of corona electrode, collecting grid wires and

channel walls. A zero pressure is applied at the channel outlet, while a normal flow

with pressure prescribed from Bernoulli’s equation ( , where is the

velocity component of ionic wind in the flow direction), is used at the channel inlet

[164, 177, 194]. This assumption is established on the fact that the neutral air

particles are accelerated and driven to a certain velocity under the influence of

electrostatic pressure, which is generated in the electric field due to the electrostatic

force. Due to the kinetic energy of the gas flow, a stagnation (or dynamic) pressure

( is created, which is equal to the electrostatic pressure that causes the gas
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movement [207]. Based on this fact, it has been shown experimentally and

numerically that the EHD air blower (duct) can be considered to be an ideal pressure

source with negligible flow resistance through the duct. This is because the cross

section of the emitter wire is very small compared to the duct height [164].

Figure 3.4 Numerical simulation domain of the EHD wire-to-grid channel geometry considered in
[177]. Dimensions in millimetres.

Table 3.1 Numerical modelling and geometric parameters used in the model of [177] and in the
present validation.

Parameter Value

Applied potential, 5 – 8 kV

Charge diffusion coefficient, 5.3×10-5 m2/s

Ion mobility coefficient, 1.8×10-4 m2/V.s

Density of air, 1.23 kg/m3

Dynamic viscosity of air, 1.8×10-5 N.s/m2

Corona wire to collecting grid distance, 9 mm

Corona wire radius, 0.05 mm

Collecting grid wire radius 0.05 mm

Number of collecting grid wires, 14

Spacing between grid wires, 1 mm

Channel height 15 mm

Channel length 34 mm

Channel width and corona wire length 277 mm
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3.4.1.2 Mesh independence study

The modelling approach of EHD flow involves solving two sets of coupled

equations. The first set includes the electrostatic and charge transport equations and

is solved first to predict the current-voltage curve. When the predictions are verified

against measured data, the second coupled physics of Coulomb force and fluid

dynamic are then enabled to predict the EHD flow characteristics. Regarding the

meshing procedure of EHD flow simulation, the most important and influential part

of meshing process is the refinements at the corona wire and collector electrodes,

which highly affect the accuracy of the predicted current-voltage results, whereas a

sufficiently fine mesh density is mostly generated at this stage for the computational

domain. Once good agreement is obtained for the current-voltage predictions, the

mesh refinement level at the electrodes is fixed and the fluid dynamic mode is

enabled to solve the flow equations and compute the air velocity.

At this stage, the mesh independence study is usually performed to test the

effect of mesh density of the computational domain on the results, which is highly

related to the gap between the emitter and collector electrodes, where the ions are

moving through. Indeed, the mesh refinement at the wire electrode of a very fine

diameter requires creating circular surfaces around it in order to ensure an accurate

solution of the corona discharge and the created electric field gradient as well as

enabling a suitable connection of mesh elements with those of the domain without

any meshing error.

Unlike the traditional modelling of fluid flow or/and forced convection heat

transfer inside channels, where the approach of mesh independence test is performed

by increasing the mesh density for improved accuracy, the excessive refinement at

the corona wire surface may lead to increased error in the current-voltage results.

Moreover, meshing with a trial and error method (similar to that performed for the

space charge density) is applied to obtain an appropriate mesh refinement at the

corona wire. Based on these reasons and according to the author’s experience, the

inclusion of mesh refinement at the corona wire as part of the mesh independence

study is not applicable compared to that for the computational domain, where the

mesh is always refined to increase the solution accuracy.
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For the present numerical model, a mesh independence test was performed

by solving the equations on three numerical meshes, with 15122, 22430 and 38350

triangular elements for the top half domain of the 2D geometry shown in Figure 3.4,

each with high levels of mesh refinement in the regions of high electric field

strength (large electric potential gradient) and space charge density, as shown in

Figure 3.5. Results on the two finest grid levels were found to be effectively grid

independent since the discrepancies in corona current and average air velocity were

very slight with approximately 0.1% and 1%, respectively, showing that the solution

accuracy was independent on the number of elements over the second mesh density

of 22430 elements.

Figure 3.5 Distribution of mesh element density of a half computational domain of the wire-to-grid
EHD channel geometry, showing the mesh refinement at the emitter wire and collecting surfaces. The
semicircles around the corona wire were used to define mesh refinement. Dimensions in millimetres.

3.4.1.3 Numerical validation results

Figure 3.6 illustrates the results of the numerical solution as surface map

distributions generated at 8 kV for the EHD airflow induced through a wire-to-grid

channel considered in [177]. The plots agree very well with those presented in [177],

and show the distributions of space charge density, the electric field lines, the

volume force, and the air velocity through the channel.

Further validation results are shown in Figure 3.7, which compare the present

predictions of corona current and air velocity with experimental data and numerical

results presented in [177], for a range of applied voltage. The agreement is also very

good in both cases, with maximum discrepancies against the experimental data of

3% and 7% for the corona current and air velocity, respectively, demonstrating the
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accuracy of the present 2D numerical approach performed using COMSOL

Multiphysics.

It is useful to mention that although following the modelling procedure of

EHD flow and using the same modelling parameters and boundary conditions

presented in [177] made the present numerical validation model easer to be

implemented, the good predictions obtained against both measured and simulated

data would reinforce the adopted numerical modelling method and provide further

confirmation to the simulation accuracy of ducted EHD flow that will be used to

develop models and investigate further design parameters using the same channel

geometry and electrode arrangement, as will be presented in Chapter 4.

Figure 3.6 Numerical validation results in the form of surface map distributions generated at 8 kV,
for (a) the space charge density with the electric field lines and the body force arrows, and (b) the air

velocity. Dimensions in metres.
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Figure 3.7 Comparisons of (a) corona current, and (b) average air velocity at the channel outlet, for a
range of corona voltage.

3.4.2 Wire-to-plane EHD channel configuration

3.4.2.1 Solution domain and boundary conditions

The experimental data and numerical results presented in [164] were used to

validate the accuracy of the simulation method performed in 2D and 3D numerical

models developed for a wire-to-plane EHD blower. The EHD blower geometry

consists of a fine wire electrode, 25 µm in diameter, stretched horizontally between

and parallel to two dielectric plates, forming the channel walls. The channel width,
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, (or the distance between the dielectric channel sidewalls) is 100 mm. Two

conductive and grounded stripes of 0.1 mm thickness and 5 mm length are

positioned at the top and bottom of the channel walls and located downstream of the

wire electrode at a distance equal to the channel height. A cross-section of the EHD

channel geometry used in the validation model is shown in Figure 3.8. A symmetry

boundary condition is applied at the horizontal plane centered between the channel

walls of the 2D and 3D simulation domains. A further symmetry condition was

applied at one of the channel sidewalls of the 3D simulation domain in order to

reduce the solution computation time and memory requirements. The boundary

conditions of the electrostatic, charge transport, space charge density and fluid

dynamic modes, including the assumptions and numerical solution procedure, are

similar to those used in the previous numerical validation model presented in section

3.4.1. The modelling parameters and the boundary conditions applied on the

computational domain are listed and summarized in Tables 3.2 and 3.3,

respectively.

A mesh independence study was performed for the half 2D domains of 2 and 6

mm channel thickness with increased mesh refinements at the corona and collector

electrodes. The governing equations were solved on three levels of mesh density

pre-defined in COMSOL Multiphysics and generated with (62230, 98464 and

151800 triangular elements) for = 2 mm, and (34115, 53500 and 81075 elements)

for = 6 mm. In each channel, an appropriate mesh refinement at the corona wire

and collecting surfaces was applied and fixed, whereas the mesh density was

changed for the flow domain using the given three mesh densities to perform

the grid independence test. The given numbers of mesh elements show that the

thinner channel domain required larger number of mesh elements than the thicker

domain. Indeed, this was due to the smaller effective angle of ion drifting area

across the electrodes in the thinner domain of = 2 mm, which increases as the

channel height (or the vertical electrode gap) increases, as will be explained later in

more detail in Chapter 5. Therefore, further mesh refinement for the thinner domain

was required to improve the solution accuracy and achieve good agreement against

measured current-voltage data. Results of grid independence test showed that the

maximum discrepancy in the average air velocity was approximately 0.15% between

the last two mesh densities of each domain height, and therefore the second density

level of each domain was adopted.
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Figure 3.8 Cross-section of the EHD channel geometry used in the present numerical validation
[164]. Dimensions in millimetres.

Table 3.2 Geometric and numerical modelling parameters used in the present validation model.

Parameter Value

Applied potential, 0 – 10 kV

The breakdown electric strength of air, 3.23×106 V/m

Ion mobility coefficient, 2.1×10-4 m2/V.s

Charge diffusion coefficient, 5.3×10-5 m2/s

Density of air, 1.23 kg/m3

Dynamic viscosity of air, 1.8×10-5 N.s/m2

Corona wire radius, 0.0125 mm

Channel height, 2 , 6 mm

Channel length, 70 mm

Channel width, ( corona wire length) 100 mm

Horizontal distance between the electrodes, ( ) 2 , 6 mm

Collecting surface length, 5 mm

Table 3.3 Boundary conditions used in the validation and developed numerical models.

Boundary Electrostatics Charge transport Fluid dynamics

Corona wire electrode No-slip

Collecting surfaces Grounded No-slip

Dielectric walls Neumann condition Zero diffusive flux No-slip

Channel inlet Normal flow with
velocity prescribed
from Bernoulli’s
equation [177]

Channel outlet

Air boundaries Symmetry

For the 3D solution domain, a similar mesh distribution to the 2D case was

used with high element densities at the emitter and collecting surface, which was
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generated only for the half domain of = 6 mm with = 50 mm. The second mesh

density among 507550, 631000 and 757230 tetrahedral elements was selected to

solve the 3D numerical domain, with a maximum difference in the value of outlet

average velocity of approximately 0.6%, compared to the finest density level. This

demonstrated that the second mesh density provides an acceptable balance between

computational cost and solution accuracy. The 2D and 3D mesh distributions for the

half solution domains of = 6 mm are shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 Distribution of mesh element density for the half domains (2D at top) and (3D at bottom)
of the 6 mm thick, 70 mm long and 50 mm wide EHD duct, showing the mesh refinement at the

corona and collector electrodes. The semicircles around the corona wire were used to define mesh
refinement. Dimensions in metres.

3.4.2.2 Numerical validation results

The results of the 2D numerical solutions as surface map distributions for the

EHD flow induced through ducts of 2 and 6 mm thickness at 15 W/m are illustrated

in Figure 3.10. The plots show the distributions of the electric potential with the

electric field lines (top panel), the charge density with the body force across the

electrodes (center panel), and the generated air velocity (ionic wind) through the

channel (bottom panel).
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Figure 3.10 Two-dimensional numerical results as surface map distributions for the half of EHD duct
geometry generated at 15 W/m for (a) = 2 mm and (b) = 6 mm, showing for each: (at top) electric
potential with electric field lines, (at center) space charge density with Coulomb force distribution as

arrows, and (at bottom) air velocity distribution. Dimensions in millimeters.

(a)

(b)
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Further validation results are shown in Figure 3.11, which compares the

airflow rates and static pressures of the present simulations with experimental data

and numerical results presented in [164], for a range of input powers. The

electrostatic pressure created due to the body force, which acts on the collecting

surface and equals the channel static pressure, can be calculated by integrating the

body force within the gap across the electrodes [164, 208]. The force balance

equation for static gas equilibrium along the electrode gap, , for an EHD wire-to-

plane configuration is given as [208],

(3.22)

where is the pressure gradient in the direction of ion motion (z), and and

( ) are respectively the charge density and the electric field strength within the

electrode gap. Thus, the electrostatic pressure at any point (z) along the electrode

gap can be calculated as,

(3.23)

The trends in both figures 3.11(a) and (b) show good agreement between the

present numerical results and those performed in [164] though reasonably small

differences can be seen in both models compared to the experimental data. As

explained in [164], the noticeable deviation between the simulated and measured

pressure values for the 2 mm channel thickness is due to emitter wire misalignment

in the experiments.

The 3D simulation results are displayed in Figure 3.12, which were generated

at 1.5 W for a channel height and width of = 6 mm and = 100 mm, respectively,

showing the distributions of electric potential, space charge density and air velocity.

Figure 3.13 shows that the values of the average air velocity predicted by the

present 3D simulations, where the duct sidewall effects are considered, are closer to

the experimental data compared to the 2D simulation results. The average
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discrepancies in the mean air velocities of the present 2D and 3D simulations are

9.2% and 5.4%, respectively, against the experimental data. The benchmark results

also demonstrate here the accuracy of the present numerical approach of 2D and 3D

simulations performed using COMSOL Multiphysics to predict the EHD flow

characteristics.

Figure 3.11 Comparison of experimental and numerical results of EHD air blowers of = 2 and 6
mm with 100 mm wide, showing the operating power as a function of (a) airflow rate, and (b) static

pressure.
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Figure 3.12 Three-dimensional numerical results as volume map distributions for a half of EHD
channel generated at 1.5 W with 6 mm thickness, 100 mm width and 70 mm length, showing the

distributions of: (a) electric potential, (b) space charge density, and (c) air velocity.
Dimensions in meters.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 3.13 Validation results of the outlet mean velocity generated by an EHD blower of 6 mm
thickness, 100 mm width and 70 mm length, for a range of operating power.

3.4.3 Wire-to-nonparallel plane EHD channel configuration

3.4.3.1 EHD channel geometry and solution domain

The experimental results of current-voltage and produced air velocity reported

in [206] using a wire-to-nonparallel plane EHD channel configuration (Type B)

were used to ensure the accuracy of the adopted numerical method. The EHD

channel geometry consists of a wire electrode, 0.24 mm in diameter, stretched

horizontally between two nonparallel dielectric plates, forming a converging channel

of a 3o slope to the horizontal, with inlet and exit heights of 24 and 12 mm,

respectively. The total width (or wire electrode length) and length of the channel

were 33 and 117 mm, respectively. Two conductive and grounded plates of 0.15 mm

thickness and 75 mm length were flush mounted on the top and bottom walls of the

convergent channel and located upstream and downstream of the wire electrode at a

distance of 36 mm from the channel inlet. A detailed cross-section of the EHD

channel geometry with the electrode arrangements used in [206] is shown in Figure

3.14.

The same assumptions, boundary conditions and modelling procedure used in

the validation models presented in the previous sections are adopted for the present
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computational domain, whereas the modelling parameters are listed in Table 3.4. A

non-uniform mesh density of 48500 triangular elements is generated for the half 2D

simulation domain with increased mesh refinement at the corona and collecting

electrodes, as shown in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.14 Cross-section of the EHD channel geometry used in [206]. Dimensions in millimetres.

Table 3.4 Numerical modelling parameters used in the present validation model.

Parameter Value

Applied positive potential, 6.5 – 12 kV

Breakdown electric strength of air, 3.23×106 V/m

Ion mobility coefficient, 2.1×10-4 m2/V.s

Charge diffusion coefficient, 5.3×10-5 m2/s

Density of air, 1.21 kg/m3

Dynamic viscosity of air, 1.82×10-5 N.s/m2

Figure 3.15 Distribution of mesh element density for the upper half of the computational domain of a
wire-to-nonparallel plane EHD channel geometry (part of the domain), showing the mesh refinement

at the emitter wire and collecting surface. Dimensions in metres.
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3.4.3.2 Numerical validation results

Figure 3.16 illustrates the results of numerical solution as surface map

distributions for the EHD flow induced through a converging duct at 7 kV positive

potential. The plots show the distributions of the electric potential with the electric

field lines (top panel), the charge density with body force across the electrodes

(centre panel), and the generated air velocity through the channel (bottom panel).

Unlike the case presented in the previous validation model of a wire-to-grid EHD

channel, where the collecting grid located at the outlet direction, the presence of the

collecting surface upstream the corona wire in the present geometry affects the

distribution of electric field lines and electrostatic forces to be directed towards the

channel outlet, leading to a flow recirculation and formation of eddies, and causing

disturbance in the flow patterns downstream of the emitter electrode.

Indeed, the small slope in the collectors towards the channel outlet, which

causes a gradient in the electrode gap, plays a main role in increasing the ion current

creation downstream of emitter wire toward the desired flow direction, leading to

low velocities of produced ionic wind. Moreover, the modest generated EHD

airflow, even at high applied voltage, is also attributed to the significant effect of

flow resistance due to the converging channel of a narrow flow exit. The phenomena

of flow recirculation and formation of vortices observed in the present simulation

are in well agreement with previous numerical results reported for ducted EHD

flows using similar converging channel geometry [209, 210].

Figure 3.17 shows the results of ion current and average air velocity as

functions of applied voltage, and compares the present predictions against the

experimental data reported in [206]. The results of current-voltage curve reveal good

agreement with the measured values for the given range of applied voltage with a

maximum discrepancy of approximately 3.5%. However, the trend of predicted main

outlet air velocities shows increased errors compared to the measured velocities with

an average discrepancy of up to 20%. Indeed, this is attributed to the flow

recirculation and vortices caused by the distributions of the electric field lines and

Coulomb force towards the opposite direction of the outlet due to the inefficient

location of the collector. This in turn affected the solution stability as the applied

voltage increases, and resulted in no solution convergence beyond an applied

voltage of 8.5 kV.
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Figure 3.16 Numerical results as surface map distributions for the EHD flow generated at 7 kV,
showing: (at top) electric potential with electric field streamlines, (at centre) space charge density
with Coulomb force distribution as arrows, and (at bottom) air velocity as arrows and streamlines

distribution. Dimensions in meters.
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The present benchmark presents further sufficient accuracy of the numerical

modelling approach used to predict the current-voltage characteristics and EHD flow

induced using miniature scale of ducted wire-to-plane configurations using

COMSOL Multiphysics.

Figure 3.17 Comparisons of (a) corona current, and (b) average air velocity at the channel outlet, for
a range of applied voltage. (Channel width = 33 mm).
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3.5 Chapter Summary

Two- and three-dimensional numerical validation models for EHD airflows

induced using ducted wire-to-grid/plane configurations were developed in this

chapter. The coupled equations of the electric field, charge transport and fluid flow

were solved using the commercial package, COMSOL Multiphysics (V5.1), a partial

differential equations (PDEs) solver based on the finite-element method.

Assumptions and boundary conditions applied to the numerical model for the space

charge generation and fluid dynamics were discussed. Predicted results of current-

voltage curves, produced air velocities, and generated static pressures showed good

agreement against measured and numerical data available in the literature. The

successful validation models demonstrated the accuracy of the numerical method

used in the present thesis, showing that the EHD driven flows could be modeled

reasonably within a duct to predict the electrical and fluid dynamic characteristics.
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CHAPTER 4

Numerical Analysis of EHD Blowers

Numerical modelling of EHD flow has been performed by many studies and

successfully validated against experimental findings (e.g., [177, 179, 211]). Due to

the wide range of the geometrical parameters that strongly affect the discharge

process and the performance of the EHD airflow devices, numerical studies offer

great potential for exploring various design parameters at reduced cost and time.

From a design perspective, this chapter presents a comprehensive numerical

analysis for EHD air blowers of wire-to-grid configuration. The analysis includes

investigations on the influence of key design parameters on the electric field

distribution, current-voltage characteristics, flow generation, and energy conversion

efficiency for levels of operating power and voltage. In this direction, a new method

of optimization based on fixing the operating power is presented, and optimal and

efficient designs are determined.

4.1 Numerical Configuration

A cross-section of the EHD channel geometry used in the present numerical

study is shown in Figure 4.1, which is similar to that used in the validation model in

the previous chapter. The length of collecting surface located at the channel walls is

set to be equal to the electrode gap between the emitter wire and the grounded grid.

The emitter wire electrode is fixed at a distance of 10 mm from the channel inlet,

whereas the location of the collecting grid is at different distances, , from the

corona wire.

The effect of design parameters on the efficiency and flow characteristics of

EHD blowers are studied for different heights ( = 9 – 15 mm), and include the

corona wire diameter, electrode gap between emitter and collecting grid, collecting

surface location, and distribution of collecting grid wires.
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The validity of the two-dimensional numerical models developed in this

investigation for the wire-to-grid EHD channel are based on the benchmark results

presented previously in Chapter 3.4.1, using the same modelling values used in the

validation simulation. The geometric parameters of the present EHD blower

configuration and the distribution of collecting grid wires for each blower height are

detailed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.

Figure 4.1 Half domain of the EHD blower geometry used in the present numerical study.
Dimensions in millimetres.

Table 4.1 Modelling parameter values and ranges of the present numerical configuration.

Modelling parameter Value

Corona wire diameter, 50, 100, 150 µm

Blower length, 30 mm

Blower height, 9 – 15 mm

Collecting grid wire diameter 100 µm

Number of collecting grid wires, 6 – 14 wires

Electrode gap between emitter and collecting grid, 5 – 10 mm

Horizontal distance between emitter and collecting surface, 0 – 4 mm

Table 4.2 Distribution of the collecting grid wires for different blower heights, each with = 1 mm.

Blower height,
(mm)

Number of grid wires, Spacing between grid wires,
(mm)

9 8 1

11 10 1

13 12 1

15 14 1
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4.2 Influence of Emitter Wire Diameter

The effect of the emitter wire diameter, , on the EHD blower performance is

first explored by considering three levels of wire diameter with 50, 100 and 150 µm,

each modelled for an EHD blower with height of = 15 mm at a fixed electrode gap

of = 8 mm. Figure 4.2 shows how the corona current and the generated air

velocity increase as the diameter of the emitter wire decreases at a given applied

voltage, due to the stronger electric field created by the higher tip curvature. This

trend can be explained based on the definition of the ion current,

(4.1)

where is the surface area of the corona wire (calculated per wire length). Since

both the ion mobility and are assumed constant, the ion current changes

proportionally to the body force,

(4.2)

According to Peek’s formula (3.15), the electric field intensity is inversely

proportional to the diameter squared of the corona wire. This in turn suggests that

the ion current has the following relationship,

(4.3)

Hence, at a given applied voltage and an electrode gap, when the emitter wire

diameter decreases, both the corona current and the electric field intensity increase,

enhancing the Coulomb force and the kinetic energy imparted to the airflow.

In all cases, the applied voltage must exceed the critical corona onset voltage

before the corona wind is created. In addition, as reported in [40], the onset voltage

decreases as decreases, so that the power consumption required to generate a

certain corona wind velocity can be reduced by decreasing . For example, an
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emitter wire with = 50 µm requires 2.5 W/m (at a voltage of 5 kV) to generate an

air velocity of 0.86 m/s, compared with 3 W/m (at 6 kV) consumed by a wire with

= 100 µm to produce nearly the same air velocity, as can be seen in Figure 4.2(b).

Figure 4.2 Effect of emitter wire diameter, , at = 8 mm, on (a) corona current, and (b) average air
velocity, for a range of applied voltage.

In order to investigate the EHD blower performance for different emitter wire

diameters and collecting grid locations, the electromechanical efficiency, which is

the percentage of electrical power converted into mechanical (kinetic) power, is

adopted and given by [104],
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(4.4)

The mechanical power calculated per channel width can be expressed as,

(4.5)

where is the flow rate per width ((m3/s) per m), is the dynamic pressure rise

(Pa), is the air density (kg/m3), is the average air velocity at the channel outlet

(m/s), and is the channel outlet height (m).

The electrical power is given by,

(4.6)

where is the applied potential (V), and is the corona current calculated per

channel width (or corona wire length) (A/m).

Figure 4.3 studies the effect of both and on the blower performance at an

applied voltage of 7 kV and a range of electrode gaps. The figure demonstrates that

the blower efficiency, , with the finer electrode is the highest for the range of

electrode gaps, compared with using thicker wires, which reveal lower performance

with a drop in efficiency as the gap increases. This indicates that the stronger electric

field intensity created by the finest wire has greater impact on the ionic wind

production, regardless of the increase in the created ion current.

It is important to mention that the energy conversion (electro-mechanical)

efficiency of the EHD blowers developed in this thesis is just used as a useful

indicator for performance comparison and design optimization purpose, regardless

of its value. However, it is found that the very low values of conversion efficiency

of the investigated EHD blowers lay within the expected range ( 1) that was

previously reported in the literature [119, 148, 212]. Regarding this, it has been

demonstrated that the losses in the electrical-to-kinetic power conversion of EHD
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devices are related to the influence of flow resistance in ducted EHD flow and due to

the nature of ionic wind generation that relies on the released discharge current and

non-uniform electric field created between the electrodes [136, 213]. Indeed, not all

travelling ions that are accelerated by the electric field towards the collector

electrode always collide with air molecules and transfer their momentum and energy

perfectly towards the desired flow outlet direction, leading to a reduced net flow at a

constant created current [8].

In fact, the equation of mechanical power (4.5) was derived and provided by

Moreau [148], and has been commonly used in the literature to determine the energy

conversion efficiency of EHD pumps. However, as presented in Chapter 2, June et

al. [136] experimentally demonstrated that the extremely low efficiency of EHD air

movers compared to that of rotary fans is due to the difference in the methodology

of determining the mechanical power of each, which is typically calculated for

rotary fans by computer industries using (4.5) based on the static pressure rather

than the dynamic one. Moreover, they stated that the conversion efficiency

calculated from (4.4) is only valid for EHD flow in open space, where no flow

impedance due to walls of ducted EHD devices is considered.”

Figure 4.3 Effect of electrode gap on blower efficiency for different emitter wires modelled at 7 kV
for blower of = 15 mm.
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Figure 4.4 compares the efficiency and the ion current created by two

different wires with diameters of 50 and 100 µm at different applied voltages. It

shows that the corona current created by both wires declines as the electrode gap

increases, resulting in a significant growth in the blower efficiency. However,

although the current created by the thicker wire with = 100 µm at 8 kV is higher

than that created by the finer wire with = 50 µm at a lower potential (7 kV), the

latter electrode is more efficient over the range of electrode gaps. This is mainly due

to the stronger electric field intensity and the effective distribution of its lines along

the collecting surface and the grid wires, which are responsible for imparting higher

kinetic energy to the airflow in the outlet direction. In contrast, the lower electric

field intensity created by the thicker wire is highly affected by the closer area at

undesirable directions of the collecting surfaces, leading to a drop in the efficiency.

It was noticed, for example, that using the finer wire at = 8 mm reduces the power

consumption and the required voltage by 3 W/m (20%) and 1 kV (13%),

respectively, whereas the ionic wind velocity decreases by only 0.1 m/s

(approximately 6% drop), compared to the case of using the thicker wire at the same

electrode gap.

Figure 4.4 Comparisons of the ion current (left axis) and the efficiency (right axis) created by two
different wires at different applied voltages, for = 15 mm and a range of electrode gaps.
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From a design perspective, using a finer wire electrode can decrease both the

power consumption and the applied potential required to generate a certain air

velocity, leading to improved EHD blower performance. Therefore, the finest

emitter wire with 50 µm diameter will be adopted for the remainder of this

investigation.

4.3 Influence of Electrode Gap

This section discusses the influence of the distance between the emitter wire

and the collecting grid electrodes on the EHD power and airflow velocity, which

will be presented for the blower of 15 mm height as a case study. Figure 4.5 shows

plots of the square root of the corona current (calculated based on wire length) and

the generated air velocity as functions of the applied voltage for different electrode

gaps ( = 5 to 10 mm).

The general trends indicate that both the corona current and air velocity

increase with increasing the applied voltage or decreasing the electrode gap. Indeed,

the increase in the applied voltage at a given electrode gap, or the decrease in the

latter at a given applied voltage, increases the electric field and the resulting

Coulomb force, according to Poisson's equation (3.3). This in turn increases the

kinetic energy imparted to the electrons (moving towards the positive wire

electrode) and to the positive charged ions (moving towards the grounded electrode),

leading to a greater corona current and higher ionic wind generation.

The current-voltage characteristics shown in Figure 4.5(a) demonstrate a

linear relationship between the applied potential and the square root of the corona

current in the present numerical configuration, confirming previous findings

presented by Robinson [119] and others [103, 214].
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Figure 4.5 Effect of electrode gap, , and applied voltage on (a) corona current, and (b) average air
velocity at the channel outlet.

Figure 4.6 illustrates how the efficiency increases as the applied voltage and

the electrode gap increase, reaching the peak level at their higher values. However,

at smaller electrode gaps ( = 5 and 6 mm), the blower efficiency tends to remain

constant or decline slightly with increasing applied voltage. This can be attributed to

the impact of the electric field distribution along the grounded grid wires, and is also

due to the effect of the collecting surface length at the channel walls, which

increases with the electrode gap.
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Indeed, when the applied voltage increases at small electrode gaps, the electric

field intensity becomes stronger and highly affected by the grid wires close to the

corona electrode, and the short grounded surfaces located above and below it, which

are not the desired flow direction. Therefore, the concentration of the electric field

lines and the body force vectors towards the collecting surfaces will relatively

decrease the impact of the horizontal components of the Coulomb force, which is

responsible for moving the ionic wind towards the channel outlet, and leading to

lower efficiency due to the related high power consumption. Moreover, the same

behaviour occurs for the higher electrode gaps ( = 9 and 10 mm) at low applied

voltage, where the electric field lines are highly affected by the collecting surfaces,

which is closer to the corona wire than the grounded grid.

Figure 4.6 Effect of electrode gap and applied voltage on blower efficiency.

In contrast, at higher potential and electric field intensity, the increase in the

electrode gap and the collecting surface length improves the distribution of the

electric field lines along the grounded surfaces and increases the drifting angle

between the emitter and the grid electrodes, enhancing the charged ions drifted in

the horizontal path. Further insight can be obtained from Figure 4.7, which shows

two distributions of the space charge density with the body force arrows generated at

8 kV for electrode gaps of = 5 and 8 mm. It is found that although the power
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consumed by the blower of = 5 mm is approximately 36.8 W/m, compared to 21.2

W/m at = 8 mm (with 42.4% drop), the difference in the average velocity is no

more than 0.11 m/s (about 5% decrease), showing a significant effect of the

locations of the grounded surfaces and grid on the EHD blower efficiency.

Figure 4.7 Distributions of the space charge density with the body force arrows generated at 8 kV for
= 15 mm and electrode gaps of = 5 mm (at top) and = 8 mm (at bottom).
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4.4 Optimization of Blower Configuration

4.4.1 Collecting grid location

The optimization of the collecting grid location from the emitter electrode,

defined by electrode gap for each blower height is now explored by fixing the

operating power at constant levels. The input power was varied from 2.5 to 15 W/m,

which corresponds to an overall range of applied voltage from 4 to 7.6 kV required

for all ranges of electrode gaps and blower heights. Figure 4.8 shows the influence

of the electrode gap on the efficiency of different blowers for a range of input

power. It can be observed that the efficiency increases as the input power increases

at each electrode gap for all blowers, which is due to the stronger electric field

created by the higher potential. Furthermore, the difference in the blower efficiency

values due to changing the electrode gap fluctuates from one blower to another,

depending on the height and the level of operating power.

Figure 4.8 Effect of electrode gap on efficiency of different blowers at fixed input powers.
(Dashed lines indicate the optimal electrode gaps).
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However, the trends show that the efficiency of each blower reaches its

maximum value at certain location for all input powers, revealing the unfavorable

impact of increasing the electrode gap beyond this point. Indeed, with further

increases in the electrode gap, the electric field lines become highly affected by the

collecting surfaces, which will be closer to the corona wire than the grounded grid,

leading to a drop in the efficiency. Therefore, these locations (identified in Figure

4.8 by dashed lines), where the highest blower efficiency is achieved, can be

considered the optimal electrode gaps for the present configuration, and are listed in

Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Optimal locations (defined by the electrode gap ) of the collecting grid from the emitter
wire for different EHD blowers.

Blower height,
(mm)

Electrode gap,
(mm)

Collector length
(= ), (mm)

Number of grid
wires,

9 5 5 8

11 6 6 10

13 8 8 12

15 9 9 14

4.4.2 Collecting surface location

The influence of the collecting surface location at the blower walls on the

EHD blower performance is now discussed. The collecting grid was fixed at the

optimal electrode gap of each blower, while the horizontal distance between the

emitter wire and the edge of the collecting surface was changed in 1 mm steps from

= 0 (the original position), decreasing the collector length to a distance of ( – ),

as shown in Figure 4.9.

In order to predict the optimal location of the collecting surface of each blower

and examine its impact on the EHD blower performance, the investigation is

performed based on the blower efficiency by fixing the applied potential (calculated

only for the blower of 15 mm height as a case study) and the input power, and the

results are compared to those of blowers without collecting surfaces (NCS).
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Figure 4.9 Collecting surface location based on the horizontal distance from the wire electrode.

Figure 4.10 shows the effect of collector location on the EHD blower

efficiency and the resulting air velocity for a range of applied voltages. It can be

seen that the ionic wind velocity grows significantly in the presence of the collecting

surface at = 0, compared to the case of no collectors, before it tends to decrease as

the distance increases, whereas their efficiency are very similar. This is attributed

to the higher corona current created between the electrodes due to the larger

collector area, compared to that created just by the grounded grid, resulting in higher

ionic wind production. In addition, the trends of the efficiency bars show an obvious

increase as the collecting surface moves apart from the emitter wire, reaching peak

values at nearly = 3 mm.

Figure 4.10 Effect of collector location (defined by ) on blower efficiency (left axis) and outlet
average air velocity (right axis), for a range of applied voltage.
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Despite the highest air production being obtained at = 0, which agrees well

with previous experimental findings presented in [155], moving the collector to the

location = 3 mm shows that the maximum decrease in the velocity at 8 kV (for

instance) is approximately 10%, while a significant reduction in the power

consumption of 43.5% is achieved. Indeed, moving the collecting surfaces with the

flow direction towards the channel outlet can enhance the electric field distribution

on the collecting surfaces and strengthen the horizontal component of the Coulomb

force, decreasing the corona current created due to the narrow gaps, and resulting in

better EHD efficiency.

For the case of fixing the input power, Figure 4.11 illustrates the impact of the

collector location of different blowers on the outlet air velocity and the applied

voltage that corresponds to each level of input power. It also indicates that the

presence of the collecting surface at = 0 can reduce the required voltage by

approximately 3 kV at 15 W/m for = 15 mm, as an example, while producing

nearly the same air velocity as that generated by a blower with just a collecting grid.

The general trends show that both the ionic wind velocity and the corona

voltage required to preserve the input power at a constant level increase with the

distance . These observations are similar to the experimental observations of a

flow in an open space reported in [27]. However, the values of air velocity produced

by each blower tend to decrease or increase very slightly after certain locations, for

the two levels of operating power.

In order to reduce the level of the applied voltage and determine the most

effective location of the collecting surface for each blower height, the percentage

increase of both the average velocity and the applied potential were calculated for

different collector locations (defined by ) at two levels of input power, as

illustrated in Figure 4.12. It is clear that the percentage increase in the air velocity at

the first step ( = 1 mm), over that generated at the location of = 0, is higher than

that of the required applied potential for all blower heights. However, the rate of

increase in the velocity tends to decrease with increasing , compared to that of the

potential, and (the latter) reaches its peak level at certain locations before it tends to

decrease.
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Figure 4.11 Effect of collector location of different EHD blowers on the air velocity (left axis) and
applied voltage (right axis), at two levels of fixed input power.

It is found that when the increase in the potential reaches its peak, the increase

in the air production is approximately 50% or higher than that in the applied voltage,

and all increases in the voltage beyond these gaps lead to a drop (shown with red

bars) or relatively very slight improvements in the air velocity. These locations,

which are indicated by arrows in the figure, can be considered as the optimal and the

most effective gaps at a constant input power, as detailed in Table 4.4.

Based on these optimal locations, the maximum enhancements achieved in the

average outlet velocity are between 9% and 15%, depending on blower thickness,

compared to those obtained at = 0, using the same operating power.
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Figure 4.12 Collector location as a function of the percentage increase (each calculated over that of
the former location, ) in both air velocity and applied potential for different blowers at fixed input
powers (5 W/m for left column and 15 W/m for right column). Arrows indicate the optimal collector

locations, and red bars refer to a decrease (D).
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Table 4.4 Optimal collector locations from the emitter wire for different EHD blowers, determined
based on effective increase in the applied voltages at fixed operating powers.

Blower height,
(mm)

Optimal collector
location, (mm)

Electrode gap,
(mm)

Collector length, CL
(= – ) (mm)

Number of grid
wires,

9 2 5 3 8

11 2 6 4 10

13 3 8 5 12

15 3 9 6 14

4.5 Influence of the Collecting Grid

4.5.1 Benefits of using a collecting grid

In order to explore the advantage of using the grid wires as further collecting

surfaces for the blower performance, a comparison based on the required operating

voltage and the blower length (or size) was established. Two blower heights with

= 9 and 15 mm were selected and modelled with no collecting grid (named as the

NG case) at a fixed power of 15 W/m, and their results were compared to those

obtained by equivalent blowers with a collecting grid (named as the WG case). The

first comparison was performed based on the required operating voltage by fixing

the collector length at (CL = ), in order to ensure using the same blower length

in both compared cases.

Figure 4.13 shows that the NG case requires a higher applied voltage to fix

the operating power at a constant level at all given collector locations of both

presented blowers, with a required increase of approximately 12% at the optimal

locations of both blowers, compared to the WG case. In contrast, the velocity trends

reveal obvious reductions at all collector locations of both blowers, which appear

higher for the thinner blower due to its shorter collector length. This clearly reflects

the important role of using the collecting grid in increasing the collecting surface

area and thereby reducing the level of operating voltage, and at the same time

improving the electric field distribution in the desirable direction with higher kinetic

energy imparted to the flow towards the blower outlet.
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Figure 4.13 Percentage decrease in air velocity and increase in applied voltage for blowers without a
collecting grid (NG), compared to those with a grid (WG), modelled at a fixed collector length of
( – ) and different collector locations, for blower heights of (a) = 9 mm, and (b) = 15 mm.

The second comparison is based on the blower length, which can be defined as

the actual distance between the corona wire and the far end of the collector

electrode. Although the numerical domain length used in the presented comparison

is 30 mm, the percentage increase in the blower length is calculated by assuming

that the blower lengths of WG case are 6 mm (for = 9 mm) and 10 mm (for = 15

mm), which are the actual minimum lengths that can be used in the practical

implementation.
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For the NG case, the collector lengths were fixed at 5 and 9 mm for blowers of

= 9 and 15 mm, respectively, regardless of the collector locations from the emitter

wire, whereas their results were compared to those obtained by optimized blowers

for the WG case but with collector lengths equal to ( ), as shown in Figure

4.14. This in turn leads to an increase in the blower length for the NG case as the

collector moves away from the emitter wire, compared to that of the WG case,

which is restricted by the wire-to-grid electrode gap, .

Figure 4.14 Effect of the presence of collecting grid on the blower length, showing the cases of (a)
with a grid (WG), and (b) without a grid (NG), for the two considered heights of = 9 and 15 mm.

Not in scale.

Figure 4.15 shows that although the collecting surface lengths of the blowers

for the NG case remain constant at all locations, the use of collecting grid still offers

lower operating voltage required for both blowers at all collector locations. This

increase is accompanied by a drop in the air velocity (shown by red bars) and an

increase in the blower length before modest enhancements in the velocity (green

bars) are achieved as the collectors move towards the blower outlet but with higher

operating voltage and larger blower size. These observations also indicate that using
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the grid as an additional collector electrode has significantly beneficial impacts on

the blower performance with higher flow production and lower size and operating

voltage, meeting the design and thermal management requirements.

Figure 4.15 Percentage change in blower length, air velocity, and applied voltage of blowers without
a collecting grid (NG), compared to those with a grid, for heights of (a) = 9 mm, and (b) = 15

mm.

4.5.2 Effect of collecting grid density

The final section illustrates the effect of the collecting grid density on the

efficiency of each optimized blower by considering different levels of grid density,
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defined by the number of wires ( ) and the spacing of the gaps separating two

successive wires ( ), as described in Table 4.5. The locations of both the grid and

the collecting surface of each blower are fixed at their optimal predicted gaps from

the emitter wire. The investigation is performed at two levels of constant applied

voltage, which correspond to those required to fix the power at 5 and 15 W/m,

respectively, and used in each case of an optimized blower. The case that is without

a collecting grid ( = 0) is included to reflect its impact on the blower

performance.

Table 4.5 Description of the collecting grid densities used in different blowers based on the number
of grid wires ( ) and distances between two successive wires ( ).

Blower height,
(mm)

Grid density GN0 GN6 GN8 GN10 GN12 GN14

15 Number of wires, 0 6 8 10 12 14
Spacing, (mm) – 2.5 2 1.5 1.25 1

13 0 6 8 10 12 –
– 2 1.5 1.25 1 –

11 0 6 8 10 – –
– 1.8 1.25 1 – –

9 0 6 8 – – –
– 1.5 1 – – –

Figure 4.16 shows air velocity and power consumption as functions of the

number of collecting grid wires for different blower heights modelled at a constant

voltage required to fix the power at 15 W/m for each blower. It reflects that

decreasing the grid density reduces the power consumed by each blower, whereas

the velocity trends show different behaviour depending on the number of grid wires

of each blower. In addition, both the velocity and power consumption values

obtained by using any grid density of each blower are higher than those of the no-

grid case, GN0 ( = 0).
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Figure 4.16 Effect of collecting grid density on average air velocity (left axis) and power
consumption (right axis) for different blowers, each operated at a constant applied voltage required to

fix the power at 15 W/m.

In order to reflect the impact of the grid density on the blower performance,

the electromechanical efficiency of each blower was calculated at two levels of

applied voltage, as shown in Figure 4.17. It shows that the efficiency of each blower

at the two applied voltages reaches its highest values with a certain grid density

before it tends to fall as the grid becomes denser. In all cases, using the grid as a

further collecting electrode reveals higher blower efficiency over the case of a

blower without a grid. The figures of the highest efficiency show that using coarse

collecting grids with 6 and 8 wires for the thin and thick blowers, respectively, is

effective and offers better blower performance, which agrees with previous

recommendations presented in [104, 215].
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This behaviour can be attributed to the balance occurring between the decrease

in the grounded area and the increase in the spacing of flow paths through the grid.

Indeed, the slight reduction in both the ion current and the impact of the body force

due to decreasing the number of collecting wires can be compensated by a decrease

in the pressure losses caused by the narrow flow paths through the grid wires. Based

on these predicted results and from a design perspective, using coarse collecting

grids offers better flow velocity and reduces the power consumption, the pressure

losses and additionally the manufacturing complexity.

Figure 4.17 Effect of grid density on blower efficiency for different heights at two levels of applied
potential required to fix the powers at 5 and 15 W/m in each blower.
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4.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented 2D numerical models developed to investigate the

influence of design and geometric parameters on the EHD flow induced using a

wire-to-grid channel configuration. Based on the efficient locations of electrodes,

design optimization was performed by fixing the applied voltage and operating

power for a range of blower heights up to 15 mm. The effect, location and

arrangement of the collector grid were investigated and showed significant effect on

the blower efficiency and performance of EHD flow generation.

Based on the results achieved in this chapter and in order to develop EHD

blowers for thinner applications and optimize the electrode configuration based on

geometry scale, it is useful to remove the collector grid and exclude its effect on the

blower performance and other design parameters. In the next chapter, the efficient

length of collecting surfaces and their location from corona wire electrode using a

classic wire-to-plane EHD blower will be investigated and optimized based on flow

generation for lower profile heights using the optimization methods adopted in this

chapter. Using the optimized blowers, further investigation on the blower width and

EHD scaling laws, as well as the pumping performance will be included.
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CHAPTER 5

Optimization and Development of Miniature

EHD Blowers

5.1 Introduction

Design optimization is a critical factor in developing EHD devices and

improving their performance and efficiency for practical implementation, where the

thermal management requirements are essentially considered. It is well known that

the optimization of any EHD device mainly depends on its geometry and the

operating conditions, and is usually established based on airflow generation.

However, when the electronic application cooled by an EHD blower is specified,

further key design factors must be taken into consideration, including the blower

size and thickness, the required flow rate, the limits of consumed power and the

levels of applied potential.

Indeed, the term of design optimization based on thermal management

considerations used throughout the thesis refers to the investigation of the optimal

(or most efficient) electrode arrangements that ensure using the minimum possible

levels of power or voltage while maintaining the pumping performance and flow

production within the required levels, i.e., improving the energy conversion

efficiency of the developed EHD blower. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the

present study is the first to optimize the geometry of miniature wire-to-plane EHD

air blowers of thicknesses less than 10 mm for microelectronic applications based on

the pumping efficiency and the level of operating conditions (power and voltage).

Previous attempts used macro-scale geometries of similar configuration but did not

include the levels of operating conditions in consideration. For example, Rashkovan

et al. [155] studied the optimization of a macro-scale EHD blower using a wire of

0.2mm-diameter stretched and centred between two collecting plates (42 mm apart)

and operated by a range of voltages from 9 to 23 kV. They suggested the optimal

configuration shown in Figure 5.1 based on the highest flow generation without
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including any information regarding the conversion efficiency or the EHD operating

power. However, although the optimal location of the corona wire found in their

experiments can generate the highest velocity due to the small electrode gap, which

is also the finding that has been borne out in this study as will be explained later in

this chapter, the efficiency of this location is very low due to the significant

associated power composition.

Figure 5.1 Optimal EHD blower configuration suggested in [155].

In this chapter, 2D numerical models are developed for a wire-to-plane EHD

channel configuration to optimize the location and length of the collector electrode

based on the efficient levels of operating voltage and power. Based on the

optimization results, further 3D models are developed to evaluate the performance

and flow characteristics of miniature EHD blowers, and investigate the effects of

blower sidewalls on the magnitude and profile of the induced air velocity. A

combined EHD blower is developed and a comparison against miniature rotary

blowers based on device size, power consumption and flow rate is presented at the

end of this chapter.

5.2 EHD Blower Geometry

The EHD channel geometry of the wire-to-plane configuration used in the

present numerical investigation is shown in Figure 5.2. A corona wire of 0.025mm-

diameter is centred between two parallel dielectric plates that form the flow channel

with a length of 50 mm. The selection of a very fine wire diameter is recommended

for use in compact EHD blowers, which enables creation of a strong electric field
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using low levels of operating voltage. Two collecting surfaces of 10 mm length are

assumed to be within the upper and lower channel walls, and located at a distance

downstream of the emitter wire. The modelling parameters used in the developed

two- and three-dimensional simulations of the present investigation are the same of

that used in the validation models presented in Chapter 3 for a similar channel

configuration. The numerical analysis is established to explore the impact of the

main design parameters on the efficiency of EHD air blowers and to optimize its

geometry for ranges of fixed operating powers and applied positive voltages. These

parameters include the location and length of the collecting surface from the emitter

electrode for a range of blower heights (2 – 10 mm), as listed in Table 5.1. In the

present 2D simulation, it is assumed that the EHD blowers are wide enough with

negligible sidewall effects on the flow characteristics.

Figure 5.2 Half domain of the EHD blower geometry used in the present numerical investigation.
Dimensions in millimetres.

Table 5.1 Geometric and modelling parameters of the present investigation.

Parameter Value
Overall range of applied potential, 2 – 17 kV (Positive)

Corona wire diameter, 0.025 mm

Channel length, 50 mm

Channel height, 2 – 10 mm (in 2 mm steps)

Horizontal gap between electrodes, 0 – 7 mm

Collecting surface length, 3 – 17 mm

5.3 Optimization of EHD Blower

5.3.1 Optimization of the collector location

In this section, the prediction of the optimal collector location relative to the

emitter electrode, which is defined by the horizontal electrode gap , and its
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influence on the EHD air blower performance are discussed. The electrode gap was

changed from = 0 to 7 mm (in 1-mm steps), whereas the blower height was

varied by five levels from 2 to 10 mm. It is important to bear in mind that the wire-

to-plane EHD channel of a rectangular cross-sectional area is the most popular

geometry proposed for integration in EHD cooling systems in thin electronic

applications such as laptops, where the flexibility to control the blower thickness

and width is required. In addition, the range of blower heights considered in this

study lies within the thickness of current miniaturized and highly demanded

consumer devices, where the performance of rotary fan degrades as the device

dimensions reduce. Therefore, when the miniature EHD blowers are applied

practically within cooling systems, both the operating power and the level of applied

voltage represent critical factors in the thermal management considerations due to

their impact on the produced airflow rate and the feasibility of practical

implementation. In small form factor electronic applications, a compact high-voltage

multiplier (usually on the order of kilovolts) must be integrated as part of the EHD

system in order to initiate and sustain the corona discharge process, and generate

EHD flow. The design of miniaturized, efficient, and low cost high-voltage

multipliers represents one of the most integration and practical challenges [25].

From a design perspective, reducing the operating voltage to an efficient level for

compact applications is important, and a delicate balance between reducing the

applied voltage and improving the flow generation must be made carefully.

Therefore, the design optimization of the EHD blower geometry will be performed

based on pumping performance by fixing the operating power and the applied

voltage at the corona wire for a range of blower thicknesses in order to predict the

optimal and the most effective locations of the collecting surface.

5.3.1.1 The case of constant input power

For a range of fixed input power from 5 to 25 W/m (calculated per wire

length), Figure 5.3 illustrates how the collector location of different blower heights

affects the outlet mean velocity and the applied voltage that corresponds to each

level of input power. It can be seen that, for each height, both the ionic wind

velocity and the applied voltage required to preserve the input power at a fixed level

increase as the consumed power and the gap increase. The figure also shows how
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the blower height (or the vertical electrode gap) affects the magnitude of the outlet

velocity, as will be discussed later. In fact, the increase in the horizontal gap and the

associated potential improves the distribution and the directions of the enhanced

electric field lines along the grounded surface, adding relatively higher kinetic

energy to the horizontal components of the Coulomb force, which have the main

impact of moving the ionic wind toward the channel outlet. However, the trends

show that the increase in the air velocity becomes small after certain locations,

regardless of the value of applied voltage, and can be neglected after = 5 mm for

all given levels of heights and input powers. Indeed, further increases in the

electrode gap at a fixed operating power cause a decrease in the effective angle of

the drifting region between the emitter and the collecting surface, leading to an

increase in the applied voltage required and resulting in a modest enhancement in

the ionic wind velocity.

In order to reduce the level of the applied voltage and determine the most

effective location of the collecting surface for each height, the percentage increase of

both the average air velocity and the applied potential was calculated for shorter

steps of and two levels of input power (the lowest and highest levels considered in

this investigation), as shown in Figure 5.4. It can be observed that the percentage

increase in the air velocity at the first step ( = 0.5 mm) over that generated at the

location of = 0, is higher than that of the required applied potential for all blower

heights. However, the increase in the velocity tends to decrease with increasing ,

compared to that of the potential, which (the latter) reaches its peak level at certain

locations before it tends to drop. Following the same method used in the previous

developed model of a wire-to-grid blower, it was found that when the increase in the

potential reaches its peak, the percentage increase in the air production accounts for

approximately 50% of that in the applied voltage, and all increases in the voltage

beyond these gaps are relatively inefficient in improving the air velocity.
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Figure 5.3 Variation of average air velocity and applied potential with the horizontal electrode gap,
, for different blowers and a range of fixed input power.
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Figure 5.4 Effect of electrode gap on the percentage increase (each calculated over that of the former
step of ) in both average air velocity and applied potential for different blowers at fixed input

powers (5 W/m for left column and 25 W/m for right column). Figures for = 4 and 8 mm are not
shown.

Table 5.2 summarizes the total percentage increase in both the produced air

velocity and the required applied voltage calculated at the predicted optimal

locations over that at the initial location ( = 0), for two fixed levels of operating

power. The increase in the required voltage is associated with approximately an

equivalent improvement in the air velocity. However, further increases in the
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electrode gap beyond the optimal locations do not lead to efficient balance in both

voltage and velocity.

For example, although moving the collecting surface by 0.5 mm beyond the

proposed optimal location in the blower of = 2 mm improves the air velocity by

approximately 6% – 8%, a significant relative increase in the applied voltage by

more than 20% is required. Moreover, for the thicker blowers, increasing by 0.5

mm leads to modest increases in the velocity by only 3% or less, regardless of the

increases in the associated applied voltages, which are still higher (typically three

times higher) compared to the corresponding velocity increases.

Therefore, the locations, which are indicated by arrows in Figure 5.4, can be

considered as the optimal and the most effective gaps for the case of constant input

power, and given by the following formula,

(5.1)

where is the optimal electrode gap (mm) for the case of constant input power,

and is the blower height (from 2 to 10 mm).

Table 5.2 Total percentage increase in the average velocity and applied voltage calculated at the
optimal locations of different blowers for two levels of fixed operating power.

Blower
height,

(mm)

Optimal
electrode
gap,
(mm)

Operating
Power
(W/m)

Total percentage
increase over that at the
initial location ( = 0)

Percentage increase calculated
at one step (0.5 mm) beyond
the optimal locations

Velocity
(%)

Voltage
(%)

Velocity
(%)

Voltage
(%)

2 1.0
5 49 47.5 7.8 21.5
25 40 51 5.9 23

4 1.5
5 30.6 33.3 4.8 11.6
25 26.2 36 4 12.5

6 2.0
5 26 29 3.1 7.9
25 23.3 31 2.9 8.4

8 2.5
5 24.2 27.2 2.5 6
25 22 28.8 2.3 6.3

10 3.0
5 23.2 25.7 2.1 4.8
25 21.5 27.4 1.8 5.1
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5.3.1.2 The case of constant applied voltage

In order to optimize the EHD blower geometry at a constant applied potential,

an appropriate range of three operating voltages (increased by 1 kV) were applied

for each blower height. Each range of applied voltage was chosen to be close to that

required to fix the operating power (from 5 to 25 W/m) used in the previous

optimization method. In this case, the optimal locations of the collector for each

height can be estimated based on the EHD blower performance for a given range of

operating voltage. Therefore, the electro-mechanical (or transduction) efficiency,

which is the percentage of electrical power converted into mechanical (kinetic)

power, is adopted using the set of equations (4.4) – (4.6), previously defined.

Figure 5.5 shows that the efficiency of each blower grows with increasing the

horizontal gap , reaching its maximum value before it tends to drop or maintain its

value at the low applied voltage, or show a slight increase at a higher potential as the

blower becomes thicker. As mentioned in the previous section, moving the collector

electrode toward the outlet direction can enhance the distribution of the electric field

lines and improve the kinetic energy imparted to the flow by the horizontal

components of the Coulomb force. However, further increases in the gap at a given

applied potential reduce the impact of the electric field, especially for the thin

channels, due to the reduction in the effective collector area. In addition, the trends

reveal that the blower efficiency increases as the blower height increases for all

applied voltages, reaching its highest values at the highest applied voltages.

Indeed, as the duct becomes thicker and the applied voltage increases, the

electric field lines across the electrodes can be strong enough with a wider effective

drifting angle to reach a larger area of the collecting surface, compared to the thinner

ducts, leading to a better ionic wind generation associated with relatively low power

consumption.

Therefore, the locations that show the highest EHD blower’s efficiency for the

range of applied voltage, which are identified in Figure 5.5 by dashed lines, can be

considered as the optimal gaps, although modest increases in the efficiency can be

observed beyond them at the highest applied voltage. These locations can be simply

given by the following formula,
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(5.2)

where is the optimal electrode gap (mm) at a constant applied voltage, and is

the blower thickness (from 2 to 10 mm).

Figure 5.5 Effect of electrode gap on the electro-mechanical efficiency for different blowers at fixed
applied voltages.
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It is useful to state that the difference in the optimal collector locations in both

cases is mainly attributed to the optimization method used in each case. In the first

method, the level of input power is fixed, whereas the ion current decreases and the

applied voltage increases with the electrode gap. In contrast, the second method has

fixed applied voltages, whereas the ion current and thereby the consumed power

decrease with increasing electrode gap. Therefore, when the practical application is

mainly controlled by a limited range of operating power, regardless of the level of

applied voltage, the selection of the first optimization method is recommended,

whereas the second method offers the best predicted efficiency of the EHD device

when its operating voltage is limited.

5.3.2 Optimization of the collector length

In the previous section, the optimal locations of the collecting surface were

estimated with a fixed length of = 10 mm. However, the effective collector length

is not equal for all presented cases but depends on its location (the horizontal

electrode gap), the blower height (the vertical electrode gap), and the level of

applied potential (the electric field strength). Therefore, the effective collector length

can be determined at its optimal location for each blower thickness, based on both

operating methods. The highest values of the power and applied potential used in

each optimization case were adopted in order to create the strongest electric field

across the electrodes, and also to ensure the validity for lower operating levels.

Figure 5.6 shows the influence of the collector length on the ion current

created at a fixed input power of 25 W/m (generated by a range of corresponding

voltages from 4.3 to 8.5 kV), and a fixed applied voltage (in a range from 5.5 to 7.5

kV), for different blower heights. It can be observed that the effective collector

length increases as the blower becomes thicker for both operating methods. For

example, the collector length required for the blower of = 2 mm at a fixed power is

3 mm, and there is no effect on the corona current beyond this length, whereas the

blower of = 10 mm requires a collector with a length of at least 15 mm before

being independent of the created current.
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Figure 5.6 Effect of collector length on the discharge current created by different optimized EHD
blowers using the two operating methods.
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This behaviour is due to the change in the effective drifting angle of charged

ions across the electrodes, which increases as the blower height (or the vertical

electrode gap) increases, as shown in Figure 5.7. The trends also reveal that the

maximum effective length of the collector electrode for each blower differs

depending on the method of applying voltage. Indeed, this change is due to the

difference in the level of applied voltage and the optimal collector location defined

by equations (5.1) and (5.2).

The predicted results indicate that extending the collector electrode over

certain lengths does not have any impact on the ion current and the generated ionic

wind, within the overall range of operating voltage used in the present investigation.

The dashed lines in Figure 5.6 indicate the maximum effective lengths required for

each optimized blower based on each optimization method, and can be defined by

the following expressions,

(5.3)

(5.4)

where and are the maximum effective lengths (each in mm) for the cases of

constant power and applied voltage, respectively, and is the blower thickness (2 –

10 mm).

Figure 5.7 Effect of blower height, , on the effective drifting angle, , created between the emitter
electrode and the effective collector length.
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From a design perspective, reducing the collector to its effective length in the

thin EHD blowers offers further miniaturization in size, which is beneficial in space

constrained applications. In addition, using the whole effective length of the

collecting surface in the thicker EHD pumps can enhance the heat removal from the

channel walls when the heated surface is used as a collector electrode in heat

transfer applications.

Figure 5.8 illustrates and summarizes the optimal electrode gaps, , and the

maximum effective lengths, , of the collector electrode predicted using the two

operating methods for the range of blower heights considered in this study.

Figure 5.8 Optimal electrode gaps, , and the maximum effective lengths, , of the collecting
surfaces for the two cases of operating method. Dimensions in millimetres.

It is useful to state that the design optimization implemented in this chapter to

achieve the most efficient electrode arrangement does not represent a global

optimisation due to the restricted ranges of geometric parameters and operating

conditions. Therefore, the predicted optimal design parameters from equations (5.1)

– (5.4) are only valid for the wire-to- plane EHD channel configuration using the

corona wire diameter adopted in this investigation within the ranges of blower

heights and levels of operating conditions. However, using thicker corona wires of

diameters larger than 25 μm will decrease the electric field strength created across 

the electrodes and the resultant airflow. In this case, these equations can be used as a

reference to determine the maximum electrode gaps and collector lengths for the

given range of blower heights.

Moreover, using thicker emitter wires leads to lower efficiency and a

significant increase in the voltage required to generate a given flow rate in miniature

EHD blowers, which is practically undesirable. On the other hand, although using

finer corona wire is possible but more complex in practical integration, the presented
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equations here can also be used as a useful baseline to predict the optimal design

parameters (the electrode gap and collector length) using the same EHD geometry,

which are expected to be higher in values due to the stronger electric field created.

Regarding the application of the investigated blowers based on the considered

range of heights, the thicker optimized EHD blowers ( = 6 – 10 mm) can be used in

small-scale and thin consumer devices such as laptops to cool heat sinks of

equivalent thickness. Unlike conventional fans, the height of EHD blowers is

independent of the length and width dimensions, offering an attractive geometric

flexibility so that one can shorten the length and extend the width as required. For

the thinner optimized blowers ( = 2 – 4 mm), a set of multiple wires can be

integrated as emitter electrodes with a grounded plate-fin heat sink and positioned at

the predicted optimal locations to generate effective cooling airflow through the fin

channels, even at low velocities. In this case, the wire diameter, the level of

operating voltage, and the power consumption are critically important factors to be

accounted for practical cooling solutions.

5.4 Influence of the Blower Height

Figure 5.9 shows the effect of both the operating input power and blower

thickness on the average air velocity generated by different optimized EHD blowers.

The trends reveal that the air velocity produced by each blower increases with

increasing the power and decreasing the blower height. When the power increases at

a given electrode gap, the impact of the electric field and the electrostatic forces

becomes stronger and can impart higher kinetic energy into the flow, leading to an

enhanced ionic wind generation, as shown in Figure 5.9(a).

However, at a given fixed power, the ionic wind production decreases as the

blower becomes thicker, although both the required potential and the optimal

location steps of the collector toward the outlet direction increase with the height, as

shown in Figure 5.9(b). Indeed, the increase in the blower height or the vertical

distance between the electrodes leads to an increase in the vertical components of

the Coulomb force, causing a reduction in the flow production toward the desirable

direction. The blower of = 2 mm shows different behaviour at low input powers

among other heights due to the short effective length of its collector.
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Figure 5.9 Effect of (a) input power and (b) blower height, on outlet average air velocity.

5.5 Scaling Laws for Optimized EHD Blowers

Airflow performance scaling laws for EHD blowers have been first

investigated by Jewell-Larsen et al. [164]. Based on experiments and numerical

modelling, they demonstrated that EHD air movers can be considered to be an ideal

pressure source by neglecting the internal flow resistance of the EHD duct.

Moreover, they presented scaling law relations as a function of the width, thickness,

and operating power of the device to predict airflow rates and static pressures of
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EHD air blowers. Their results showed that the scaling laws of the EHD-driven flow

devices can be expressed as follows,

For the airflow rate, (5.5)

For the static pressure, (5.6)

Following these scaling laws of the ideal EHD flow device, Figure 5.10

shows both the flow rate and static pressure as functions of the power density for a

range of blower heights. The power density of each term can be calculated from

equations (5.5) and (5.6), respectively, assuming that a constant transduction

efficiency relates the mechanical (4.5) and electric (4.6) powers [164], with

including the blower width, . The predicted results of flow rate and static pressure

of various optimized blowers show good agreement with those expected from the

scaling laws as the data of all heights falls onto a straight line. This indicates that the

proposed optimal collector location of each blower height of the present

configuration is valid to provide an airflow performance that lies within the scaling

laws of ideal EHD flow devices.
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Figure 5.10 Power density related to the scaling laws of ideal EHD devices vs. (a) flow rate and (b)
static pressure, for different optimized EHD blowers.

5.6 Dimensionless Analysis

In order to provide better understanding and allow a logical analysis of the

results for efficient designs, it is useful to represent the power conversion efficiency

of optimized EHD blowers based on non-dimensional groupings of EHD flow.

Basically, the dimensionless parameters of EHD flow were derived based on the

fundamental governing conservation equations, and they typically contain critical

influential parameters such as the working fluid properties and operating conditions

that highly related to the performance and pumping efficiency of EHD devices [216,

217]. In this section, three non-dimensional parameters, namely, the electric

Reynolds number ( ), the electric slip number ( ), and the electric source

number ( ), are introduced to reflect their influence on the power efficiency of

different EHD blowers optimized based on a fixed operating power, and can be

defined as [217],

Electric Reynolds number, (5.7)
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Electric slip number, (5.8)

Electric source number, (5.9)

where  is the is permittivity of air (≈ 8.854×10-12 F/m), is the average outlet air

velocity (m/s),  is the electrical conductivity of air (≈ 3×10−15 S/m at 20 ᴏC [218]),

is the applied voltage at corona wire (V), is the positive ion mobility of air (=

2.1 m2/V.s), is the space charge density at corona wire (C/m3), and is the

electrode gap (m). For the investigated EHD air blowers of a wire-to-plane

configuration, the electrode gap ( ) is defined as the actual distance between the

emitter wire and the edge of collecting surface at the channel wall (m), and is

calculated for each blower based on its height ( = 2 – 10 mm) and optimal

horizontal electrode gap ( = 1 – 3 mm) as following,

(5.10)

Indeed, the electric Reynolds number reflects the characteristics of the EHD

flow such as the efficiency of energy conversion, and is defined as the ratio of the

charge convection by flow to that for charge relaxation by ohmic conduction. The

electric slip number indicates the relative motion of the injected charges with respect

to the induced fluid velocity, while the electric source number is established based

on the analogy between electrostatics (Poisson’s equation) and heat conduction

(Fourier equation) [217, 219].

The simulated EHD airflow is induced using a channel of different heights (2

– 10 mm) and fixed length and width of 30 and 100 mm, respectively, under a

condition of fixed operating power ranged from 0.25 to 2.5 W. The power efficiency

(power output to power input), previously defined by (4.4), is adopted as an

indicator to reflect the effect of the non-dimensional parameters ( , and )

on the efficiency of each optimized EHD blower.
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Figure 5.11 shows the power conversion efficiency as a function of the

electric Reynolds number, , for different EHD blowers. The trends reveal that

the efficiency of each blower increases with increasing , which is due to the

increased power (or corresponding applied voltage) that improves the electrostatic

forces and air velocity induced at constant values of electrode gap, permittivity and

electrical conductivity. In addition, the results show that the efficiency increases as

the blower becomes thicker at given and operating power, although the

electrode gap increases and the induced air velocity relatively decreases. Indeed, this

is attributed to the increase in the flow rate due to the blower height, which is related

to the mechanical (input) power of the efficiency equation (4.4). Moreover, as the

electrode gap increases with the blower height, where the increase in the applied

voltage becomes less effective to improve air velocity over the range of operating

power, the thinner blowers show wider range of compared to thicker ones. The

trends of the investigated blowers illustrate that the thicker blowers ( = 6 – 10 mm)

have approximately equivalent efficiency at the highest levels of power regardless of

the values of .

Figure 5.11 Power conversion efficiency as a function of electric Reynolds number calculated for
different optimized EHD blowers for a range of operation power (0.25 – 2.5 W).
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Figure 5.12 shows how the electric slip number, , affects the power

conversion efficiency at a constant value of ion mobility. For a given blower height

and fixed electrode gap, the trends reveal that the efficiency decreases as

increases, indicating that the increase in the applied voltage required for fixing the

operating power is higher than the increase in the produced air velocity, leading to

lower efficiency. This observation is consistent with the trends of voltage and

velocity shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 previously presented in this chapter for the

case of constant power, and is in agreement with a previous statement reported

based on number in [217]. Results based on blower heights indicate that the

thicker blowers are more efficient and have lower values of due to their higher

flow rates and larger electrode gaps, respectively, although they require higher levels

of corresponding voltage compared to thinner blowers.

Figure 5.12 Power conversion efficiency as a function of electric slip number calculated for different
optimized EHD blowers for a range of operation power (0.25 – 2.5 W).

The effect of electric source number, , on the blower efficiency is shown in

Figure 5.13. The trends of each blower show obvious increase in the efficiency as

increases, which is due to the effective increase in the space charge density over
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the applied voltage at constant values of electrode gap and permittivity. As the

blower height and the associated electrode gap increase, the overall curve of

efficiency versus reveals a continuously growth, showing again that the thicker

blowers are more efficient due to their higher flow rates than the thinner ones at a

constant operating power.

However, the associated applied voltages required to fix the level of operating

power are significantly higher in the thicker blowers due to their larger electrode

spacing. For example, the voltage required to fix the power at 2.5 W in the blower of

= 10 mm is approximately 100% higher than that required by the blower of = 2

mm to fix the power at the same level. Based on these results and in order to

improve the efficiency of the thinner EHD blowers adopted in this investigation, a

design of combined EHD blower of thin channels that require low levels of voltage

and allow increased flow rates will be developed and investigated later in this

chapter.

Figure 5.13 Power conversion efficiency as a function of electric source number calculated for
different optimized EHD blowers for a range of operation power (0.25 – 2.5 W).
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5.7 Influence of Blower Width

This section discusses the impact of the blower sidewalls on the air velocity

profile and magnitude for a range of channel widths. It also studies the accuracy of

the 2D numerical models to predict flow rates compared to the 3D modelling, where

the friction losses due to channel sidewalls are included. To the author’s knowledge,

this is the first 3D numerical investigation of the impact of the channel sidewalls on

the flow characteristics for narrow EHD ducts, although the 2D simulation of EHD

flow performed in previous studies has shown acceptable agreement against

experimental data for wide flow channels. Due to limitations caused by the large

solution memory required for the 3D modelling of thick domains (thicker than 6

mm), only blowers of h = 2 and 6 mm are considered in the present investigation.

The optimal location and length of the collecting surface were assigned according to

equations (5.1) and (5.3), whereas the length of each blower was reduced to 20 mm

and the blower width was varied between 10 and 60 mm.

Figure 5.14 illustrates the effect of the channel sidewalls on the outlet average

velocity generated by each EHD blower at a fixed operating voltage that

corresponds to 15 W/m input power used in the 2D simulation, showing the

percentage decrease in the velocity magnitude for each blower width compared to

that predicted by the 2D simulation. It is important to mention that fixing the

operating voltage ensures that the generated air velocity through each blower

remains constant regardless of the blower width, and any change in its magnitude is

only caused by the effects of blower sidewalls.

Although there are slight differences between the values of percentage

decrease at a given width of both blowers, the actual impact of the flow losses are

different and can be determined based on the blower aspect ratio, which is defined

by the ratio of the blower height to its width ( / ). For instance, the blower of = 2

mm with an aspect ratio of 0.2 (at w = 10 mm), leads to a reduction in the velocity

by 5.5% lower than that predicted by the 2D simulation, compared to an

approximately 3% reduction for a blower of equivalent aspect ratio with h = 6 mm

and w = 30 mm.

However, the figures demonstrate that the influence of the flow resistance

through shortened and thin EHD blowers decreases and can be neglected as the

blower becomes wider (or the aspect ratio decreases). This indicates that using 2D
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modelling for short and wide EHD blowers is valid to predict flow rates effectively

compared to that obtained by the means of the 3D simulation. The results of the 3D

numerical solution for the velocity distribution through narrow and wide EHD

blowers with = 2 and 6 mm are displayed in Figure 5.15, showing that the

induced flow at the exit of both blowers has uniform velocity gradient and the

impact of flow resistance is insignificant.

Figure 5.14 Influence of blower width on the average outlet velocity generated in 3D modelling at a
fixed operating voltage, showing the percentage decrease in the velocity magnitudes compared to the

2D results for optimized blowers of (a)  = 2 mm at ≈ 3.9 kV, and (b)  = 6 mm at ≈ 5.7 kV, each 
with 20 mm long.
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Figure 5.15 Velocity distribution indu
through narrow and wide optimized
ced at a fixed operating voltage that corresponds to 15 W/m,
EHD blowers for = 2 mm (top) and = 6 mm (bottom).
Dimensions in metres.
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Figure 5.16 shows that the outlet velocity profile is uniform and has a

parabolic distribution along the vertical y-z plane (at x = 30 mm) for the both wide

blowers considered in Figure 5.15, based on the coordinate system shown in Figure

5.17.

Figure 5.16 Normalized velocity profiles in the central vertical y-z plane (at x = w/2), along the
blower outlet of (a) = 2 mm and (b) = 6 mm.
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Figure 5.17 Schematic diagram of the rectangular EHD blower’s coordinate system.

Figure 5.18 shows the velocity distribution on different x-y planes along the

blower width for the two blowers considered here. For the thinner blower of = 2

mm, it can be seen that the outlet velocity profile is similar (flat) for all selected

planes (at z = 0.25, 0.5 and 1 mm), whereas the velocity magnitude is affected by the

friction losses at the sidewalls (along the x-axis) and the bottom and upper walls

(along the z-axis) of the blower, as shown in figures 5.15(a) and (b). The same

behaviour is observed for the thicker blower of = 6 mm, but with a slight

disruption in the top-hat profile at the regions close to the upper and bottom walls (z

= 0.5 and 1 mm), as shown in figures 5.15(c) and (d). This can be attributed to the

impact of the electric field distribution caused by the increase in the vertical

components of the Coulomb force as the blower becomes thicker.
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Figure 5.18 Velocity profile at the blower outlet in the x-y plane, for different widths of the blowers
of = 2 mm (a and b), and = 6 mm (c and d).

In order to highlight that EHD blowers produce a uniform velocity profile,

their flow pattern is compared with that produced by rotary fans, as presented in

[220]. Figure 5.19 shows experimental measurements of air velocity distribution at

the exit flow region of a centrifugal fan of a diameter and height of 60 mm and 11

mm, respectively. It can be clearly observed that the velocity profile of the airflow

induced by rotary air movers is highly non-uniform, which is due to the non-uniform

distribution of the static pressure on the fan impellers.

Figure 5.19 Distribution of outlet velocity on the x-z plane at the exit region of a centrifugal rotary
fan at 3100 rpm [220].
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In a wire-to-plane EHD channels, the blower width is usually equal to the

emitter wire length, and therefore, it can be employed to control the flow rate, static

pressure, produced velocity and operating voltage. An EHD blower with 4 mm

thickness and 15 mm length was modelled in 2D simulations at a fixed power of 0.5

W to demonstrate these relations. Figure 5.20(a) shows how the blower static

pressure, calculated using equation (3.23), decreases and the flow rate increases as

the blower becomes wider or the wire extends at a fixed input power. This behaviour

is attributed to the reductions in the operating voltage and the electric field (or the

body force) created across the electrodes, leading to reduced air velocities, as shown

in Figure 5.20(b). In this case, the increase in the ion current required for keeping

the input power at a fixed level is due to the increase in the wire length. This can be

explained based on the definition of the ion current,

(5.7)

where is the surface area of the corona wire (m2). Since the ion mobility is

assumed constant and both the applied voltage and electric field strength decrease in

this case, thus the ion current increases as increases. Practically, this trend is

attractive for cooling extended heated surfaces such as heat sinks, where higher flow

rates using lower operating voltages are required.

The performance of rotary fans and blowers are typically characterized using a

P-Q curve (pressure head vs. flow rate), which shows the relationship between the

pressure ( ) that builds-up as the flow ( ) is throttled, causing the maximum loss at

zero flow rates. Using the same manner of rotary fans, it has been shown

experimentally that it is possible to adjust equivalent P-Q curve for the EHD

blowers by reducing the throttled exit area based on blower width (or corona wire

length) and assuming that the maximum airflow is generated in open flow at zero

static pressure [25, 136, 164]. Based on this, the wire length can provide an

additional useful degree of freedom by representing the EHD blowers in P-Q curves

to reflect their specifications based on static pressure and generated flow rate, as

shown in Figure 5.20(c).
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For EHD devices of a wire-to-plane channel configuration, Jewell–Larsen et

al. [25] stated that both the static pressure and outlet velocity are functions of

power per wire length. They demonstrated that the static pressure changes

proportionally to (Power)2/3, while the average velocity is proportional to (Power)1/3.

Figure 5.20 shows that the present predicted trends of static pressure and outlet

average velocity change proportionally against the blower width w at a fixed

operating power, and agree very well with those obtained from scaling relations

presented in [25], which are identified by dashed lines in Figures 5.20(a) and (b).
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Figure 5.20 Effect of the blower width (or the emitter wire length) on the (a) static pressure and flow
rate, (b) average velocity and applied voltage, and (c) fan P-Q curves, for a blower of = 4 mm

operated at 0.5 W.

5.8 Combined EHD Blower

In the practical applications, EHD blowers are usually designed to fit the

limited thickness of the electronic device, regardless if the used blower height is not

the most efficient one compared to other levels of blower heights at a given

operating power. Figure 5.21(a) shows the average outlet velocity as a function of

input power for different optimized blowers of length 20 mm. It can be seen that the

average velocities generated by thinner blowers are higher than those obtained by

thicker ones at a given input power. However, although the expected airflow rates

produced by the thicker blowers are higher, the applied potential required to fix the

power at a certain level increases as the blower becomes thicker, as shown in Figure

5.21(b). Typically, reducing the blower height at a given wire length and fixed input

power leads to a higher air velocity, lower operating voltage, and reduced

installation size, meeting the thermal management requirements for cooling thin

microelectronics. Based on this fact and in order to balance these related factors, an

EHD blower of two combined thin channels are developed and compared with a

blower of an equivalent height at a fixed operating power. Two EHD blowers, each

with 4 mm thickness and optimal design parameters ( = 1.5 mm and = 6 mm),

are combined, forming an integrated blower of 8 mm thickness.
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In order to reduce the friction losses of the EHD-driven flow, the middle wall

separating the two thin channels (located downstream of the collector) is removed,

while the wall located upstream of the collector is kept to avoid electric field

interference. The combined blower is operated at an overall power of 25 W/m,

which is divided equally between the thin channels each with 12.5 W/m, and the

generated airflow velocity is compared with that generated by an optimized blower

of h = 8 mm ( = 2.5 mm and = 12 mm), using the same total operating power.

Figure 5.21 Average outlet velocity (a), and the required applied voltage (b), as functions of the
operating input power for different miniature EHD blowers.
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The predicted distributions of the air velocity generated by both blowers are

shown in Figure 5.22. The results demonstrate that the combined blower of two

4mm-channels is able to produce an outlet average air velocity up to approximately

3 m/s, which is a little higher than that identified by a blue dashed line in Figure

5.22(a) for a blower of = 4 mm at 12.5 W/m due to the reduced friction losses, and

is very close to that obtained by the blower of = 8 mm (3.2 m/s). This indicates

that the combined blower has almost the same pumping efficiency of that of h = 8

mm, consuming the same total electrical power but with a reduced operating voltage

by approximately 3 kV (39%), as shown with red dashed lines in Figure 5.22(b).

Figure 5.22 Distribution of air velocity generated at 25 W/m through: (a) combined EHD blower of
two 4 mm-thick channels, and (b) EHD blower with = 8 mm. Dimensions in metres.
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Table 5.3 compares different EHD blowers generated at 2.5 W, each of 100

mm width, showing that the combined blower has the best performance among

others due to its relatively high flow rate produced using a low operating voltage. In

addition, due to the shorter length of the collectors used in the combined blower (6

mm each), the length (or the overall size) of the new blower can be reduced further

compared to those of the blower of = 8 mm (12 mm). Moreover, the new blower

offers an improved outlet velocity profile with two high stream paths, which is

highly beneficial for cooling specific electronic components.

Table 5.3 Comparison of airflow rate generated at 2.5 W by different EHD blowers, each of 100 mm
width and 20 mm length.

Trend
Blower height,

(mm)
Collector length,

(mm)
Electrode gap,

(mm)
Operating
voltage (kV)

Airflow rate

l/min CFM

(a) 4 6 1.5 5.4 91 3.21

(b) 6 9 2.0 6.5 124 4.37

(c) 8 12 2.5 7.5 152 5.39

(d) 10 15 3.0 8.4 178 6.28

(e) 8 (Combined) 6 1.5 4.6 143 5.03

Figure 5.23 illustrates the curves of static pressure against airflow rate

generated at 2.5 W by the EHD blowers listed in Table 5.3. The trends from (a) to

(d) in the figure reveal that the flow rate decreases as the blower height is reduced at

a fixed blower width while the static pressure increases. Indeed, as the blower

becomes thinner at a given operating power, both the horizontal ( ) and vertical

(height parameter) electrode gaps decrease, increasing the electric field strength

created across the electrodes. Unlike the case explained using equation (5.7) in the

previous section, both the electric field and the ion current increase here due to the

reduction in the electrode gap at a fixed wire length, which improves the body force

and leads to a higher pressure head.

For the combined blower (e), the thin EHD channels that have small electrode

gaps and a shared outlet area can create high electric fields and contribute together

to generate the total flow rate and pressure head of the combined blower, which (the

total pressure) is found to be higher compared to that of the blower (a) although they

have the same electrode gap and consume equal total power. This can be attributed
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to the level of applied voltage required to fix the input power at a certain level in

both blowers (a and e), as listed in Table 5.3, which highly affects the electric field

strength and its distribution along the collecting surfaces. It is found that the change

in the static pressure generated by a single channel of the combined blower (at 12.5

W/m) and that of the blower (a) (at 25 W/m) confirms the relationship between the

static pressure and input power reported in References [25, 164] for ideal EHD

devices, which suggests that . The total static pressure of the

combined blower is calculated following the relation given in [25], which states that

a multi-stage EHD device operated by a number of wires ( ) at a reduced electric

field interference has times the static pressure of a single wire device.

Figure 5.23 Fan P-Q curves of different EHD blowers generated at 2.5 W, each of w = 100 mm.

The combined blower can provide another important advantage when it is used

as a flow-controlled cooling system in thermal management applications. In this

case, the flow velocity generated by the combined blower can be controlled by

changing the operating power supplied to each of its channels, depending on the

local cooling rate required for the application.
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Figure 5.24 shows the simulation results of a flow-controlled EHD blower at

25 W/m total power, which is consumed differently with 10 and 15 W/m by the

upper and bottom channels, respectively. Both the average outlet velocity and the

flow rate are kept constant but a different velocity profile along the blower outlet is

achieved. It is useful to bear in mind that the presented combined EHD blower of

two 4-mm channels was developed as an example, and further developments for

other thicknesses with more than two thin channels can also be investigated.

Figure 5.24 Distribution of air velocity through a flow-controlled combined EHD blower generated
at 25 W/m. Dimensions in metres.

5.9 Comparisons against Rotary Blowers

This section presents a comparison of the performance of miniature EHD

blowers and mechanical centrifugal fans. The results of 3D simulations developed

for thin EHD blowers of 3 mm thickness and 12 mm length were compared with

those of equivalent commercial rotary blowers provided by SUNON Inc. [221],

based on blower size, power consumption and flow rate production, as illustrated in

Table 5.4. It can be observed that the EHD air movers are more competitive as

cooling solutions than the conventional blowers for miniaturized applications and

extended heated surfaces. Unlike traditional rotary blowers, the reduction or

extension of the height and width of the EHD blowers are independent of the device

length, offering flexible fabrication for the blower structure to fit limited spaces or
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extended heated components, whereas the rotary blowers are restricted by the

circular rotation of the blades.

For example, at a fixed blower width, the EHD blower (g) can produce

approximately the same flow rate of that provided by the rotary blower (a) with a

slight increase in the power consumption but with a 60% reduction in the size.

Moreover, increasing the operating power of the blower (f) by 0.14 W, over that

consumed by blower (a), leads to improvement in the flow rate with reduction of the

size by approximately 37% and 33%, respectively, showing nearly similar efficiency

with a gain in the width of 20 mm. Furthermore, the narrow EHD blower (j) shows

higher efficiency than the rotary one (d) by more than 1050%, generating up to 75%

higher airflow and a 180% reduction in electrical power, but with an increase in the

device size by 48%. However, decreasing the length of the blower (j) to 8 mm can

reduce its size to 240 mm3, which is equivalent to that of (d).

Table 5.4 Comparison of characteristics of EHD blowers with 3 mm thickness modelled in 3D
simulations at a range of operating voltage from 4 to 4.3 kV, against those of mechanical blowers of

the same height presented by SUNON [221].

Blower
type

Width,
(mm)

Length,
(mm)

Size
(mm3)

Consumed
power (W)

Flow rate, Transduction
efficiency
(CFM/W)(l/min) (CFM)

Rotary
Blowers

(a) 30 30 2700 0.36 18 0.64 1.78

(b) 17 17 867 0.1 6.5 0.23 2.3

(c) 12 12 432 0.1 2.67 0.094 0.94

(d) 9 9 243 0.28 1.17 0.0413 0.147

EHD
Blowers

(e) 50 12 1800 0.75 29.4 1.04 1.4

(f) 50 12 1800 0.5 24.6 0.87 1.74

(g) 30 12 1080 0.45 17.4 0.614 1.36

(h) 30 12 1080 0.3 14.4 0.51 1.7

(i) 20 12 720 0.2 9.6 0.34 1.7

(j) 10 12 360 0.1 4.8 0.17 1.7

In addition to other merits that the EHD-driven flow devices have over the

rotary blowers such as silent operation, and no vibration or moving parts, they have

the further advantage of producing more uniform outlet velocity profiles across their

width [25, 164], as shown in Figure 5.25. This advantage offers active heat

dissipation from narrow flow paths such as heat sink fin-channels, compared to the

non-uniform outlet velocity profile obtained by mechanical blowers, especially

when they are miniaturized.
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Figure 5.25 Three-dimensional simulation results of EHD blower of 3 mm thickness with different
widths and operating power, showing a uniform outlet velocity profile. Dimensions in metres.
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It is important to note also that the rotary blowers presented in this comparison

are the thinnest blowers commercially available, according to the authors’

knowledge, while further reduction in the miniature EHD blower size (with heights

less than 2 mm and lengths less than 12 mm) is possible. However, the high voltage

required to operate the EHD discharge still presents a practical challenge for using it

to cool portable microelectronic devices such as laptops. In fact, the applied

potential can be minimized for thin EHD blowers by using specific collector

geometry, very fine emitter wire and optimized electrode gap

From a design and thermal management perspective, the balance between the

key design factors, including the space available for the cooling system, the

limitations of operating power, and the required cooling flow rate, is the key criteria

for optimizing EHD devices for small-scale electronic applications. Once the

balance between the aforementioned factors is determined, depending on the

limitations and requirements of the application itself, design optimization and

modification of the miniature EHD blowers can make them feasible alternatives to

mechanical cooling solutions in real-world applications.

5.10 Chapter Summary

As part of development of EHD blowers for the application in thin thermal

management microelectronics, electrode arrangement of compact wire-to-plane

EHD blowers was optimized based on the effective level of operating conditions.

Predictions of flow rate and static pressure obtained by the optimized configurations

of EHD blowers showed very good agreement with those estimated by the EHD

scaling laws. The effect of friction losses caused by blower sidewalls on the outlet

velocity magnitude and profile was investigated based on blower width parameter.

Based on dimensionless analysis, results achieved using developed

arrangements of combined EHD blowers demonstrated that the operating voltage

can be extremely reduced while maintaining the pumping performance and the

produced flow rates at the required levels. Comparisons against rotary blowers

revealed that the EHD blowers are more efficient and have promising performance

in thin and small-scale microelectronic applications.
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In the present chapter, the performance of developed EHD blowers was

investigated and shown based on the pumping efficiency and flow rate production,

and then compared with that of rotary fans. However, further investigation is needed

to examine the cooling performance based on heat dissipation rates due to EHD

driven flow. In this direction, the next chapter will employ optimized combined

EHD blowers of thin channels as a cooling system integrated with compact plate-fin

heat sinks. The heat sink dimensions, EHD operating powers and levels of thermal

load will also be investigated to study their effect on the overall thermal

performance.
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CHAPTER 6

Integrated EHD-Blower Cooled Heat Sink

6.1 Preface

The continued growing demand for smaller, thinner and more powerful

consumer electronics and the associated high levels of heat generation are

challenging the capabilities of conventional air cooling solutions to meet the

required cooling performance. In thin electronic applications such as laptops, the

integration of centrifugal fans with heat sinks is usually used as part of cooling

system to dissipate the heat generated by the electronic components, maintain the

processors within safe operating temperatures, and ensure the reliable operation of

the electronic device. However, when the thickness of the electronic device is

reduced at given operating conditions, the performance of the cooling system

degrades due to the physical limitations in heat transfer capabilities created in both

miniaturized centrifugal fan and compact heat sinks. Indeed, reducing the heat sink

height at a given applied thermal load results in a considerable drop in the thermal

performance due to the reduction in the heat exchange area.

Further degradation in the cooling performance is also created when the size

of combined centrifugal fan becomes smaller, leading to a reduced flow rate, less

reliability and, ultimately, lower heat transfer capability and energy efficiency, as

presented previously in Chapter 1. Previous findings and analysis showed that the

flow produced by a centrifugal blower, prior to entering heat sink fins, is non-

uniform and does not enter the heat sink parallel to the fins, resulting in non-uniform

flow rates within the fin channels and causing a rise in entrance pressure losses and,

ultimately, a reduction in thermal performance [222]. These challenges have

increased the need for novel and improved cooling devices that meet the thermal

management requirements for small form factor advanced microelectronics.
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In addition to the attractive advantages of EHD air movers with no moving

parts, silent operation, flexible form factor, good reliability, uniform velocity profile,

and feasible flow rates, EHD technology can provide further unique means of

generating airflows inside narrow channels, where the heat exchange surface acts as

a collector electrode, changing the traditional way of cooling heat sinks by rotary

fans and leading to more effective heat dissipation and a reduction in the installation

space [25].

In fact, the flow stream generated by rotary blowers to cool parallel plate-fins

is associated with significant entrance pressure losses and is inefficient at

penetrating inside the narrow spaces of the closely positioned fins. In contrast, EHD

devices can be fitted and installed between narrow fin channels and generate

effective cooling airflow of a uniform velocity profile, even at low velocities,

offering great potential for integrating EHD blowers with heat sinks for improved

cooling performance.

In this chapter, the benefits of integrating miniature EHD blowers with low-

profile plate-fin heat sinks as a cooling system for thin consumer electronics and

low-profile laptop applications are discussed. This chapter also presents the first, to

the author’s knowledge, developed 3D numerical model that solves the coupled

equations of EHD flow and conjugate heat transfer. Moreover, a novel design of

EHD cooling system is proposed and a parametric study is performed to evaluate the

impact of design parameters on the thermal performance of the developed EHD

system.

6.2 Numerical Modelling of EHD Cooling System

6.2.1 EHD Governing Equations

The set of equations of electrostatics, charge transport and fluid flow that

describe the modelling of EHD airflow induced by corona discharge through a wire-

to-plane channel configuration is described in detail in Chapter 3 of this thesis,

whereas further equations are included here to couple the heat transfer model and

predict the resulting heat dissipation from a heat exchanger due to EHD flow.
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The equations of heat transfer due to the EHD airflow are governed by a

coupled conjugate heat transfer model that describes the process of temperature

variations and the rate of heat conduction through the heat sink surfaces in a balance

with the heat transferred into the moving air by convection.

In the energy equation of convective heat transfer, the Joule heating effect is

included as a source term of heat generation, which is caused by the released energy

due to the ion current passing through the air gap [140], and defined as .

By neglecting viscous heating, the energy equation can be expressed for the air and

the heat sink, respectively, as

(6.1)

(6.2)

where and are the air and solid (heat sink) temperatures (K), respectively, is

the specific heat of the air (J/kg.K), and and denote the thermal conductivity of

the air and solid, respectively, (W/m.K).

The coupled equations of the electric field (3.3), the charge transport (3.9),

airflow (3.7 and 3.12), previously presented in Chapter 3, and the conjugate heat

transfer (6.1 and 6.2) are solved using the commercial package, COMSOL

Multiphysics (V5.1), a partial differential equations (PDEs) solver based on the

finite-element method. The 3D modelling of EHD cooling system was solved using

a high performance computing server (POLARIS) at the University of Leeds.

6.2.2 Validation of EHD flow modelling

The accuracy of the numerical method developed here for the 3D modelling of

EHD flow induced through a 2 mm channel thickness is validated against a range of

experimental and numerical data of a wire-to-plane EHD channel presented in [164].

The channel geometry of a wire-to-plane configuration and modelling procedure

presented and described in Chapter 3 for a channel thickness of 6 mm are adopted,

using the same modelling parameters and boundary conditions. A non-uniform mesh
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density of 693720 tetrahedral elements was generated for the upper half of the 3D

simulation domain of 50 mm width with increased mesh refinement near the corona

and collector electrodes.

Figure 6.1 compares the produced flow rate of the present simulation against

experimental data and 2D numerical results presented in [164] for a range of input

powers. The trends reveal very good agreement between the present predicted values

and measured data, demonstrating the accuracy of the present numerical approach

performed using COMSOL Multiphysics.

Figure 6.1 Validation results of the flow rate produced by an EHD channel of height, length and
width of 2 mm, 70 and 100 mm, respectively, for a range of operating power.

6.2.3 Numerical configuration

The proposed EHD cooling system mainly consists of EHD air blowers of a

wire-to-plane configuration integrated with a heat sink of parallel plate fins, as

shown in Figure 6.2. Typically, plate fin heat sinks are commonly used as thermal

solutions in many electronic applications such as laptops, due to their simple design,

easy manufacturing and low pressure drop, and they have lower thermal resistance

compared to other types such as pin-fin heat sinks at low pumping power [223]. A

simple structure of plate-fin heat sink is employed as the heat exchange surface and
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to act as the collector electrode of the integrated EHD blower. The fin spacing of the

heat sink is fixed at 2 mm to be within the range of channel thicknesses used in the

design optimization study of miniature EHD air blowers presented in Chapter 5.

Figure 6.2 Geometry of EHD cooling system, showing the integrated corona wires with a plate-fin
heat sink.

A set of fine wires of 0.025-mm-diameter are positioned vertically within the

flow direction upstream of the grounded heat sink. Each wire is centered halfway

between two successive collecting fins and located at a fixed distance of 1 mm from

the edges of the fins and heat sink base, which is the optimal electrode gap predicted

for a channel of 2 mm thickness at a constant operating power. The material of the

heat sink is assumed to be Aluminium with a thermal conductivity of 200 W/m.K.

In order to avoid any interference between electric fields created by corona

discharge of emitter electrodes, dielectric and insulating walls of thicknesses equal

to that of the fins are used to separate the corona wires. In practical applications,

these walls with a frame act as a holder of the emitter wires and also form an

entrance region of the flow channels, which can be directed to the required slot in

the electronic device where the cooling ambient air is pulled from. The EHD flow is

induced using positive corona discharge for a range of constant operating power
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from 0.6 to 1.6 W, with a corresponding range of applied voltages between 3.2 and

3.7 kV. A reference model of the integrated EHD flow cooled heat sink of 10 mm

height is developed to describe the modelling procedure of the coupled EHD flow

and conjugate heat transfer using the geometric parameters listed in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Geometric parameters and dimensions of the EHD cooling system used in the reference
model.

Portion Parameter Value

Heat sink

Width, 70 mm

Length, 30 mm

Height, 10 mm

Fin height, 8 mm

Fin thickness, 1.6 mm

Base thickness, 2 mm (= – )

Fins spacing, 2 mm

Number of fins, 20

Heat sink material Aluminium ( = 200 W/m.K)

EHD air

blower

Electrode gap, 1 mm

Number of wires, = ( – 1) = 19

Corona wire length = Fin height = 8 mm

Corona wire diameter, 0.025 mm

Dielectric

walls

Wall width = Fin thickness = 1.6 mm

Wall length, 5 mm

Wall height = Fin height = 8 mm

Number of walls = Number of fins = 20

6.2.4 Computational domain and boundary conditions

A three-dimensional computational domain of the reference model is developed

for an EHD flow induced through a single fin channel to dissipate heat via

convection from the surfaces of the channel base and internal walls of the two

parallel fins, under a constant heat flux condition, as shown in Figure 6.3.

A fine corona wire electrode is assigned vertically and centred between two

parallel vertical collecting fins at an electrode gap of 1.0 mm upstream of the fin

channel inlet. The length of the numerical domain is extended further at the outflow

region for improved solution convergence. In order to reduce the computation time

and memory, symmetry boundary conditions were applied at the vertical plane

centered between the flow channel walls and at the other side of the extended region
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of the simulation domain. For the coupled conjugate heat transfer module, a constant

heat source of 10 W is applied at the bottom surface of the heat sink base. A further

heat source is applied at the corona wire due to Joule heating, while buoyancy and

radiation heat transfer effects are neglected. The air temperature at the flow channel

inlet is assumed to be 20 oC. The modelling parameters used in the present

simulation of EHD flow are listed in Table 6.2, whereas the applied boundary

conditions are summarized in Table 6.3.

A non-uniform mesh was generated for the half 3D simulation domain with

increased mesh densities at the corona electrode and both heat exchange surfaces at

the fin and channel base, which also act as collector electrodes, as shown in Figure

6.4. Three mesh densities with approximately 1264390, 1449240 and 1612710

tetrahedral elements were used to solve the 3D modelling equations of EHD flow

and conjugate heat transfer. Results of mesh independency test showed that the

discrepancies in the inlet average air velocity and base temperature between the

second and finest densities were approximately 3% and 0.4%, respectively, as

shown in Table 6.4, and therefore, the second mesh density was selected to reduce

the computational memory required.

Figure 6.3 Computational domain of the EHD flow and conjugate heat transfer model.
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Table 6.2 Modelling parameters used in the EHD flow simulation of the reference model.

Parameter Value

Applied potential, 3.2 – 3.7 kV

Breakdown electric strength of air, 3.23×106 V/m

Ion mobility coefficient, 2.0×10-4 m2/V.s

Charge diffusion coefficient, 5.3×10-5 m2/s

Density of air, 1.21 kg/m3

Dynamic viscosity of air, 1.82×10-5 N.s/m2

Kinematic viscosity of air, 1.51×10-5 m2/s

Thermal conductivity of air, 0.0256 W/m.K

Specific heat of air, 1.0061×103 J/kg.K

Table 6.3 Boundary conditions applied to the computational domain for the EHD flow and conjugate
heat transfer.

Boundary Electrostatics Charge transport Fluid dynamics Heat transfer

Corona wire
electrode

No-slip

Fin surface and
channel base

Grounded
No-slip

Dielectric
walls

Neumann
condition

Zero diffusive flux
No-slip

Adiabatic

Channel inlet
Prescribed
velocity [177]

Channel outlet
Outflow

Air boundaries
Symmetry

Figure 6.4 Distribution of mesh element density generated for a half computational domain of fin
channel with a total heat sink height of 10 mm. Dimensions in metres.
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Table 6.4 Results of mesh independence test.

Number of
mesh elements

Average velocity at
channel inlet (m/s)

Discrepancy
(%)

Base temperature
(ᴏC)

Discrepancy
(%)

1264390 1.76  ̶ 46.8  ̶ 

1449240 1.88 6.8 46.3 1.1

1612710 1.93 2.7 46.1 0.43

6.3 Numerical Results of the Reference Model

The numerical results for the integrated EHD cooling system as volume map

and multislice distributions through a fins channel for electric potential, space

charge density, air velocity and temperature are shown in Figure 6.5, which are

modelled at a total constant EHD power of 1.0 W and a corresponding applied

voltage of approximately 3.4 kV.

The thermal performance of the developed EHD system can be characterized

through the thermal resistance of the heat sink, which can be defined as,

(6.7)

where is the highest temperature on the bottom surface of heat sink base (ᴏC),

is the inlet air temperature (ᴏC), and is heat dissipation power applied on the heat

sink base (W).

Due to the absence of experimental data and numerical predictions of

convection heat transfer through a channel under a constant heat flux condition

using purely EHD driven flows in the literature, the present heat transfer results are

verified based on a comparison with results of traditional airflow cooled heat sink

under the same operating conditions and geometric dimensions. Teertstra et al. [224]

presented an accurate and validated analytical model to predict the average heat

transfer rate for forced convection of air cooled plate fin heat sinks. The equations of

their analysis are summarized below.
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Figure 6.5 Numerical solution results of the integrated EHD cooling system modelled at a constant
operating power of 1.0 W for a heat sink height of 10 mm, showing the distributions of (a) electric

potential and space charge density, (b) air velocity, and (c) temperature. Dimensions in metres.
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The Nusselt number can be calculated from the following developed equation,

(6.8)

where is the Prandtl number ( ), and is a modified channel

Reynolds number, defined as,

(6.9)

where is the dynamic viscosity of air (N.s/m2), the specific heat of air at

constant pressure (J/kg.K), is the thermal conductivity of air (W/m.K), is the

kinematic viscosity of air (m2/s), is the fin channel inlet velocity (m/s), is fin

spacing (m), and is the fin length in the flow direction (m).

The average heat transfer coefficient, (W/m2.K) is given by

(6.10)

The efficiency of the fins may be calculated by

(6.11)

where is the fin height (m), and is given by , where is the

thermal conductivity of fin material (W/m.K), and is the fin thickness (m).
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Thus, the thermal resistance of the heat sink is given by,

(6.12)

where is the exposed base surface area ( , (m2), is the heat

transfer area per fin ( , (m2). However, in order to obtain the total thermal

resistance, , it is necessary to add the thermal conduction resistance across the

base of the heat sink, , which is defined as,

(6.13)

where is the base thickness (m), and and are the width and length of the

heat sink (each in m). Therefore, the total thermal resistance of the heat sink can be

given as,

(6.14)

Figure 5.6 shows how the channel average inlet velocity affects the heat sink

thermal resistance obtained from the present 3D model of EHD system and that

calculated from equation (6.14), using the heat sink geometric dimensions presented

in Table 6.1. In the EHD model, the channel velocity is averaged at the fin channel

inlet plane, downstream of the corona wire. Results show that the integrated EHD

system is able to provide thermal performance close to that obtained by traditional

air movers at a given inlet channel velocity. However, although the present

comparison is generally not valid due to the difference in the mechanism of

generating airflow, it can reflect the capability of miniature and low profile EHD

blowers to dissipate heat through narrow channels within the expected heat transfer

rates with slight deviations. Indeed, the differences in the predicted results are

expected as the assumptions used in the analysis reported in [224] are valid for fins

with high aspect ratio ( ), where the effects of the channel base is neglected.
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Figure 6.6 Effect of the channel inlet velocity on heat sink thermal resistance for the present EHD
model and that calculated analytically for traditional air cooling [224].

6.4 Parametric Study of the EHD Cooling System

A parametric study was performed using the developed 3D conjugate heat

transfer models to evaluate the thermal performance of a plate-fin heat sink cooled

by integrated EHD air blowers. The study was established to investigate the effect of

the main design dimensions of heat sink structure (height, length, and width) on the

heat transfer characteristics for a range of operating conditions, whereas the other

geometric parameters are fixed in all investigations, as listed in Table 6.5. It is

useful to mention that, at a fixed fin thickness and fin spacing, the number of fins

with a constant fin density can be used to control both the heat dissipation area (or

the increased heat sink width), and the total consumed power (or the number of

integrated corona wires), at a given operating power per wire.

Table 6.5 Fixed geometric parameters of the heat sink structure used in the parametric study.

Fixed Parameter Value

Fin thickness, 1.6 mm

Fin spacing, 2 mm

Heat sink base thickness, 2 mm (= )

Electrode gap, 1 mm

Corona wire diameter, 0.025 mm

Corona wire length = fin height,

Number of wires, = Number of fins ( ) – 1
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6.4.1 Influence of heat sink height, Hh

This section studies the influence of heat sink height, , on the cooling

performance for a heat sink length, width, and number of fins of 20 mm, 70 mm, and

20, respectively. The total heat sink height (including the base thickness) was varied

from 6 to 12 mm (in 2 mm steps), which lay within the range of the thinnest ultra-

thin laptops currently available (10.16 – 16.5 mm) [225].

Figure 6.7 shows the effect of heat sink height on both the thermal resistance

and total operating power consumed by the integrated corona wires. The value of

applied voltage is fixed at 3.4 kV to ensure generating a constant flow velocity

through fin channels for all heights. The trend of total power, which is calculated by

multiplying the number of wires by the power consumed by each wire, shows an

increase as the heat sink becomes thicker due to the increase in the lengths of corona

wires at a fixed applied potential. In contrast, increasing the height extends the heat

exchange area of the fins, leading to a higher heat transfer rate and lower thermal

resistance, at constant inlet air velocity and thermal load.

Figure 6.7 Effect of heat sink height on thermal resistance and total operating power.
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6.4.2 Influence of number of fins, Nf

The effect of increasing the number of fins, which is associated with

increasing the heat sink width, on the thermal resistance, base temperature, and

power consumption is discussed here for a range of heat sink heights. The EHD

blowers are operated at a fixed applied voltage of 3.4 kV for all heights and widths,

generating a constant channel inlet velocity of approximately 2 m/s.

Figure 6.8(a) shows that the heat sink thermal resistance for each height

decreases as the number of fins (or heat sink width) increases due to the increase in

the heat dissipation area at a given thermal load, resulting in a significant drop in the

base temperatures, as shown in Figure 6.8(b). However, the advantage of increasing

the heat transfer due to extending the heat sink width is associated with an increase

in the EHD power consumption due to increasing the number of corona wires, as

shown in Figure 6.8(c).

In fact, the number and length of corona wires, and the level of applied voltage

are the main factors that determine the level of power consumption of the integrated

EHD blowers at a given electrode gap. The trends also can reflect a relationship

between the heat sink width and the power consumption based on the height

parameter. For instance, in order to maintain the operating temperature at 70 oC

under a thermal load of 10 W, the EHD cooling system of = 12 mm requires only

10 fins with 34 mm width, and 0.55 W of power. However, with decreasing the

height of the same cooling system to 6 mm, the number of fins, heat sink width and

total power are required to increase to 25, 88 mm and 0.66 W, respectively, in order

to maintain the maximum operating temperature at the given level.
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Figure 6.8 Effect of the number of fins (or heat sink width) on (a) thermal resistance, (b) base
temperature, and (c) total operating power, for a range of heat sink heights.
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6.4.3 Influence of heat sink length, Lh

In this section, two heat sink heights of 6 and 10 mm with a fixed width of 70

mm are selected to study the effect of the length parameter on the thermal resistance

and base temperature. The total EHD power is fixed at 0.57 (0.03 W per wire) and

0.95 W (0.05 W per wire) for the heights of 6 and 10 mm, respectively.

Figure 6.9 shows that both thermal resistance and base temperature decrease

for both heights as the length of the fin channels is extended due to the associated

increase in the heat dissipation area. In this case, increasing the heat sink length is

independent of the operating power or the number of integrated wires. It can be seen

that increasing the length from 10 mm to 50 mm, at a given operating power and

fixed width, leads to a drop in the base temperature from 105 to 68 ᴏC and from 65

to 44 ᴏC, for the heights of 6 and 10 mm, respectively. However, the trends of base

temperature show that increasing the length beyond 40 mm leads to a slight drop in

the temperature with only 1 ᴏC for both heights. This, indeed, is attributed to the

increase in the flow resistance and friction losses through the fin channels at a given

induced air velocity.

Referring to the given example in the previous section, it can be seen here that

the thin heat sink of = 6 mm is able now to maintain the operating temperature at

70 oC with less width (70 mm) and lower total power (0.57 W), by doubling the heat

sink length from 20 to 40 mm, under the same operating conditions. It is very

important that these factors are carefully taken in consideration for the efficient

design of EHD cooling systems.
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Figure 6.9 Effect of heat sink length on both base temperature and thermal resistance for heights of
(a) 6 mm and (b) 10 mm.

6.4.4 Influence of operating power, Pt

This section discusses the influence of operating power on the thermal and

flow characteristics for two levels of heat sink heights (6 and 10 mm), while fixing

the parameters of width and length at 70 and 30 mm, respectively. In this case, the

total power and the induced air velocity increase due to increasing the level of

applied potential, at a given number of corona wires. It can be seen from Figure

6.10 that increasing the operating power from 0.3 to 0.8 W for the thinner EHD
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cooling system under a constant heat generation source can double the air velocity

magnitude (from 1.2 to 2.3 m/s) and decrease the base temperature by 19 ᴏC (from

86 to 67 ᴏC) but with an increase in the required applied voltage by 0.45 kV (from

3.2 to 3.65 kV).

Figure 6.10 Effect of operating power on (a) thermal resistance and base temperature, and (b) applied
voltage and channel inlet velocity, for an EHD cooling system of = 6 mm.
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Similar trends with different values can be noticed for the thicker EHD

cooling system of = 10 mm, as shown in Figure 6.11. The predictions reveal that

increasing the total power up to 1.6 W can generate an inlet air velocity of 2.5 m/s

and decrease both the base temperature and thermal resistance to 43 ᴏC and 2.3

ᴏC/W, respectively, using 3.7 kV operating voltage.

Figure 6.11 Effect of operating power on (a) thermal resistance and base temperature, and (b) applied
voltage and channel inlet velocity, for an EHD cooling system of = 10 mm.
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The trends of temperatures show that increasing the total power over 0.6 and

1.2 W for the heights of 6 and 10 mm, respectively, does not lead to a significant

drop in the maximum temperature, despite the associated increase in the induced air

velocity. Therefore, in the case of applying higher thermal load or if it is required to

decrease the maximum temperature further, it is recommended for both heights to

increase the heat dissipation area (by increasing the number of fins) and the number

of integrated wires (the total power) rather than increasing the consumed power per

wire that also requires higher applied voltage.

For example, the total operating power of the thinner cooling system ( = 6

mm) can be increased from 0.6 to approximately 0.8 W at a fixed applied voltage of

3.5 kV by adding 7 fins and 6 wires. In this case, the drop in the temperature is

expected to be higher compared to that shown in Figure 6.10 (4 ᴏC), using lower

operating voltage. Indeed, achieving an appropriate balance between the levels of

operating power and applied voltage, design of compact high-voltage multiplier,

installation space of the cooling system and applied thermal power is essential in the

practical implementation of EHD cooling systems in low height electronic devices.

6.5 Performance of EHD Cooling System

The thermal performance of the developed EHD systems of different heights

(6 – 12 mm) can be examined based on the applied thermal load or thermal design

power (TDP), as it is usually called. The TDP is a good indicator that helps to

determine the power efficiency and performance of a component, and is defined as

the maximum amount of heat generated by a chip in the electronic device that the

cooling system is designed to dissipate in typical operation [226].

All integrated EHD blowers are operated at a constant total power of 1.25 W,

using (for fixing the power) different geometric and operating conditions, as listed in

Table 6.6. The inlet air temperature is set at 30 ᴏC, which is the expected value in

the real operation. The applied thermal load is varied from 10 to 30 W, and the heat

dissipation capacity of each EHD cooling system is considered based on the highest

temperature at the bottom surface of the heat sink base, .
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In this investigation, it is useful to use the maximum operating temperature

allowed in laptops as a reference to evaluate the cooling performance of EHD

systems proposed to be used in same application field. NVIDIA states that the

typical temperature of GPU, which is one of the hottest running components in a

computer, averages between 40 and 90 ᴏC, with a maximum permissible operating

GPU temperature of 105 ᴏC before overheating [227]. In the present evaluation, the

maximum temperature is assumed to be lower, namely 100 ᴏC.

Figure 6.12 shows the maximum temperature as a function of the thermal load

for different heights of EHD systems, which are related to the geometric dimensions

and operating conditions presented in Table 6.6. At a given total power of 1.25 W,

the trends A and B reveal that thinner EHD cooling systems with heights of 6 and 8

mm are able to maintain the highest temperatures within the typical safe operating

range under thermal loads up to 20 and 25 W, respectively, before they hit the region

close to the maximum permissible temperature. When the EHD cooling systems

become thicker ( = 10 and 12 mm), the trends C and D show improved cooling

performance with keeping the highest temperatures within the safe range under a

thermal load of 30 W.

Table 6.6 also shows that the error in the thermal resistance of the present

modelling decreases compared to that calculated from equation (6.14) as the heat

sink height increases, confirming that the accuracy of the analytical approach

presented in [224] improves as the aspect ratio of ( ) decreases.

Table 6.6 Geometric dimensions and operating conditions used to examine the performance of
developed EHD cooling systems.

Trend
(mm) (mm) (mm)

Abase

(mm2) (W) (kV) (ᴏC /W)
[Eq. (6.14)]

(ᴏC /W)

A 6 30 124 35 3720 0.037 3.57 2.8 2.34

B 8 30 106 30 3180 0.043 3.47 2.3 2.00

C 10 30 88 25 2640 0.052 3.44 2.1 1.90

D 12 30 88 25 2640 0.052 3.35 1.8 1.65
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It is useful to mention that further improvements can be achieved with lower

operating temperatures by increasing the heat exchange area, which can be obtained

by extending the width and length of the heat sink, or increasing the operating power

per wire, which results in greater induced air velocities, depending on the

requirements and limitations of the application itself.

Figure 6.12 Comparison of cooling performance of different EHD cooling systems, showing the
thermal load as a function of base temperature. Trends symbols are related to the information

presented in Table 6.6.

In order to assess the capability of the present EHD cooling systems in real

applications, a list of examples of the current standard laptops powered by Intel

technology are selected and presented in Table 6.7 as a guide for comparison,

showing the max TDP and total thickness of different laptops. The figures reveal

that the developed EHD cooling systems have great potential to compete with

mechanical rotary fans in low-profile laptops with higher TDP and lower device

height, even if the laptop screen thickness is added.

Indeed, the ability to extend the width of the heat exchanger cooled by

traditional centrifugal fans used in laptops is limited by the width of the fan exit

region, which is always smaller than the total fan diameter. Furthermore, compared

to conventional centrifugal fans, the present EHD system requires smaller
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installation volume even if the size of the compact high-voltage multiplier is

included [25]. These significant advantages establish the integrated EHD cooling

systems as a promising alternative thermal solution in low-profile laptop

applications.

Table 6.7 Examples of the current standard laptops powered by Intel technology available
commercially [228].

Product
Max
TDP

Total
height

ASUS VivoBook S200E-CT320H notebook 17 W 20.9 mm

Acer Aspire 430 17 W 25.3 mm

Dell Latitude 7380 2.8GHz i7-7600U-13.3" 15 W 17.3 mm

ASUS VivoBook S510UA-BQ079T 2.4GHz i3-7100U-15.6" 15 W 17.9 mm

Lenovo IdeaPad 310-15 2GHz i3-6006U-15.6" 15 W 22.9 mm

Dell Latitude 3480 2.5GHz i5-7200U-14" 15 W 23.3 mm

ASUS Chromebook C300MA 7.5 W 20.3 mm

ASUS X553MA, 4Gb RAM, 750Gb Hard Drive, Wi-Fi, 15.6" 7.5 W 25.3 mm

Acer Aspire A114-31-C6S1 1.1GHz N3350 14" 6 W 18 mm

Lenovo N22 Chrome book - Celeron N3060 - 32GB Flash-11.6" 6 W 21.8 mm

ASUS VivoBook E201NA-GJ008T-OSS 1.1GHz N3350-11.6" 6 W 22.5 mm

ASUS VivoBook Max X541NA-GO230T 1.10GHz N4200 15.6" 6 W 27.6 mm

ASUS Zenbook UX305FA-FC004P 0.8GHz M-5Y10-13.3" 4.5 W 12.3 mm

HP EliteBook Folio 1020 G1 1.1GHz M-5Y51-12.5" 4.5 W 15.7 mm

6.6 Chapter Summary

The main points presented in this chapter can be outlined as follows:

1. A novel design of an EHD system integrated with compact heat sinks in a range

of heights from 6 to 12 mm was proposed as a thermal management cooling

solution for small-scale and thin advanced consumer applications.

2. A 3D numerical model was successfully developed to solve the coupled

equations of EHD flow and conjugate heat transfer, showing an acceptable

thermal performance compared to that obtained by traditional fans at a given inlet

fin channel velocity.

https://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/products/devices-systems/laptops/standard/asus-vivobook-s200e-ct320h-H18369324.html
https://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/products/devices-systems/laptops/standard/acer-aspire-e1-430-21174g50dnkk-H23212190.html
https://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/products/devices-systems/laptops/standard/dell-latitude-7380-H38083916.html
https://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/products/devices-systems/laptops/standard/asus-vivobook-s510ua-bq079t-H38296602.html
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3. Results of a parametric study demonstrated that the efficient design of integrated

EHD systems can be obtained based on an appropriate balance between the heat

sink dimensions, and the developed EHD systems offered a flexible design to be

installed in low-profile laptops.

4. At a given operating electrical power of 1.25 W, predictions of thermal

performance revealed that a compact EHD cooling system of 6 mm thick under a

thermal load (TDP) of 20 W was able to maintain the operating temperature

within the typical range recommended for GPUs (40 – 90 ᴏC), whereas a thicker

EHD system of 12 mm height showed higher thermal performance with a

maximum operating temperature below 85 oC under a TDP up to 30 W.

5. Compared to traditional cooling systems used in the current standard low power

laptops, integrated EHD systems were found to be competitive to rotary fans

based on cooling performance, installation volume and device thickness.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

EHD air movers are receiving increasing attention from the academic research

community as a novel cooling solution for advanced microelectronics and consumer

devices. As part of this attention, this thesis has been devoted to investigating the

unique features of using EHD flow in thermal management cooling systems, and

support previous efforts performed to employ this technology in the real-world

applications.

The main conclusions of the present work can be drawn as follows:

 A numerical approach is performed using the commercial package, COMSOL

Multiphysics software, to solve the coupled equations of electric field, charge

transport and fluid dynamics for EHD driven airflows. Numerical validation

results are shown to agree well with previous experimental data and

demonstrate the accuracy of the numerical method used to predict the current-

voltage, flow rate, static pressure, outlet velocity profile, and heat transfer

characteristics. Compared to measured data, the developed models are shown to

accurately predict current-voltage curves and outlet average air velocities with

errors of less than 4% and 10%, respectively.

 As the corona discharge process and the induced EHD flow are highly affected

by the configuration parameters and operating conditions, EHD numerical

modelling is shown to provide a rigorous tool to investigate a wide range of

aspects of EHD process, predict the performance and efficiency of EHD

blowers in small-scale structures, design and optimize configurations, and,

ultimately, save time and cost. Moreover, the successful 3D modelling

developed in this thesis enables the inclusion of conjugate heat transfer models
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and offers the ability to simulate of a wide range of non-symmetric and complex

emitter/collector geometries.

 Numerical simulations are developed to carry out a comprehensive parametric

study into the effect of the corona wire diameter, collecting electrode gap and

collecting grid distribution on the efficiency of the EHD wire-to-grid blowers

for a range of blower heights (from 9 to 15 mm). Results reveal that using a fine

emitter wire is more efficient than a thicker one, and leads to lower onset

voltage, considerable reductions in both power consumption and applied

potential required to generate a certain air velocity, confirming previous

findings. It is noticed, for example, that reducing the emitter wire diameter from

100 µm to 50 µm can reduce the power consumption and the required voltage

by approximately 20% and 13%, respectively, with just 6% drop in the

produced average air velocity, using the same electrode gap.

 The predictions also show that using a grid of parallel wires as a further

collector has significantly beneficial impacts on the blower performance, with

higher flow production, lower operating voltage and reduced blower size,

meeting the design and thermal management requirements. Furthermore, it is

found that the grounded electrode locations highly affect the electric field

distribution and the blower efficiency, and the latter can be enhanced by

increasing the electrode gap of both collectors from the emitter wire, since this

increases both the drifting angle of the charged ions and the kinetic energy

imparted to the flow towards the blower outlet.

 The optimal electrode gap of both the grid and the collecting surface for each

investigated blower can be determined based on the effective increase in the

applied voltage by fixing the operating power. The optimal locations of both

collectors show that the average outlet velocity is enhanced with maximum

increases in the range from 9% to 15%, depending on blower thickness,

compared to that obtained with inefficient collector locations using the same

operating power. An investigation into the effect of grid density reveals that

using coarse collecting grids is generally beneficial, leading to higher efficiency
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with lower pressure losses. For example, using a collecting grid density of 6

wires in a blower of 11 mm height can improve the blower efficiency by

approximately 55% over the case of no grid, and by 14% compared to the case

of using a denser grid with 10 wires, at a given applied voltage of 5.6 kV.

 Aiming to optimize a miniature configuration of wire-to-plane EHD blower,

which is the most preferred geometry for integrating into cooling systems for

thin microelectronic applications, the horizontal electrode gap and the most

effective collector length for a range of blower heights (from 2 to 10 mm) are

determined by fixing both the input power and the applied voltage and defined

by simple expressions. Results demonstrate that using the optimal electrode

gaps predicted at a constant applied voltage can improve the energy conversion

efficiency by 55% to 93% for the range of blower heights compared to that

obtained using inefficient locations (at ).

 The new method of fixing the operating power presented first in this thesis is

found to be a useful tool for efficient design optimization when the practical

application is controlled by a limited range of operating power. Using this

method, the optimal electrode gaps are determined based on effective increases

in the applied voltages, which are found to be nearly equivalent to the

improvements in the induced air velocities. Furthermore, using the effective

collector length in the thin EHD blowers offers further miniaturization in the

installation size, whereas using the whole effective collector length in the

thicker EHD blowers provide effective heat removal when the collector acts as a

heat exchange surface.

 Although the predicted optimized wire-to-plane EHD channel configurations

are valid only for the corona wire diameter adopted in this study, these optimal

parameters can be used as a useful reference when thicker or finer corona wires

are used for the given ranges of blower heights and operating conditions.

Results of produced flow rates and static pressures obtained by the optimized

blowers are found to agree well with those predicted by the previously reported

EHD scaling laws of ideal EHD flow devices.
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 Unlike flow profiles produced by rotary fans, results of 3D numerical

investigations performed to highlight the performance and flow characteristics

of miniature EHD blowers show that the profile of the outlet mean velocity is

uniform with a parabolic distribution along the vertical plane and has a top-hat

distribution (flat) along the horizontal plane. Furthermore, it is found that the

flow resistance and sidewalls friction through shortened and thin EHD blowers

decreases and can be neglected as the blower becomes wider, indicating that

using 2D modelling for short and wide EHD blowers can predict flow rates

effectively compared to that obtained by the means of the 3D simulations. For

example, results show that the outlet mean velocity magnitudes predicted using

3D models for blowers of 2 mm and 6 mm heights with 60 mm widths are just

approximately 1% and 1.5% lower than that predicted by 2D simulations, under

the same operating voltage. This observation can aid to ensure acceptable

predictions of flow rates using 2D simulations with slight differences compared

to those that include flow losses, and also save time and the large computational

memory required for 3D modelling of ducted EHD driven airflow.

 In order to minimize the operating voltage required to generate a certain flow

rate, a configuration of two combined thin EHD blowers is developed and

compared against other levels of blower height. Results reveal that the

combined blower is able to produce flow rates close to that obtained by a

blower of the same thickness, consuming the same electrical power while

reducing the applied potential by approximately 40%. Furthermore, combined

EHD blowers provide further advantages when the operating power is

controlled to produce different flow patterns for local cooling in thermal

management applications.

 Performance comparisons against commercial rotary blowers demonstrate that

the optimized miniature EHD blowers are more competitive for cooling

miniaturized and extended heated surfaces based on blower size, flow rates with

uniform velocity profiles, and power consumption. For example, at a fixed

blower width at 30 mm, an EHD blower of 3 mm height can produce

approximately the same flow rate of that provided by an equivalent rotary
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blower (18 l/min) with an increase in the power consumption by 25% (0.1 W)

but with a 60% reduction in the size. On the other hand, reducing the EHD

blower width to 10 mm shows higher efficiency than an equivalent rotary fan by

more than 1050%, higher airflow rate by up to 75% and a reduction in electrical

power by 180%, using the same installation size. Results of performance

comparison indicate that the balance between the key design factors, including

the space available for the cooling system, the limitations of operating power,

and the required cooling flow rate, is the key criteria for optimizing EHD

devices for small-scale microelectronic applications.

 The benefits of integrating optimized EHD air blowers with a heat exchanger of

parallel plate-fins are investigated, and a novel design of EHD cooling system is

proposed as a thermal management cooling solution in microelectronics and

low-profile laptop applications. A validated three-dimensional numerical model

is developed to solve the coupled physics of EHD flow and conjugate heat

transfer. For a range of heat sink heights from 6 to 12 mm, a parametric study is

performed to investigate the effect of main design parameters and operation

conditions on the heat transfer characteristics and cooling performance of

integrated EHD systems. Results show that the main dimensions of the heat sink

have significant effects on the dissipated and operating powers, and a delicate

balance between these factors must be made carefully for efficient design of

EHD cooling systems.

 At a given operating power of 1.25 W, predictions reveal that a compact EHD

cooling system of 6 mm thick, 124 mm wide and 30 mm long, is able to

maintain the operating temperature within the typical range, between 40 and 90

oC, under a thermal load (TDP) up to 20 W. By increasing the thickness to 12

and decreasing the width to 88 mm, the EHD system can maintain the operating

temperature below 85 oC for a TDP of 30 W.

 Unlike conventional rotary blowers, integrated EHD blowers have flexible

structure design with the ability of reducing the height and increasing the width

as required, offering a unique feature to be installed in low-profile laptops.
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Compared to traditional cooling systems used in the current standard laptops,

the proposed EHD systems show promising cooling performance for laptops

operated at higher TDP with reduced thermal solution volume and low height

profile.

While most previous studies have focused on improving EHD flow generation

for general applications using macro-scale geometries regardless of the level of

applied voltage or consumed electrical power, only few attempts have been made to

develop efficient and high performance EHD cooling systems for real-world

applications. However, this step requires significant efforts to meet the thermal

management requirements and overtake the associated failure modes of EHD

technology such as electrode degradation and dust accumulation, as well as reducing

the ozone production. In fact, the real implementation of EHD cooling systems in

electronic devices can reflect the real challenges and integration difficulties and

guide the efforts to develop efficient designs of EHD devices with long term

reliability and acceptable ozone generation.

One of the inherent requirements of EHD technology is the high voltage

source required to initiate and sustain the corona discharge, which may represent a

challenge depending on the application scale. For example, when the EHD devices

are employed as a cooling solution in macro-scale electronic applications such as

desktop computers or game consoles, the high voltage source, the level of operating

voltage, and even installation space for a voltage converter are not likely to represent

technical challenges. However, in small-scale and thin microelectronics such as

portable laptops, where both the profile height and integration volume are restricted,

the design of a compact voltage converter capable of converting a 12 V DC voltage

of a laptop battery to the level required to operate the EHD cooling system

(approximately 3 kV) represents one of the integration challenges [25].

As the EHD blowers investigated in this thesis were developed and proposed

to be employed in the field of thermal management microelectronic applications,

this thesis strived to minimize both the blower size and level of operating conditions

by using optimization methods established based on the effective level of applied

voltage, and suggested integrated EHD cooling systems operated at low voltage of

approximately 3.5 kV for cooling compact heat sinks in thin laptops. Indeed, the
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applied voltage of 3 kV mentioned in [25] is the not a threshold but it mainly

depended on the required EHD flow rate and the design of EHD cooling system

developed in the reference, which mainly related to the corona wire diameter and

electrode gap, while reducing the maximum level of voltage to less than 3 kV can be

obtained by using smaller electrode arrangement, as that presented in [159].

Moreover, reducing the levels of operating conditions may contribute in decreasing

the chances of electrode failure due to corona discharge process and leads to

improved device reliability.

In summary, although there is not a commercial microelectronic application

cooled based on EHD technology on the market to date, the continuous development

efforts could yield EHD thermal management products in the near future. In this

direction, significant efforts have been made and supported by Tessera Technologies

after the successful integration of an EHD system into a real-world laptop

application presented in 2009 [25]. Since that time, the foundation stone was laid by

Jewell-Larsen, who is the author of a number of patents in the EHD development

area (e.g., [229, 230]), and a research group from the University of Washington in

collaboration with Kronos Air technologies toward commercially producing EHD

cooling devices for microelectronics modules such as notebooks. Furthermore, a

patent application published by the US Patent and Trademark Office [231] revealed

the intention of the Apple Company to insert the ionic wind generator technique in

its products industry. According to an Apple report, this progress will extend the

range of options to use specialty sensors and mechanisms, and also lead to

possibility of steering the air cooling system to reach different areas inside a

computer or microelectronic device [232].

Eventually, the criterion of the success or failure of the EHD devices as a

thermal management cooling solution mainly depends on the need of the growing

microelectronics technology for the key advantages and novel merits of EHD air

movers such as their flexible form factor, silent operation, small and thin installation

volume, promising cooling performance and competitive heat transfer capabilities.
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7.2 Future work

EHD technology still requires more research and development before being

commercially adopted for consumer microelectronic applications. This thesis has

highlighted the novel merits of EHD air movers and revealed their ability to

compete with mechanical centrifugal fans in terms of cooling performance in

miniaturized structures, uniform outlet velocity profile, and efficient flow generation

for effective heat removal in reduced installation volume and thin applications.

However, future scientific research and industrial development are needed to focus

on the following areas.

7.2.1 Modelling tools

Although the modelling of EHD flow presented in this thesis and that

performed in previous studies has demonstrated good accuracy at predicting the

performance and pumping efficiency of EHD systems, further modelling efforts

would be useful to be improved.

 Further numerical investigations on the geometric and operating conditions of

EHD devices, with the inclusion of the impact of chemical reactions in plasmas,

material of electrodes and environmental factors, can improve the modelling

reliability to better understand the electric field distributions, charge and current

densities, and ozone production for feasible EHD devices and long term

operation.

 Peek’s empirical equation based numerical modelling methods have shown

accuracy compared to experiments to calculate the electric field created by wire

or sphere emitter geometries. However, more developments are needed to extend

the ability of Peek’s equation to predict electric the field created by complex

emitter geometries.

 Including ozone predictions in EHD modelling can aid in design optimization,

not only based on performance and efficiency, but also to minimize ozone

generation. Although it is complex, using correlations for ozone destruction and

including integrated material in the modelling would be useful for improved

design optimization.
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7.2.2 System design and integration

In this thesis, a set of EHD blowers have been integrated with a classic

structure of heat exchanger of parallel plate fins as a cooling system. However, the

attractive features of EHD devices with a wide range of flexibility need specific

designs of thermal systems to achieve the optimum cooling performance. This in

turn requires from designers and industries to increase their attention on the unique

integration merits and capabilities of EHD air movers that meet the growing demand

for ultra-thin consumer microelectronics. This can be considered with the ability of

EHD devices to control flow velocities and directions within the thermal system

with a rapid switching or changing pressure head. Moreover, further developments

on the optimization of multi-stage designs for EHD systems in integration with heat

exchange surfaces are required for improved flow rates, reduced operating voltage

and installation space, and effective cooling performance.

7.2.3 Integration with other technologies

Although this thesis has focused on the development of EHD blowers for

primary airflows, EHD flow can be used in the presence of bulk flow to disturb

flows and enhance heat dissipation in thermal management systems, as presented

earlier in this thesis. In this light, EHD air movers can be integrated with rotary fans

or other mechanical air cooling technologies such as synthetic jets and piezo fans,

and optimized together for improved cooling performance that cannot be achieved

by anyone of these technologies individually. As part of hybrid technology

development, electrostatic forces in liquids can also be employed to improve liquid

transport in ultra-thin heat pipes used in cooling systems.

7.2.4 Other challenges

Due to the corona discharge possess, EHD flow is associated with several

disadvantages such as, ozone production, reliability, and the need for compact high

voltage multipliers. The absence of any commercial application cooled by EHD

driven flow in the market to date reveals that these issues may remain challenges

and need more research.
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7.2.4.1 Ozone production

As presented early in Chapter 1, ozone is an undesirable by-product of the ion

generation process in air. In addition to the use of positive polarity and very fine

emitter electrode, further research for reduced ozone generation can be devoted in

the following directions:

 Optimization of EHD devices for reduced ion current in a balance with

maintaining the pumping performance.

 Integrating improved catalyst materials in the EHD systems at optimized

locations downstream of corona wire to destruct ozone before leaving with

the produced air.

 Research for catalyst materials of high capability to destruct ozone and

investigation for the optimal material shape within the flow channel to

reduce flow restrictions.

7.2.4.2 Reliability

Although EHD devices have no moving parts in their operating

mechanism, emitter electrode degradation and dust accumulation represent

major challenges against reliability. Degradation on corona electrode surface is

mainly caused due to associated chemical and ionization processes such as

oxidation and erosion through ion bombardment, leading to a reduced device

life. Ingress of dust into the EHD cooling system and its accumulation on the

corona electrode and heat exchange surfaces lead to reductions in the pumping

and thermal performance and longevity of EHD devices. The following

development areas can lead to improved reliability:

 Investigation and research for reliable materials for emitter and collector

electrodes that offer long-time operation under the effects of corona

discharge process.
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 Development of flow control systems using smart algorithms that manage

the operating power and voltage as required can offer improved EHD device

lifetime.

 Using pre-filters for the pulled air into the EHD blower to reduce the dust

particles entering the system during operation.

 Development of designs that enable easy removal and cleaning of dust and

debris from the EHD device

7.2.4.3 The need for high voltage

The use of EHD driven flow in thin microelectronics requires a compact

and low-cost high voltage power supply (usually on the order of kilovolts) that

is able to initiate and sustain corona discharge. However, although this may

seem a challenge against EHD technology to be practically adopted, compact

high voltage power supplies used in laptops’ monitor backlights for the cold

cathode florescent lamp (CCFL) can be feasible for EHD devices but they will

require further development and miniaturization [25].
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